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ABSTRACT
Ruling Appetites: The Politics of Diet in Early Modern English Literature
Andrea Crow
Ruling Appetites: The Politics of Diet in Early Modern English Literature reveals how
eating became inseparable from political and social identity in the early modern English
imaginary, and the instrumental role that poets, playwrights, and polemicists played in shaping a
growing perception of diet as a primary means of driving social change. From the late
Elizabethan period through the Restoration, recurrent harvest failures and unstable infrastructure
led to widespread food insecurity and even starvation across England. At once literary producers
and concerned social agents, many major early modern authors were closely engaged with some
of the worst hunger crises in English history. The pointed and detailed attention to food in early
modern literature, from luxurious banquets to bare cupboards, I argue, arose from real concerns
over the problem of hunger facing the country. I demonstrate how authors developed literary
forms seeking to explain and respond to how changing dietary habits and food distribution
practices were reshaping their communities. Moreover, early modern authors turned to food not
just as a topical referent or as a metaphorical vehicle but rather as a structural concern that could
be materially addressed through literary means. Each chapter of “Ruling Appetites” centers on
particular literary techniques—verse forms, stage characters, theatrical set pieces, or narrative
tropes—through which authors examined how food influenced economic, social, and political
reality. Literary form, in its openness to experimentation and innovation, allowed authors to
address how early modern England’s changing dietary culture was transforming its material,
social, and imaginative landscape.
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Introduction

“The excess of feasts and apparel are the notes of a sick state; and the wantonness of
language, of a sick mind,” Ben Jonson remarks in his 1640 printed commonplace book Timber:
or, Discoveries; Made upon Men and Matter.1 The connection that Jonson identifies between the
excessive consumption of rich foods and the corruption of language is more than incidental. In
Jonson’s view, language and eating habits both reveal the inner state of an individual or a nation,
and if one is disordered, both are. Diet and words indicate appetites and tastes: people’s use of
language reveals whether they are temperate, and a country’s gluttonous, ascetic, or moderate
consumption habits can be seen in its literary culture.
Some writers, Jonson explains, use a “fleshly stile, when there is much periphrases, and
circuit of words.”2 Such a circumlocutory style can be the rhetorical equivalent of a healthy
digestion, with words kept productively in “circuit,” but, if not carefully moderated, such
“fleshly stile” will “gro[w] fat and corpulent,” weighed down by “arvina orationis,” or a “the fat
of the speech.”3 At the same time, a writer can produce overly spare language that is “thin,
flagging, poor, starved, scarce covering the bone” of their bare meaning.4 Excessively
abstemious speakers, who “strive to have no ill blood or juice” such as superfluous adjectives in
their language, that is, “lose their good,” ending up with nothing that will nourish their readers
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This and all subsequent references to this text taken from Ben Jonson, Timber: or Discoveries; Made upon Men
and Matter, in Ben Jonson: The Complete Poems, ed. George Parfitt (New York: Penguin Classics, 1988), 373-458,
here at 403.
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either.5 A regulated disposition allows writers to select words that are “proper and apt, their
sound sweet, and the phrase neat and picked.”6 For Jonson, a writer’s ability to produce suitable,
tasteful, and elegant language is inseparable from their overarching habitus, which encompasses
their dietary health. Beauty in speech reflects inward temperance, “springing out of the most
retired and inmost parts of us,” and disorderly language reflects an immoderate frame of mind
that is also evidenced by one’s indulgence in an “excess of feasts.”7
Jonson’s exposition on the more-than-metaphorical connections between linguistic
expression and consumption habits articulates a conceptual shift in English literary and dietary
thought that emerged in the late-sixteenth and mid-seventeenth centuries. In Ruling Appetites:
The Politics of Diet in Early Modern English Literature, I argue that early modern concerns over
English consumption practices came to directly shape literary form. Eating habits became
understood as materially producing particular social and political conditions, and literary form as
a means of shaping all three. Early modern authors used innovations in literary form to articulate
this relationship between consumption habits and the collective body, and frequently sought to
use literature to alter diets for the common good. When Jonson terms a preference for “railing
and tinkling rhymers” as “the diet of the times,” he identifies unhealthy tastes as a problem
spreading across the country.8 Audiences’ consumption of literary “junk food” is inseparable
from real conditions of hunger: specifically, authors’ need to eat. The writer, he observes, “shall
not have a reader now” unless he serves the “vulgar … food of men’s natures,” and “hungry”
5
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authors are forced to “play the parasite,” sucking sustenance from those who buy their works.9 In
order to eat, they remove “the bitterness of truth” from their language to gain favor with wealthy
patrons who will invite them to become their “friends of the dish,” eating at their tables.10 In
Jonson’s view, his contemporaries’ writings are driven by their stomachs. Through disparities in
food access and a taste for rich foods, the literal appetite supports particular interpersonal
structures, and the literature that authors produce is a means of negotiating the relationship
between the belly and society. Jonson’s directives for how to write in a manner that is a “sweet,
neat, and picked” arises from a view that language, and the literary forms in which it is
expressed, can keep a community in health, or give rise to a “sick state” governed by hypocritical
and self-serving appetites.11
Ruling Appetites reveals how extensively diet influenced the formal inventiveness of
early modern English literature. Early modern writers, like Jonson, who were concerned by the
ways in which food access and circulation might disorder a community, drew on the resources
offered by drama, poetry, and prose to develop inventive literary forms in order to shape a
growing understanding of the social and political consequences of diet. Robert Herrick’s revision
of the conventionally festive country house poem genre to describe his cupboard’s meager
provisions of “pea, or bean, or wort, or beet” registers the real deterioration of rural communities
in a time of famine.12 He invokes the genre’s nostalgic fantasies of conviviality and plenty—the
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Ibid, 383, 406.
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Robert Herrick, “His Content in the Country,” ln. 4, in The Complete Poetry of Robert Herrick: Vol. 1, eds. Tom
Cain and Ruth Connolly (Oxford Oxford University Press, 2013).
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“liberal board” loaded with beer, bread, wine, and “plenty of meat” of Jonson’s “To
Penshurst”—to delineate a counter-ethos of dietary frugality in response to contemporary
conditions of scarcity.13 As vicar to a rural community suffering under a time of food scarcity,
Herrick’s revision of the country house poem genre laments how, in place of an emphasis on
recognizing and fulfilling mutual debts to sustain one another, hunger has caused communities to
turn inward. The turn towards simple roots and greens that can be gathered or grown in small
gardens, reflects individuals’ efforts to prioritize filling their own stomachs by removing
themselves from the social obligations created by producing food collectively.
Social life under conditions of scarcity like those that Herrick describes is the primary
area of concern for the authors that I discuss here. A protracted period of hunger crisis lasting
from the late Elizabethan era through the Restoration, I argue, drove many authors, who were
motivated either by civic or activist commitments or by their own hungry bellies, to explore the
effects of consumption habits on their communities and to engage with these conditions through
their literary works. When the Fifth Monarchist prophet Anna Trapnel publicly fasted for days at
a time while railing against those who consumed expensive “dainty dishes … when others would
have been glad of / Crums that fall from their board,” she modeled through her ascetic, divinelyinspired body how a reduction of consumption might not only allow the state to better sustain
itself, but could even bring it closer to God.14 In her published record of this visionary
experience, The Cry of a Stone, she depicted the transformative state that this dietary practice
effected in her through a text riddled with gaps marked by dashes on the page, a style that offers
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and Studies, 2000), 24.
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the reader “some taste” of the transformative physical and spiritual condition into which she
enjoins them to follow her.15 Like Herrick and Trapnel, early modern English writers responded
to food insecurity by developing literary techniques—including theatrical set pieces, stage
characters, poetic measures, and narrative forms—that articulated and even sought to change
how diet shaped the affiliative and hierarchical structures of social and political life.
Early in the development of this project, I came across a provocative question posed by
James Holstun in Ehud’s Dagger: Class Struggle in the English Revolution: why, in several
decades of revisionary canons and politically-conscious readings in the field of early modern
criticism, have the voices of the hungry remained largely unheard? He suggests that the problem
is formal:
Erotic deprivation produces the love lament, deprivation of political power the poem of
patronage, both sorts of deprivation the Petrarchan political sonnet. Deprivation of bodily
freedom produces the wife’s diary or the prison poem or the Foxean captivity narrative,
of political liberty the philippic or manifesto. Even deprivation of life produces, through
the melodious tear of a bereft swain, the pastoral elegy. But no parallel genre responds to
the deprivation of food.16
Ruling Appetites doesn’t identify a specific genre, but it does reveal hitherto unrecognized forms
of literary expression produced by the experience or threat of food insecurity, and oriented
towards the potentially socially-beneficial uses of hunger. Rather than a new genre, conditions of
dearth, and consciousness of unequal distribution, generated a complexly branching genealogy of
experiments in literary form, concerned with imagining how diet connects individuals within a
collective body. This multiplicity corresponds to the diversity of people affected by food
insecurity in the period and the variety of circumstances in which it took shape. Authors
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developed literary modes of expression to articulate hunger as a common experience, the concern
of rich and poor, the hungry and those enjoined to care for them, authors and readers.
***
In examining the array of literary works that grapple with these concerns, my dissertation
is organized according to two principles. The first is chronological. I move through the hunger
crisis as it unfolded from its beginning in the 1580s through its end in the 1650s. As I trace how
discussions of food access and hunger became central to notions of social and political belonging
and exclusion—from the English pies, cheese, and ale shared by tavern-goers in Thomas Dekker
and Thomas Middleton’s The Honest Whore, Part 1 (1604) to the bowls of gruel fought over by
the play’s marginalized population of starving asylum inmates—I offer an alternative trajectory
of how diet became crucial to identity formation. The notion that “you are what you eat” is often
tied to the growth of a consumer culture, in which eating habits are a form of cultural capital.17
This is indeed part of what began to make diet a defining part of one’s identity in the early
modern period: for example, Thomas Dekker’s satirical guide The Gull’s Hornbook (1609)
teaches readers how to advance themselves socially by affecting upper-class habits, for example,
by standing outside of expensive dining establishments and “correct[ing] your téeth with some
quill,” pretending to have just eaten there, “it skilles not whether you dinde or no.”18 Yet it was
not just the desire to raise one’s status that led to an increased scrutiny of everyday eating; it was
also anxiety over food insecurity and an attendant desire to discover and foster consumption
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See, for example, Paul G.E. Clemens, “The Consumer Culture of the Middle Atlantic, 1760-1820,” The William
and Mary Quarterly 62, no. 4 (2005), 577-624; James Symonds, ed., Table Settings: The Material Culture and
Social Context of Dining, AD 1700-1900 (Oakville: Oxbow Books, 2010); and Lorna Weatherill, Consumer
Behaviour and Material Culture in Britain, 1660-1760 (London and New York: Routledge, 1988).
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practices that would maintain one’s community in a state of health and stability.19 England’s
efforts to build strong trade networks with Morocco, for example, was driven not only by a taste
for the sugar, spices, and other delicacies that the country produced, but also by the hopes of
accessing, as James I’s ambassador to the country Henry Roberts advised, the “great store of
graines” that the country held, that might be able to relieve England in times of dearth.20 This
motive is at play in Thomas Heywood’s The Fair Maid of the West, Part 1 (ca. 1597-1603), as
an apprentice, Clem, joins an English expedition to Morocco not out of a desire for riches and
glory but in the hopes of escaping the starvation conditions that have left him constantly hungry
and even caused his father to die “the last dear year … when corn grew to be at an high rate.”21
Scarcity played a major role in changing eating practices, and a need to feed the community
under conditions of hunger became fundamental to how people understood the consequences of
their diet.
My dissertation is also arranged to convey how English authors considered how diet
formed people into a collective body at all levels, from the national scale down to the individual
community. Beginning with the ways that regulating the appetite was tied to concerns
surrounding England’s place on the global stage, I move into how the distribution of food was
understood to be a means of regulating internal tensions between domestic populations, to
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Ayesha Mukherjee examines how dearth conditions in early modern England led to what she calls “dearth
science,” an effort to search for and promote foods that could sustain a large population more easily under times of
scarcity. See Penury into Plenty: Dearth and the Making of Knowledge in Early Modern England (New York:
Routledge, 2015).
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Nebraska Press, 1967). 2.1.45.
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dietary concerns within particular parishes, and finally to efforts to found new, utopian
communities through transforming individual eating habits. Reading across the often-partitioned
fields of drama, poetry, and prose, I demonstrate how formal developments also crossed these
boundaries. Stock scenes and characters move between pamphlets, ballads, and the stage; and
poets and prose authors seek to realize embodied performances of hunger in print through
particular lyric or narrative techniques. The hungry asylum inmates of 1 Honest Whore, for
example, reimagine a stock pamphlet character whom I call the starving Bedlamite, a madman
(or woman) who wanders the English countryside demanding food. While this character was
usually a conman in the earliest pamphlet literature, feigning madness to scare decent English
citizens out of their food, starving Bedlamites are genuinely hungry on the stage, their bodies an
index of structural deprivation. The pamphleteer and playwright Thomas Dekker, who had
himself faced hunger in debtors’ prison, frequently wrote about the problem of hunger in
London, and used the visceral impact of the starving Bedlamite’s body on stage to transform his
audience’s associations with this familiar pamphlet rogue through performance.22 Rather than
criminals to be feared, the starving Bedlamites of the stage called audiences to witness their
suffering: a madman in 1 Honest Whore, for example, calls attention to his gaunt frame, saying,
“these are my ribs—you may / look through my ribs.”23 Furthermore, plays featuring these

22

Dekker was imprisoned for debt in the Poultry Counter from 1598-9 and in the King’s Bench prison from 1612-9.
He wrote about the poor conditions in prison, including the problem of hunger, in the text “The Miserie of a Prison,
and a Prisoner,” appended to his 1607 collection Iests to Make you Merie (London, 1607). For a survey of Dekker’s
prison pamphlets, see Philip Shaw, “The Position of Thomas Dekker in Jacobean Prison Literature,” PMLA 62, no. 2
(1947): 366-91. Dekker wrote about starvation across London in general in numerous pamphlets, exemplary of
which is The cold year. 1614. A deepe snovv; in vvhich men and cattell haue perished, to the generall losse of
farmers, graisers, husbandmen, and all sorts of people in the countrie; and no lesse hurtfull to citizens (London,
1615).
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Thomas Dekker and Thomas Middleton, The Patient Man and the Honest Whore, in Thomas Middleton: The
Collected Works, ed. Gary Taylor and John Lavagnino (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 15.252-3.
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characters highlight the fact that anyone, from “gentlemen or courtiers” to “farmers’ sons,” as the
asylum manager in 1 Honest Whore explains, could end up in Bedlam, an emphasis that calls the
audience not just to pity the starving Bedlamite but to understand their hunger as a problem that
concerns them as well.24
***
Food insecurity and about community were tied together in numerous ways during this
period. On a national level, England began to participate in global trade networks, importing
foreign food and exporting domestic wares. As this expansion raised English hopes for increased
international influence, it also raised fears of instability, as the country was influenced by and
dependent on other nations.25 As the island spirit Ariel tantalizes the hungry, shipwrecked
travellers of William Shakespeare’s The Tempest by showing them a banquet and then causing it
to disappear, the play exemplifies the competing desires and anxieties raised by becoming
intertwined with foreign powers.26 The banquet scene fantastically echoes the concern expressed
at the beginning of the play about the nobleman Alonso’s decision to marry his daughter to the
king of Tunis, where, rather than “bless[ing] our Europe” he has “los[t] her to an African.”27 The
fear that, in seeking to serve their political, economic, and literal appetites through international
trade, the English might end up with less than they had before, emerged on the stage in plays set

24

Ibid, 15.124-7.
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On England’s participation in international food exchange networks and its effect on ideas surrounding national
identity and stability, see Hillary Eklund, Literature and Moral Economy in the Early Modern Atlantic: Elegant
Sufficiencies (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 2015) and Jonathan Gil Harris, Foreign Bodies and the Body
Politic: Discourses of Social Pathology in Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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William Shakespeare, The Tempest, ed. Virginia Mason Vaughan and Alden T. Vaughan (London: The Arden
Shakespeare, 1999), 3.3.18-53.
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Ibid, 2.1.125-6.
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in foreign places and featuring exotic banquets, capitalizing on the anxieties and desires
emblematized by these new foods appearing on English tables.
Tensions over the stability and boundaries of the community also arose in relation to
domestic networks of food circulation. When Edgar disguises himself as the starving madman
“Tom o’ Bedlam” in William Shakespeare’s King Lear, he describes himself as one of numerous
hungry beggars who wander the country. Forced to the margins of society and cut off from
necessary resources, they are forced to “drink the green mantle of the standing pool” and eat
frogs and toads that Edgar imagines hopping in his belly and crying for more food.28 When Lear
attempts to treat “Tom” as a philosophical ideal, of “unaccommodated man” in a state of nature,
Edgar asserts that his bare and hungry body attests to something different: “the basest and most
poorest shape / That ever penury, in contempt of man, / Brought near to beast.”29 Edgar depicts
the hungry Bedlamite as the product of a structural failure to relieve penury. In Lear, starving
madmen are a public health crisis, the sign of an incompetent government that has failed to
provide relief for its needy members. His plight corresponds to contemporary problems that
persisted throughout the period I examine. The question of how all members of the English body
would be fed came under scrutiny as medieval charitable structures were unevenly replaced by
attempts to shift the responsibility to feed the poor to local communities combined with harsh
punishments for vagrancy and the increased use of institutions like Bedlam asylum, which Tom’s
name evokes, to contain and manage vulnerable populations.30 As the inadequacy of these
28

Shakespeare, King Lear, ed. R.A. Foakes (London: The Arden Shakespeare, 1997), 3.4.125-9.
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Ibid, 2.3.7-9, 3.4.150-72.
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See A.L. Beier, Masterless Men: The Vagrancy Problem in England, 1560-1640 (London and New York:
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(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996); Paul Slack, The English Poor Law, 1531-1782 (London: Macmillan
Education Ltd, 1990).
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structures became increasingly clear—for example, through a series of prominent scandals at
Bedlam that revealed that the hospital was being run as a for-profit institution in which managers
pocketed donations for themselves and left their patients to starve—the pressure for more
sustainable structures of food distribution grew.31
Furthermore, as dearth conditions recurred for decades on end, the failure of the
government to relieve hunger came to impact increasing numbers of people. Unusual weather
patterns that destroyed grain harvests throughout the period were partly responsible for pushing
the country from a state of insecurity to one of emergency, as thousands suffered from
malnutrition and, in many cases, even starved to death, but overwhelmingly the crisis was
human-made.32 For many observers, conditions of scarcity only heightened embedded
disparities in structures of food distribution; the crisis was one of unequal access, rather than
absolute lack.33 In the climactic moment of Thomas Dekker, William Rowley, and John Ford’s
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On starvation conditions at Bedlam, see especially Patricia Allderidge, “Management and Mismanagement at
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domestic tragedy The Witch of Edmonton (ca. 1621), the villager Anne Ratcliffe runs onstage in
a fit of madness to reveal that, although her community has accused a poor woman of causing
dearth through witchcraft, a more mundane cause is to blame: “All the golden / meal runs into
the rich knaves’ purses,” she cries, “and the poor have / nothing but bran.”34 Her accusation that
there is in fact adequate food to feed the needy, but it has just been misappropriated speaks to the
numerous human factors that exacerbated the hunger crisis, including the practice of grainhoarding, the enclosure of common lands that many had relied on for growing subsistence crops,
and unchecked inflation that made it difficult for people to buy sufficient food when their own
crops failed.35
At times the authors that I discuss here primarily attempt to make these structural
problems visible, calling for official measures of reform. In particular, the dramatic works that I
examine reveal how inequality is perpetuated by unsustainable and inequitable systems of food
distribution. Addressing mixed audiences that cut across socioeconomic classes, these plays
likewise depict clashes and collaborations between diverse populations in response to hunger,
showing how the stability of the social body depends on feeding all of its members. At the
conclusion of John Fletcher’s tragicomedy The Pilgrim (1622), for example, a group of citizens
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demand that a local governor take measures to relieve them from greedy nobles who have
drained their food supplies, leaving them, in their words, without “a bit of meat to feed us.”36
During the first performance of The Pilgrim, which took place at court, this scene was followed
by a direct address to the king watching the play, expressing the hope that they will “remain
wise” and protect their country from the unstable climate of food insecurity presented in the
play.37 This scene recalls real efforts to address food insecurity in England, including the threat
of food riots as well as petitions to the state for relief. For example, in a much-quoted case in
May 1620, when a a group of weavers approached the Privy Council, claiming that “to starve is
woeful, to steal ungodly, and to beg unlawfull whereunto we may well add that to endure our
present estate anywhile is almost impossible,” they successfully convinced the state to remedy
their situation.38 The Pilgrim raises the threat of uprising through riotous scenes of hunger-driven
rebellion against bad governors at Bedlam before concluding the play on a more conservative
resolution as the citizens negotiate with the state. The play locates the solution to food insecurity
in top-down action by traditional authorities, but also portrays organizing across classes united
by their hunger as the source of the pressure that will generate such responses.
At other times, the authors that I discuss turn to personal dietary practices as the key to
addressing food insecurity. The poets and prose authors, writing texts aimed at either individuals
or more intimate communities of readers, focus on how changing one’s eating habits might allow
the community to sustain itself. George Herbert, who, as a country parson was responsible for
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redistributing the food supply in his parish to ensure that no one went hungry, urged his readers
to restrict their consumption habits in the hope that there might thereby be enough food to go
around. When he experiments with shape poetry, for example, he does so in part because he
wants to shape bodies, and specifically to promote a particular type of body as an ideal. He
writes in his poem “The Size” that “A Christians state and ease / Is not a corpulent, but a thinne
and spare, / Yet active strength,” a case for ethically-motivated food refusal that he reinforces on
a formal level, shaping each stanza of his poem to mimic the pinched waist of the moral
consumer.39 While Herbert viewed appetite restriction as a means by which traditional
communities could maintain themselves through times of dearth, others saw diet as a means to
bringing about new and better social formations.
This demand grew as civil war in the 1640s further strained limited food supplies by
diverting resources to support troops who destroyed fields in battle and consumed local food
wherever they were quartered.40 When food insecurity persisted under the commonwealth
government, radical groups began to turn to dietary change as a means of taking reform into their
own hands. The radical polemicist Roger Crab, for example, founder of the vegan community
“the Rationalls,” argued that eating meat feeds the “humor that lusteth after flesh and blood,”
increasing the “desir[e] to destroy flesh” that has turned “the body of England … [into] a
Monster.”41 Crab argues that a diet of plants purges the body of violent impulses, leaving the
individual in a state of “love, peace, and content in mind” that, if practiced widely, could lead the
39
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country towards a utopian state.42 If hunger was the problem that led to a preoccupation with
food in early modern England, for many it was also a solution: by conspicuous appetite
regulation, individuals could reshape their community. The non-dramatic works that I examine in
Ruling Appetites are concerned not merely with temperance or moderation but also with extreme
dietary restriction, viewed as a way of turning lack into a chosen and empowering condition.
Ruling the appetite becomes understood as the key to producing a healthily-functioning social
and political body as well as an individual one, and literary texts become the means of shaping
these bodies towards such a state.
***
Ruling Appetites demonstrates how early modern English literary form was shaped by
authors’ desires to address material and social concerns, specifically, the problem of food
insecurity. It asks us to reevaluate many of the major works of the period as composed by writers
who were personally concerned with hunger and turned to literature as a means of critically and
persuasively engaging with dietary practices and their consequences. While George Herbert
counsels the readers of his handbook for priests, A Priest to the Temple, or The Country Parson,
to keep their “bod[ies] tame, serviceable, and healthfull” through fasting beyond what is required
by the church, he also turns to poetic form as a means of convincing readers to eat less.43 In
“Perirrhanterium,” the opening poem of The Temple, he advises the reader to restrain their
appetite at the table, advising, “if thy stomack call; / Carve, or discourse; do not a famine fear. /
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Who carves, is kind to two; who talks, to all.”44 In the hope that “a verse may finde him, who a
sermon flies,” through rhyming metrical sentences, Herbert seek to “Ryme [the reader] to good,”
reshaping their desires and habits through poetic pleasures and restrictions.45 While drama,
poetry, and prose all offer different (though overlapping) formal possibilities to their authors, the
authors that I discuss here share in common a view that literature has a particular ability to
express the complex material and social concerns surrounding diet and to potentially reorient
their audience’s appetites for the better.
My approach complements a significant body of criticism that has discussed the various
abstractions to which depictions of food in early modern literature often point. Bruce Thomas
Boehrer’s The Fury of Men’s Gullets: Ben Jonson and the Digestive Canal, demonstrates how
Ben Jonson’s attention to food and digestion in his literary works comments on changing ideals
surrounding manners and social distinction.46 Elena Levy-Navarro’s The Culture of Obesity in
Later Modernity and Nancy Gutierrez’s “Shall She Famish Then?” likewise demonstrate how
consumption habits stood in for ethical ideals, focusing specifically on the associations linked to
representations of fat or thin bodies.47 Following a similar method, though with a different focus,
Denise Gigante, in Taste: A Literary History, connects John Milton’s depictions of the
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experience and mechanics of eating with developing ideas about aesthetic taste.48 Ruling
Appetites adds to these analyses the insight that the connections that early modern authors make
between food and concerns like manners and taste are not merely metaphorical or privately
embodied; rather, they understand food as materially intertwined with social relations and
literary form. They are therefore as concerned with everyday eating as with these more
philosophical and conceptual issues. Indeed, for these authors, focusing on diet reveals these
abstractions to be grounded in concrete, material conditions. The fact that Anne Bradstreet places
her poetic persona in the kitchen, for example, seeking not laurels but rather a wreath of “thyme
or parsley” is less a topos of feminized modesty than a reckoning with her surviving through the
“starving time” in New England. When food appears in early modern English literature, it is not
only the vehicle for addressing abstract ideas, but rather, like food itself, the material
instantiation of particular social, political, and economic concerns.
When early modern scholars have considered literary depictions of food as reflecting an
understanding of such concerns as corporeally-grounded in real acts of eating, it has most often
been in the context of church ceremonies, particularly fasting and the Eucharist. Achsah
Guibbory argues in Ceremony and Community from Herbert to Milton that debates in poetry and
prose over the ritual eating practices overseen by the church reflect concerns over the regulation
of real bodies.49 Kimberly Johnson’s Made Flesh: Sacrament and Poetics in Post-Reformation
England and Ryan Netzley’s Reading, Desire, and the Eucharist in Early Modern Religious
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Poetry demonstrate how devotional lyric in particular engages with these debates on a formal
level, as poets formally model mediating their relationship with the divine in their taking of the
Eucharist.50 I demonstrate that early modern authors used literary form to address real bodies not
only in relation to such ceremonial eating practices but in relation to equally fraught debates over
everyday diet. As George Herbert’s The Temple invites readers finally, at the end of the volume,
to “sit and eat,” the poem refers not only to approaching the communion table righteously but
also to engaging in ethical, community-minded consumption habits whenever one sits down to
daily bread.51
Several early modern historians and literary critics in recent years have been interested in
how such everyday food practices affirmed particular social formations. Paul S. Lloyd argues in
Food and Identity in Early Modern England, 1540-1640: Eating to Impress that diet became
linked to class status in increasingly specific ways during this period.52 Looking at eating
practices across Europe, Ken Albala shows in Eating Right in the Renaissance how early modern
dietaries demonstrate the belief that what people ate literally oriented them towards certain
values and character qualities.53 Michael C. Schoenfeldt and David B. Goldstein apply these
insights about the associations surrounding diet to the discussions of food in early modern
literature. Schoenfeldt’s Bodies and Selves in Early Modern England: Physiology and
Inwardness in Spenser, Shakespeare, Herbert, and Milton suggests that dietary choices were
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understood as a form of self-fashioning, empowering individuals to construct themselves through
what they put into their body.54 On the other hand, Goldstein argues in Eating and Ethics in
Shakespeare’s England that diet was fundamentally relational.55 Goldstein views the sociological
concept of “commensality,” the cultural practice of eating together to affirm particular social ties
and boundaries, as central to early modern English culture. My analysis reframes these insights
in the context of dearth conditions, as food insecurity made it difficult for many to have
significant say over what they ate and placed pressure on the consequences of their consumption
practices for their communities. When Michael shows Adam the future at the end of John
Milton’s Paradise Lost, Adam views the rise of political corruption as a product of excessive
appetites. Seeing mankind first begin “to tyrannize” over each other at the building of the Tower
of Babel, Adam decries his descendants for “aspir[ing] / Above his Brethren, to himself
assuming / Authoritie usurpt.”56 Their downfall arises from placing personal advancement above
what should be their focus: laboring for their daily bread. “Wretched man! What food / Will he
convey up thither to sustain / Himself and his rash army,” Adam asks, “thin air / Above the
clouds will pine his entrails gross / And famish him of breath, if not of bread.”57 Adam here links
destructive social and political events directly to a failure to attend to the basic, material need to
eat: tyranny arises with a disregard for the responsibility to provide food for one another, and
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neglecting bread is a sign of corrupt rule. This passage reflects the larger trend I draw out across
literature of the period of hunger crisis: when authors discuss food, they tend to emphasize not
conviviality or taste but rather appetite regulation and the struggle to sustain communities under
the threat of starvation.
Ruling Appetites is most closely engaged with the growing trend in early modern
criticism to closely examine how the changing material conditions surrounding food production
and consumption produced new forms of knowledge and expression. This scholarship builds on
work by agricultural and economic historians like Craig Muldrew and Joan Thirsk, whose
research has uncovered the diverse social, economic, and political factors that caused dietary
norms to change during the early modern period.58 Robert Appelbaum and Joan Fitzpatrick have
made the case that, when Shakespeare and others discuss food in their literary works, they often
are referring in informed ways to real problems surrounding eating, engaging with real questions
surrounding how people should eat.59 Wendy Wall in particular, in Recipes for Thought:
Knowledge and Taste in the Early Modern Kitchen, offers a deft analysis of the ways in which
food practices led to new ways of writing and thinking through the medium of recipe books.60 I
demonstrate that this turn to diet both as a tool of thought and as a material means of shaping
culture emerges not only in dietaries and recipe books, nor as dramatists, poets, and prose writers
comment on these texts, but rather as a set of issues to be addressed through specifically literary
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means. My approach allows us to recognize Robert Herrick’s concern with scarcity as more than
simply topical. In “A Thanksgiving to God, for his House,” he describes how although his
“Kitchin’s small,” it contains
A little Butterie, and therein
A little Byn,
Which keeps my little loafe of Bread
Unchipt, unflead.61
Breaking the otherwise regular hexameter lines of his poem into short, alternating tetrameter and
dimeter, Herrick expresses a fantasy of indefinitely preserving his food in times of dearth that
mimics his effort to stretch diminished resources further. Authors like Herrick, embedded in
structures of food circulation, saw literary form, in its openness to experimentation and
innovation, as a means of addressing and influencing how early modern England’s changing
dietary culture was transforming its material, social, and imaginative landscape.
***
Each chapter of Ruling Appetites centers on a particular formal technique through which
authors examined how food influenced the economic, social, and political conditions shaping
their communities. My first chapter traces the emergence of the banquet table as a theatrical set
piece for thinking through desires and anxieties arising from England’s increasing involvement
in international trade. Some of the most visible effects of this greater integration into a global
economy were the new foodstuffs that entered the English diet, particularly the abundant sugar,
spices, nuts, and fruits imported from North Africa. In addition to a developing taste for such
exotic foods, English interest in this region was driven by dearth at home: as England’s grain
crops repeatedly failed, they hoped that the abundant harvests that travellers saw in North Africa
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might replenish their own stores, while also providing work for unruly, unemployed Englishmen,
thereby easing the strain on domestic resources. I argue that plays featuring North African
characters, including George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar, William Shakespeare’s Titus
Andronicus, and Thomas Heywood’s The Fair Maid of the West, Part 1, used banquet scenes to
imagine how England’s involvement with these foreign powers might help the nation achieve
stability or, conversely, might threaten its autonomy.
In my second chapter, I trace the development of the new stock theatrical character of the
starving Bedlamite, and show how this character was used to explore how inequalities in food
access produced power differentials within English society. Appearing in such plays as Thomas
Dekker and Thomas Middleton’s The Honest Whore, Part 1, Thomas Middleton and William
Rowley’s The Changeling, and John Fletcher’s The Pilgrim, the Bedlam beggar emerged in the
context of ongoing scandals at London’s Bedlam asylum, where patients were kept dangerously
underfed in order to make them more compliant and increase the hospital’s profits. On stage, the
starving Bedlamite emblematized how structural disparities in food access served to control
marginalized populations outside the asylum as well. Structurally, the starving Bedlamite plays
introduce these characters as a potential source of comic relief, only surprise audience
expectations by instead presenting the asylum as a place of menace, repression, and deprivation
to which any audience member might become subject. These plays’ suffering madmen make
food insecurity a rallying point, a form of disenfranchisement faced, though to differing degrees,
across the social body.
While the playwrights in my first two chapters focus on the role of diet in producing
inequalities across society, the poets and prose writers in my final two chapters confront their
readers with the wider implications of their individual dietary choices. In the third chapter I turn
22

to the poet-priests George Herbert and Robert Herrick, arguing that their devotional lyrics seek
to convince readers that it was every individual’s responsibility to practice temperance to ensure
the sustainability of the community as a whole. Their use of experimental poetic forms and
reconfigurations of older genres enjoined the reader to find pleasure in food refusal: metrical
imitations of appetite restriction, shaped poems visually representing the thin bodies, and hymns
and group prayers designed to harmonize a community around an ethos of self-denial make the
case that choosing to consume less is part of being an ethical member of society.
While Herbert and Herrick turned to diet as a means of preserving their communities, my
fourth chapter discusses how radical revolutionary writers saw dietary change as a means of
engendering new forms of social life. I trace how the utopian pamphlets of nonconformist
authors as varied as Roger Crab, Anna Trapnel, and the Digger leader Gerrard Winstanley
modeled how practicing alternative consumption habits could transform society as a whole.
These authors turn to diet as a means of thinking about utopia as active and changing, achieved
when individuals constantly observe and moderate their consumption practices in response to
their internal conditions and the external social and political relationships in which they
participate. Their texts are voiced by unstable narrators undergoing continual transformation,
responsive to the inner workings of the divine, the demands of their political and social
environments, and the food that they consume. Their restricted diets maintain them in a state that
physically and spiritually transubstantiates them into subjects capable of realizing utopia.
***
Disciplining the body to be able to put what it consumes to use is an ideal that early
modern writers applied to both food and literature. In Timber, Jonson describes one of the
necessary qualities of a poet, imitation, as being “able to convert the substance, or riches of
23

another poet, to [one’s] own use … not, as a creature, that swallows, what it takes in, crude, raw,
or indigested, but, that feeds with an appetite, and hath a stomach to concoct, divide, and turn all
to nourishment.”62 Like eating, writing is relational, materially linking individuals and even
making them mutually constitutive through their consumption of the fruits of each other’s labor.
To be a constructive participant in this community, writers must have an “appetite,” but one that
is ruled, governed by principles of efficiency and oriented towards the welfare of the community.
As they “digest” what they read, their stomach must be well-regulated enough to be able to
extract the most beneficial parts from other authors and incorporate them into their own work,
converting them into nourishment. Reading and writing, according to Jonson, must be oriented
towards use and productivity.
Again, for Jonson, the digestive image that he uses here is not merely metaphorical. He
writes that when people are “sober of diet, simple of habit; frugal, [and] painful,” ruling their
literal appetites, a society flourishes.63 This “ancient poverty,” he writes, “founded
commonweals; built cities, invented arts, made wholesome laws.” Material austerity not only
orients a state towards supporting the common good but generates true art, rather than the
“railing and tinkling rhymers” that Jonson identifies as a symptom of the gluttonous diet of his
day.64 If the appetite for “superfluous things” could be overcome and “man could restrain the
fury of his gullet … think how many fires, how many kitchens, cooks, pastures, and ploughed
lands … could be spared.”65 The immoderate habits of consumption that have caused England’s
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kitchens and fields to fail to sustain its population are a problem of the same bad taste and
disorderly form that is reflected in “crude” and “indigested” writing. “Famine ends famine,”
Jonson concludes, expressing the view that food insecurity will end when appetites are restricted
and supplies are therefore sufficient.66 Literary principles that are guided by austerity and the
nourishment of the community are, for Jonson and according to the trajectory of the texts that I
discuss here, the sign and catalyst of a healthy, well-fed social body.
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Ch. 1: The Bloody Banquet in the Elizabethan Moor Play

In the fourth act of Christopher Marlowe's Tamburlaine the Great, Part 1 (1587-8), the
conquering shepherd-turned-emperor Tamburlaine, whose appetite for power and disregard for
social order have led him to rise from his humble origins and overthrow the rulers of Persia,
Turkey, and Barbary, prepares for his upcoming siege on Damascus by inviting his three chief
captains to a banquet. Dressed in scarlet and calling for his tents to likewise be hung in these
“bloody colours” in anticipation of the destruction to come, Tamburlaine drinks “full bowls of
wine” with his followers, symbolically alluding to their shared thirst for blood.
1

The cannibalistic overtones of this act become explicit as Tamburlaine turns to the other two

attendees of the banquet, the overthrown Turkish emperor Bajazeth and his wife Zabina, who
watch the feast from a cage where Tamburlaine has imprisoned them to starve. If banqueting
together serves to affirm the unity of Tamburlaine and his political allies on the eve of battle, this
exhibition of their starving enemy further reinforces their allegiance by showing its boundaries,
displaying what happens to those who are not invited to the table. Tamburlaine taunts Bajazeth,
offering him a piece of meat on the point of a sword and telling him to eat it “or / I will make
thee slice the brawns of thy arms into carbonadoes / and eat them.”2 Tamburlaine’s captain
Usumcasane joins in terrorizing the prisoners, saying that “‘twere better [Bajazeth] killed his
wife, and then / she shall be sure not to be starved, and he be provided for a / month’s victual
beforehand.” While these threats of forced cannibalism are real, they also refer to the
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metaphorical transgressive appetites in which Tamburlaine and his followers indulge through
their relentless toppling of political hierarchies. Indeed, their excessive tastes are emblematized
by the extravagant banquet on which they dine while their enemies are left to starve. Zabina
articulates this connection between the violent slaughter that Tamburlaine and his followers have
carried out and the cannibalistic implications of their feast, saying, “may this banquet prove as
ominous / As Procne’s to th’adulterous Thracian king / That fed upon the substance of his
child.”3 She refers to a tale from Ovid's Metamorphoses in which the Thracian king Tereus rapes
and mutilates Philomela, the sister of his wife Procne. In revenge, Procne kills her and Tereus’s
son and tricks her husband into eating him.4 With this classical reference, Zabina invokes a trope
that will become a feature of the early modern stage: the bloody banquet. The classical
convention of the bloody banquet, a scene in which characters unwittingly dine on a cannibalistic
feast, also famously appears in Roman drama. In Seneca’s Thyestes, for example, the title
character’s brother Atreus gets revenge on his brother Thyestes for seducing his wife by tricking
him into eating his children.5 Zabina’s curse acts as a warning to Tamburlaine and his followers:
their appetites violate the social order, and may lead to their self-destruction. In other words, they
may end up unwittingly eating their own.
As the second course of the banquet is brought in, the play applies this cautionary tale
against transgressive appetites to early modern political contexts. Attendants bring in a “course
of crowns,” sweetmeats sculpted in the shape of crowns that represent the key Barbary states: the
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North African kingdoms of “Argiers” (Algeria), Fez, and “Moroccus” (southern Morocco).
Tamburlaine tantalizingly offers these dishes to his captains, asking, “here are / the cates you
desire to finger, are they not?”6 Theridamas prudently responds, “none save kings must feed with
/ these,” and Techelles concurs, “'Tis enough for us to see them and for Tamburlaine / only to
enjoy them.”7 While their hunger for violence and power serves his military ends, he needs to
ensure that these appetites will not threaten his own authority or supremacy. They give the right
answers, and Tamburlaine rewards them by granting them rule over Barbary. Tamburlaine, as the
head of a rapidly expanding empire, is able to feed his imperial appetites as he pleases; however,
for the play’s English audience, the desire for the “cates” of Barbary remained an unsettled and
consequential problem that extended far beyond the world of the play.
Tamburlaine’s course of crowns brought to the stage the material consequences of a set
of new political and economic circumstances that were drastically changing England’s sense of
its identity and its boundaries. In the decade leading up to Tamburlaine’s first performance,
England had been engaging in a concerted effort to establish stable, profitable trade with the
region that they called Barbary: the coastal regions of northwest Africa encompassing Morocco
as well as the Ottoman-ruled states of Algiers, Tunis, and Tripolitania (now Algeria, Tunisia, and
Libya). From the 1570s onward, sugar, molasses, currants, almonds, barberries, coriander, anise,
dates, capers, and other “things fetched out of Barbary” had become incorporated into the
English diet as ingredients in medicinal recipes, staples in the kitchen, and centerpieces of feasts
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like the aforementioned crowns.8 Tamburlaine's “course of crowns” is an example of the
elaborate sculpted dishes that were featured on late Elizabethan banquet tables, molded out of the
sugar, almonds, fruits, and spices brought in through trade with Barbary. While English trade
with this region was not centered on food alone—England was also keen to import saltpeter, an
ingredient used in manufacturing gunpowder—for the majority of English people, the most
visible impact of these trading ventures was the increased presence of imported Barbary
foodstuffs, as spectacularly realized in the sugary sculptures gracing Elizabethan feasts. Not
merely the food of the wealthy, printed cookbooks in the period aimed at middle-class audiences
reflect the widespread taste for such foods. For example, John Partridge’s 1573 The treasurie of
commodious conceits, which advertises on its title-page that it aims at a cross-class audience “of
all estates,” includes instructions on preserving barberries, making and gilding “marchpane”
(marzipan), and dozens of recipes involving imported sugar and spices.9 The appeal of
Tamburlaine’s “course of crowns” to an Elizabethan audience reflects the fact that these “cates,”
and the global political and economic relationships that have brought them to the stage, had
become the objects of English appetites.
In seeking “things fetched out of Barbary,” England interacted most directly with the
kingdom of Morocco which, under the ruler Ahmad al-Mansur, who came to the throne in 1578,
8
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had drastically expanded its empire through military campaigns to the south. These campaigns
increased its wealth and thereby its appeal to England as a trading partner.10 Morocco began to
share England’s interest in a partnership following the English defeat of the Spanish armada in
1588, when al-Mansur came to view England as a potential ally against Spain. Morocco and
England began to engage in regular diplomatic relations, negotiating mutually beneficial trade
deals and undertaking cooperative military actions, such as their joint assault on the Spanish at
Cadíz in 1596. English merchants and government agents in favor of allying with Morocco
began to suggest that Muslims and Protestants had more in common with each other than either
of them did with “idolatrous” continental Catholics, and Morocco and England started to lay
plans to retake al-Andalus, the formerly Muslim-held territories of the Iberian peninsula, from
the Spanish and even to colonize the New World together.11
As banqueting fare from Barbary brought evidence of the prosperity that this alliance
promised directly to English tables, accounts from English writers favoring this partnership
revolved around images of Englishmen sitting down to dine with Moors. The term “Moor” was
used inconsistently in early modern England, but it was the primary term used to refer to the
peoples of northwest Africa, particularly the Arabic-speaking Muslims of Morocco and the
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Ottoman-controlled states of the region.12 Accounts from the English ambassadors Elizabeth sent
to Morocco revolve around the sumptuous fare they were offered. In his 1577 account, England's
first unofficial ambassador to the region, Edmund Hogan, describes the hours he spent with alMansur's predecessor Abd al-Malek in his “faire bankettinghouse” where he dined on “and all
kinds of victuall at the Kings charge,” while attempting to negotiate deals to ensure that English
merchants would likewise find lodging and victual in the country.13 Scenes of commensality, the
cultural practice of eating together as a means of affirming social ties, were used to demonstrate
the mutual interests of Englishmen and Moors.14 By sharing meals, they symbolically affirmed
that they would support each others’ political appetites and material needs.
At the same time, some early modern English people pushed back against such crosscultural commensality. An unnamed author reflecting on the sixteen-member embassy from
Morocco that took up residence near the Royal Exchange in London from August 1600 through
January 1601 presents an account that looks like an inversion of Hogan's report:
Notwithstanding all which kindness showed [the Moroccan ambassadors],
together with their dyet and all other provision for sixe moneths space wholly at the
Queenes charges, yet such was their inveterate hate unto our Christian religion and estate
as they could not endure to give any manner of almes, charitie, or relief, either in moneie
or broken meate, unto any English poore, but reserved their fragments and solde the same
unto such poore as would give most for them.
They kild all their owne meat within their house, as sheepe, lambes, poultrie and
12
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such like, and they turne their faces eastward when they kill any thing.15
The author frames his argument for the insurmountability of the differences between the English
and these foreign visitors as a problem of being unable to share a table. According to this author,
the ambassadors’ attitudes towards eating are ethically problematic, as they consume English
resources while refusing to share their leftover “broken meate” with the English poor. The author
portrays the cultural differences that prevent England from ever really being able to engage in
commensality with Barbary as more than skin-deep, rooted in the very flesh that they consume:
the ambassadors eat only “their own meate” and prepare it “within their house,” apart from the
shared space of the banqueting hall, in order to ensure that it is halal. The author suggests that
England and Barbary cannot be unified, and figures Moors as draining rather than enriching
England’s food stores.
This fear was echoed in a more consequential way shortly after the embassy returned to
Morocco in January 1601. In the same year, Elizabeth issued an executive order authorizing the
deportation of the “great number of Negars and Blackamoors which (as she is informed) are
crept into this realm,” arguing that these foreign residents endangered her ability to attend to “the
good and welfare of her own natural subjects, greatly distressed in these hard times of dearth …
which covet the relief which these people consume.”16 In increasing its participation in global
political and economic networks, England’s borders necessarily became permeable. Like the
writer of the anonymous account of the ambassadorial visit, Elizabeth framed her anxiety over
15
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this permeability as a matter of strained food supplies, and attempted to reinforce borders by
drawing boundaries around who was welcome to eat in England and who was not.
Despite the feelings of mistrust and prejudice that such accounts reflect, trade between
England and Barbary flourished through the end of Elizabeth’s reign. Just a month after the 1601
embassy returned, al-Mansur wrote to Elizabeth proposing that they join together to drive the
Spanish out of the West Indies.17 The two monarchs continued to exchange cordial
correspondence aimed at maintaining stable trade regulations through the end of Elizabeth’s
reign (al-Mansur passed away just five months after Elizabeth did in 1603).18 The many Moorish
characters that Elizabethan dramatists created for the stage appeared at a moment in which the
Barbary coast held significant sway over England’s sense of its stability or vulnerability as it
sought to extend its global reach. As in the diplomatic accounts discussed above, theatrical
representations of Barbary continually returned to the table in order to explore the consequences
of both adopting and catering to foreign appetites.
The popular stage convention of the banquet offered a ready-made theatrical trope
through which the desires and anxieties raised by these relationships could be explored. Both
onstage and off, the term “banquet” could refer to a number of things: to a feast in general, to a
smaller course between meals (called the “running banquet”), or to a course of elaborate
sweetmeats, sugared desserts, and wine served after a main meal.19 At court, banquets and plays
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were both standard parts of courtly entertainments. On the public stage, banquets remained
closely connected to theater, as plays staged banquet scenes in order to take advantage of the
dramatic possibilities that they offered.20 On the one hand, the stage banquets could affirm social
harmony as participants shared food together. The rich foods featured on the table could
celebrate a flourishing state or household.21 On the other hand, the banquet scene could be used
to criticize courtly extravagance, or to symbolically represent the voracious, self-serving
appetites underlying civil society.22 This use of the banquet to reveal social violence became
standard in revenge tragedies such as Thomas Kyd’s popular and much-imitated The Spanish
Tragedy (1587), in which the ghost of the murdered Don Andrea witnesses the court feasting and
watching dramatic entertainments, and laments having
come … for this from depth of underground,
To see him feast that gave me my death’s wound?
These pleasant sights are sorrow to my soul:
Nothing but league, and love, and banqueting!23
The antithetical interpretive possibilities that the banquet scene offered, representing “league and
love” or pointing ironically to their opposites, allowed playwrights to explore the hopes and fears
raised by England’s growing involvement with Barbary. During the late Elizabethan period, I
argue, a series of plays—George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar (1588), William Shakespeare’s
Titus Andronicus (ca. 1594), and Thomas Heywood’s The Fair Maid of the West, Part 1 (ca.
1597-1603)—drew on and expanded the theatrical convention of the banquet in order to explore
20
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what might result from commensality with Moors. Although many plays from this period refer to
Barbary and its foodstuffs, these particular plays feature Moors, and their appetites, in starring
roles. They use scenes of eating to think through relationships between the states of Barbary and
those of Europe: England, in some cases, and its trading partners, Portugal, Italy, Spain and
France, in others. Each of these plays revolves around a banquet scene. In each case the specter
of the bloody banquet haunts the play, either literally realized in a cannibalistic meal or present
as an implicit, disturbing suggestion that the flesh that the characters are about to consume may
be human.
Concerns over meat-eating and identification have a crucial role in these plays. Questions
about the source of the meat that one was about to eat—specifically, whether it was halal—was a
factor that affected the ability of Muslim Moors to dine with Englishmen. Where the meat comes
from, in other words, would be a point of concern and a measure of trust (or of a lack thereof) in
meals between Englishmen and Moors. This anxiety over meat also emerges in these plays in the
form of a persistent fear of cannibalism. English travel accounts described witnessing the
consumption of human flesh in Barbary. While the English leveled such xenophobic accusations
at nearly every foreign culture that they encountered, from the Spanish to the Irish to Native
Americans, in the context of Barbary, this association took on added resonances.24 In addition to
the concern over the sources of meat that already marked Anglo-Moorish relations, there was a
concrete basis for this association: English medical practice prescribed the consumption of
powdered mummy, called mumia, which was imported from the Sahara via Barbary; English
24
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trade with Barbary, then, really did involve the consumption of human flesh.25 Furthermore, on
an abstract level, cannibalism stood in as a metaphor for the transgression of boundaries between
the self and the other, expressing fears over England’s growing interdependence with North
African states. Each of these plays unravels affiliative ties and blurs cultural and political
borders, suggesting the ease with which the appetite to advance the country may in fact
cannibalistically turn it against its own.
Bloody Banqueting in The Battle of Alcazar
This potential danger is spectacularly brought to the stage in one of The Battle of
Alcazar’s most memorable scenes. Muly Mahamet, one of the warring claimants to the
Moroccan throne, enters “with lyons flesh upon his sword.”26 The sight of the raw flesh on this
sword lingered in audiences’ minds after the “sundrie times” it was performed between its
premiere in 1588, as the first Moroccan embassy to England was preparing to arrive, and the
closing of the theaters in 1593.27 Some of the most prominent playwrights in early modern
England satirized this scene: Shakespeare evokes it in 2 Henry IV (ca. 1596-99), Ben Jonson in
The Poetaster (1601), John Marston in What You Will (1601), Thomas Dekker in Satiromastix
(1602), and Thomas Heywood in Royal King and Loyal Subject (1607). In each of these plays,
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characters parody Muly Mahamet as he urges his wife Calipolis to eat the raw flesh, repeatedly
exhorting her to “feed and be fat.”28 Muly Mahamet has stolen this raw meat from a lioness, and
offers it to his wife as “meat of a princess, for a princess meet.”29 This food source symbolically
points to Muly Mahamet’s status as the usurper of the Moroccan throne: just as he ousted his
uncle Abdelmelec from his position in the line of succession, in this scene his transgressive
appetites are literalized in his appropriation of a lion’s food.
The wielding of meat on the point of a sword as a symbol of the violent hunger for power
recalls the banquet scene in Tamburlaine, in which Tamburlaine offers the overthrown king
Bajazeth meat on the point of a sword. The comparison is particularly apt, as both characters
were even performed by the same actor, Edward Alleyn, whose reputation for delivering
bombastic speeches was called on for both roles.30 Yet whereas brandishing meat on the sword
constituted an outright threat to Tamburlaine’s enemies, it is more ambiguous in Alcazar. Muly
Mahamet is driven to forage in the wilderness because Abdelmelec has returned to reclaim his
throne, forcing Muly Mahamet and his supporters to flee to the Atlas mountains, a barren
landscape in which they struggle to survive. As Muly Mahamet rails against this challenge to his
position in the style of Tamburlaine, the difference between the two characters becomes apparent
when Calipolis puts a stop to her husband’s diatribe. She asks, “what boots these huge exclaims /
to advantage us in this distressed estate?” telling him to “turn those complaints to actions of
relief,” namely, the relief of her hunger.31 She explains, “I faint, my lord, and naught may
28
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cursing plaints / Refresh the substance of my life.”32 Muly Mahamet may be overbearing, but he
is also pragmatic: his wife’s literal hunger takes priority over his appetite for political power. He
takes on the task of finding food himself, reassuring her, “be content, thy hunger shall have end, /
Famine shall pine to death and thou shalt live. / I will go hunt these cursèd solitaries.”33 He
returns shortly after with the raw flesh on his sword, urging Calipolis to “feed and faint no
more,” telling her that by eating a lioness’s food she will
Learn by her noble stomach to esteem
Penury plenty, in extremest dearth,
Who when she saw her foragement bereft,
Pined not in melancholy or childish fear,
But as brave minds are strongest in extremes,
So she redoubling her former force
Ranged thorough the woods, and rent the breeding vaults,
Of proudest savages to save herself.34
Muly Mahamet expresses a view found throughout the plays that I discuss here: that you are
what you eat. By eating a lioness’s meat, Muly Mahamet claims, Calipolis will acquire her
“noble characteristics,” which he defines as an ability to survive times of “penury” and dearth
and the will to go to extreme means “to save herself.” This belief that nobility is a characteristic
that is not inborn but that someone can choose to take on is consistent with his belief that he can
usurp the king’s position. His audacity makes him an awe-inspiring, strong ruler, willing to fight
a lioness to see that his followers are fed. At the same time, his transgression of civilized eating
practices by urging the consumption of raw flesh reflect a deep disregard for the social order.
This disregard is made disturbing by the question of what kind of meat he carries on his sword.
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By Muly Mahamet’s own account, the lioness whose meat he stole ran off to, “ren[d] the
breeding vaults, / of proudest savages,” that is, to feed on the infants of people living in the
mountains. This comment thus suggests that the meat on Muly Mahamet’s sword may also be
human in origin, maybe even the flesh of a child. The Thyestean threat to which Tamburlaine’s
Zabina alludes is here graphically realized in the bloody meat of unknown origin that Muly
Mahamet offers his wife. If, as Muly Mahamet proposes, consuming a lioness’s food makes you
like a lioness, the audience is asked to consider the possibility that one of the characteristics this
transgressive eating might transfer to the consumer is the hunger for human flesh.
In the play’s source text, The Second Part of the Book of Battailes (1587) the author John
Polemon claims that Abdelmelec died in the midst of the Battle of Alcazar because “hee had
eaten greedelie of sowre milke, which had curded in his stomack … so at the length he cast vp a
great gobbet of Cheese, which made his stomacke so weake and faint, that afterward he could
concoct no meate.” This indigestion eventually killed him.35 In this account, Abdelmelec’s
“greed[y]” appetite lead to his death. Peele transfers this narrative of reckless consumption to
Muly Mahamet and his allies.
The motif of cannibalism viscerally depicts the consequences of breaching boundaries
between the self and the other, a concern which drives the political turmoil of the play. Alcazar
dramatizes a 1578 battle that took place in northern Morocco in which Muly Mahamet (real
name Muly Muhammad al-Maslukh), backed by the Portuguese king Dom Sebastian and the
English renegade Captain Thomas Stukeley, fought the rightful king Abdelmelec (Abd al-Malek)
and his Ottoman allies for the Moroccan throne. This historical alliance between Moroccan,
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Portuguese, and English forces had contemporary relevance: one of the reasons that al-Mansur's
ambassadors were coming to England was in order to discuss with Elizabeth plans to support a
disputed claimant to the Portuguese throne, Dom Antonio, an effort that the play’s author
actively supported.36 The disputes in Alcazar, however, take on the complexities of Moroccan
succession. In events recounted at the beginning of the play, Muly Mahamet’s father Abdallas
(Abdullah al-Ghalib) passed away. The crown should have passed to his oldest brother,
Abdelmunin (Abd al-Mumin). However, Muly Mahamet murdered Abdelmunin and his sons, as
depicted in the first of the series of dumb shows that open each act of the play. These murders
lead Abdelmelec to flee the country with his other surviving brother Muly Mahamet Seth (the
current ruler of Morocco at the time of Alcazar’s performance, Ahmad al-Mansur). The
Presenter who narrates each of the dumb shows condemns Muly Mahamet's “passage to the
crown by murder made,” calling him “blacke in his looke and bloudie in his deeds.”37 This
description is typical of the racist language used to refer to Muly Mahamet throughout the play:
the play associates his violent, transgressive appetites with his status as a “black moor” in
contrast to the lighter-skinned Abdelmelec. Highlighting these internal divisions within
Morocco, grounded not only in warring political factions but in the very flesh of the play’s rival
kinsmen, centers the play on unstable states which are further destabilized by the contingent
transnational alliances that develop in the subsequent battle.
This concern with how internal divisions and transnational political alliances might affect
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the stability of the state is brought home for the play’s English audience through the character of
the English captain Thomas Stukeley. Stukeley came to Dom Sebastian’s court to gather forces
to undertake an attack on his home country and free Ireland from English rule. Dom Sebastian
convinces him instead to join him in helping Muly Mahamet retake the Moroccan throne in the
titular battle of Alcazar, at which all three allies, as well as their opponent Abdelmelec,
ultimately perish. Attempting to persuade Stukeley, Dom Sebastian warns him that his forces
would be “farre to weake / To violate the Queene of Ireland’s right,” launching into an awed
description of the stability of the English state under Elizabeth, as the “wallowing Ocean”
surrounding the island “serve[s] her royal majesty” by sending “raging flouds to swallow vp her
foes.”38 Although ostensibly the military force that Elizabeth wields is directed at foreign
enemies, the English Stukeley has become one of those “foes,” suggesting that England might
become subject to the kinds of internal discord that Morocco faces in the play, and might be left
with no choice but to “swallow vp” its own. Emily Bartels observes that Alcazar asks the English
audience to question the legitimacy of state boundaries, suggesting that participation in global
politics requires a turn from nationalism to the acceptance of “a world order grounded in flexible
exchange, contingent on political expediency and the inevitable, if unpredictable, cultural
intermixing.”39 She argues that the international factions that faced off at the battle of Alcazar
exemplify this kind of “cross-cultural exchange, accommodation, and improvisation.”40 The
motif of cannibalism incorporated throughout the play, at times symbolically and at other times
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literally, makes this theme of boundary crossing far more sinister.
Dom Sebastian also engages in dangerously unregulated consumption. The military
support that Dom Sebastian sends to Muly Mahamet is hindered by the Portuguese ruler’s
penchant for courtly excess. Along with soldiers, he sends “numberlesse” attendants, “horseboies, landresses and curtizans, / And fifteene hundred waggons full of stuffe / For noble men,
brought vp in delicate.”41 On hearing this news, Abdelmelec observes that Sebastian’s “foresight hath bin small / To come with women into Barbarie, / With landresse, with baggage, and
with trash.”42 Dom Sebastian’s “delicate” tastes cause him to take more than he needs, and
furthermore to neglect what he does need, failing to bring enough for his subjects to eat: they
suffer from “victuals scarce, that many faint and die.”43 In comparison to Dom Sebastian, then,
Muly Mahamet looks like a more attractive ruler: while the Portuguese king demands excessive
comforts “for noble men, brought vp in delicate,” Muly Mahamet defines the “noble stomacke”
as one that is able “to esteeme / Penurie plenty.” The good soldier, in other words, thrives on
austerity. Whereas Dom Sebastian’s subjects die from hunger, moreover, Muly Mahamet brings
food back to his camp. By setting the play’s sole English character, Stukeley, into a partnership
with these two divergent examples of foreign appetites and their political consequences, the play
raises the question of what desirable or dangerous outcomes might result from England’s
continued and growing involvement with both sides of the Mediterranean, one presented as
decadent and the other as cannibalistic.
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These concerns about how foreign appetites might impact English stability reach their
climax in the dumb show banquet celebrating the alliance between Muly Mahamet, Dom
Sebastian, and Stukeley on the eve of battle. In the dumb show, Muly Mahamet invites Stukeley,
Dom Sebastian, and another Portuguese noble, the Duke of Avero, to a banquet. In this scene,
the play’s themes of cannibalism are literalized. After Muly Mahamet and his guests gather at the
table, “Death & 3 Furies” enter, “one wth blood, one with dead men's head in dishes, another
with dead men's bones.”44 The presence of the Furies recalls the revenge tragedy genre. It is
unclear, however, whether the banquet celebrates the revenge that the diners are about to take on
their enemies, or whether revenge is about to be taken on them. This is not precisely a Thyestean
feast: although the meal consists of human blood, flesh, and bones, Muly Mahamet is not taking
revenge on his guests but rather inviting them to participate in his transgressive, unrestrained
appetites. This scene raises the possibility that, just as eating a lioness’s meal is meant to make
the eater more like the lioness, eating like Muly Mahamet will cause the banqueters to take on
his traits. However, it is unclear what those traits are and what their consequences may be.
Whereas the question regarding the raw meat that Muly Mahamet earlier brandished on his
sword was whether it might be human, in this case, the cannibalism is blatant and the interpretive
ambiguity instead revolves around whose bodies the diners are consuming. They may be
violently yet gloriously feasting on their enemies, or this cannibalistic fare may serve
metaphorically to suggest that they are eating their own. The impossibility of knowing whose
bones and heads are in the dishes further develops the play’s concern with transgression. The
scene gathers representatives of three different countries, religions, ethnicities, and cultures, two
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of whom are in rebellion against their own monarchs, to mount an attack against the home
country of one of the banqueters. As they engage in an act of commensality, the scene throws
into question the notion that there could be firm boundaries that would clearly mark when the
appetite is directed externally and when it has turned cannibalistically against one’s own kind.
As the subsequent battle ensues, Muly Mahamet’s transgressive behavior leads to his
downfall and the downfall of those who chose to ally with him. When it is clear that he has lost
the battle, he vows in his final lines that “I will … be / Reuengde vpon thy soule, accursed
Abdilmelec, / If not on earth, yet when we meete in hell.”45 Even though he has no hope of
satisfying his hunger for revenge, it continues to drive him until his death. The only ruler left
standing at the end of the play—Muly Mahamet Seth, that is, Ahmad al-Mansur—punishes Muly
Mahamet posthumously, ordering
That all the world may learne by him to auoide,
To hall [i.e., hail] on princes to iniurious warre,
His skin we will be parted from his flesh,
And being stifned out and stuft with strawe,
So to deterre and feare the lookers on,
From anie such foule fact or bad attempt.46
Although this desecration of Muly Mahamet's corpse is meant to punish him for his transgression
and deter others from doing likewise, at the same time this punishment echoes the violations of
the flesh of fellow countrymen that Muly Mahamet himself engaged in. This ambivalent
conclusion leaves open the question of the consequences of the formal relationship England was
about to enter into with al-Mansur, portraying the Moroccan ruler as powerful and decisive yet
violent. The play’s bloody spectacles ask what might result from linking England’s stability to
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unruly foreign appetites.
Moorish Vegetarianism in Titus Andronicus
In Titus Andronicus, the bloody banquet of the Battle of Alcazar’s dumb show is
horrifically literalized: the Roman general Titus takes revenge on the Gothic queen Tamora by
killing her sons Chiron and Demetrius, baking them into a pie, and feeding them to their
unwitting mother. Many critics have observed that Titus draws heavily on Alcazar, both in its use
of the classical bloody banquet scene and in the similarities between Muly Mahamet and Titus’s
Moorish character, Aaron; some scholars even suggest that Peele may have had a hand in writing
Titus.47 Like Muly Mahamet, at the beginning of the play Aaron is portrayed as unapologetically
violent. As Alcazar associated Muly Mahamet’s transgressive appetite with his skin color, Titus
too draws on this racist convention, saying that Aaron's “soul [is] black like his face.”48
However, while the play at first shows Aaron reveling in violence, he is notably absent from the
play’s climactic banquet. In Alcazar, the Moorish appetite is transgressive and violent; in Titus,
the only cannibals are European. Aaron’s absence from the banquet is not incidental: over the
course of the play, Aaron transforms from a villain to one of the few characters to display any
virtuous traits. Titus uses the convention of the bloody banquet to evoke an alternative set of
possibilities. As the play moves towards its cannibalistic climax, it simultaneously imagines
through Aaron a different model of political appetite, one centered on nourishment rather than
consumption.
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Although Titus is probably most notorious for its bloody banquet, the play’s conclusion
leaves the audience with a different but no less disturbing scene to complicate. Titus’s sole
surviving son, Lucius, orders that Aaron be buried “breast-deep in the earth” and left to “stand
and rave and cry for food” while slowly starving to death in the view of the Roman citizenry.49
This punishment is meant to put an end to the bloody infighting that has torn Titus’s Rome apart.
While these conflicts have been caused largely by warring domestic political factions, Lucius
seeks to restore harmony by blaming a foreigner: “an irreligious Moor,” whom he labels the
“chief architect and plotter of these woes.”50 By depriving Aaron of the food that sustains the rest
of the population, Lucius attempts to create unity in the minds of the Romans who will witness
Aaron’s starvation, symbolically purging the body politic of dissension. Lucius demands that all
of the Romans participate in starving Aaron, ordering, “if anyone relieves or pities him, / For the
offence he dies.”51 Lucius intends Aaron’s death to bring order to Rome following the play’s
transgressive cannibalistic banquet and the self-consuming civil discord that this meal
grotesquely literalized.
However, Aaron’s punishment in fact ironically illustrates that cannibalism remains at the
very root of the Roman empire: through his burial, Aaron’s body will feed the soil and thus the
crops that the Roman people consume. Titus’s brother Marcus also unwittingly insinuates as
much, declaring that as the new rulers of the empire, his family, the Andronici, will teach the
Romans “to knit again / This scattered corn,” that is, the divided citizenry, “into one mutual
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sheaf / These broken limbs again into one body.”52 But, as the play’s Elizabethan audience well
knew, Lucius has inherited an empire that will not be gathered into one “mutual sheaf” any time
soon; Titus is set in late imperial Rome, on the brink of the empire’s collapse. Marcus’s fantasy
of the Roman people as a sheaf of corn attempts to conjure up the image of a collective Roman
commonwealth able to sustain a content populace by providing agrarian plenty.53 Notably,
however, in Marcus’s metaphor, the people are not given grain, but rather are the grain, an image
which reiterates the very cannibalistic tendencies that have characterized Rome throughout the
play. The Andronici’s attempt at ending civil conflict instead ultimately perpetuates Rome’s
status as an empire that eats its own.
Aaron’s starvation and burial marks the culmination of Titus’s investigation of the
relationship between managing appetites and managing the state. From Marcus and Titus beating
a “black ill-favoured fly, / Like to the … Moor” to death on their dinner table to the “dark,
blood-drinking pit” in the woods outside of Rome that “devour[s]” Titus’s sons, Titus dwells on
violent appetites and their political implications.54 While many of these moments are concerned
with excessive Roman appetites as causes of domestic instability, Aaron’s punishment concludes
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Titus with the question of how a state manages foreign appetites in addition to its own. In closing
on this concern, Titus turns from the classical past towards the contemporary English
preoccupation with controlling Moorish appetites.The provocativeness of Titus’s presentation of
Moorish appetites becomes apparent when we compare it to Alcazar. Not only does Aaron play
no part in the play’s violent feast: he’s also a vegetarian.
Metaphorically speaking, Aaron is as bloodthirsty as any other character in the play. He
declares that, “villainy / doth fat me with the very thought of it,” and he lives up to this
statement.55 Aaron instigates the rape and dismemberment of Titus’s daughter Lavinia, frames
two of Titus’s sons for the murder of the emperor Saturninus’s brother, and tricks Titus into
cutting off his hand, promising that his sons will be returned to him if he does so (he returns only
their severed heads). As horrifying as these acts are, Aaron’s actions are on par with the behavior
of the other characters in the play. Titus’s Rome is defined by violent appetites: the play opens
with Titus’s return from conquering the Gothic queen Tamora, Aaron’s secret lover, with whom
he is brought in triumph to Rome. In order to appease the spirits of the Romans who died in
battle, including twenty-one of his own sons, Titus asks his remaining sons to take “the proudest
prisoner of the Goths,” Tamora’s oldest son, Alarbus, “hew his limbs, and on a pile … sacrifice
his flesh.”56 Lucius carries out this task and returns to confirm that the boy’s “limbs are lopped, /
And entrails feed the sacrificing fire.”57 Although it is the body of a foreigner that “feed[s]” the
flames, the great number of dead Romans whose ghostly desires this sacrifice is meant to
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appease indicates how, in the process of advancing its imperial ambitions, Rome consumes its
own. Titus’s violent impulses likewise turn him against his own: when his son Mutius tries to
prevent him from rashly attacking Saturninus, Titus kills Mutius without hesitation. Similarly,
after enlisting his daughter Lavinia’s help in butchering, cooking, and feeding her rapists Chiron
and Demetrius to their mother Tamora, Titus murders Lavinia in front of his dinner guests as an
“honor killing” in response to her rape. These family dynamics replicate the self-consuming
violence that characterizes Roman political culture, emblematized in the play’s climactic bloody
banquet.
While Titus’s appetite metaphorically consumes his family and ultimately leads to a
literal act of cannibalism, Aaron refuses to feed his child meat of any kind. Midway through the
play, Tamora gives birth to Aaron’s son and sends the baby to Aaron to be killed. Tamora has
married Saturninus and become empress of Rome, and does not want the child to jeopardize her
security. Like Titus, Tamora is willing to slay her own child for political ends. Aaron’s disgust
and anger at this suggestion make him remarkable in the story: as a number of critics have noted,
Aaron is the only character to display parental care or nurturance.58 He defends his child and
comes up with a plan to keep him safe, fantasizing about fleeing Rome together. Aaron tells the
infant,
I’ll make you feed on berries and on roots,
And feed on curds and whey, and suck the goat,
And cabin in a cave, and bring you up
To be a warrior and command a camp.59
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If the bloody banquet is the food-based corollary of a politics of self-consuming violence, this
rustic vegetarian diet correlates to a politics of care. In contrast to the murderous, fleshly
excesses of courtly banquets, Aaron plans to nourish his son on the food of an idealized pastoral
world.60
This imagined diet of berries, roots, and goat milk departs radically from earlier plays’
associations of Moorish appetites with the transgressive consumption that is emblematized by the
cannibalistic banquet. At the same time, Aaron is no pacifist. He hopes that this diet will instill in
his son the virtues of a military leader, enabling him “to be a warrior and command a camp.”
Raising his son on a rough, austere diet is part of a larger plan to displace luxury-loving Rome
from its position of dominance. Aaron declares in the first speech that he makes in the play that
he intends to challenge “Rome’s Saturnine / And see his shipwreck and his commonweal’s.”61
Indeed, Titus continually hints at the possibility of a Moorish ruler taking over Rome. Tamora
compares Aaron to Aeneas, and Aaron’s imagination of his son’s diet subtly invokes the story of
Romulus and Remus, the founders of Rome, who were nursed on a wolf’s milk and raised by
shepherds.62
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Aaron makes these allusions to Moorish imperial rule explicit. He plans to protect his son
by hiding him with another Moorish family, that of “Muliteus, my countryman.”63 Aaron intends
to have Muliteus, whose name is a Latinization of the Moorish honorific “Muly,” raise Aaron’s
son, and, in turn, to bring Muliteus’s own light-skinned infant to court to “be received for the
emperor’s heir.”64 This passage exemplifies how, despite Titus’s classical setting, the concerns
that the play raises are contemporary: as Titus raises the possibility of a Moorish-led empire
becoming the dominant global power, its Elizabethan audience was confronting the growing
realization that England’s political and economic future depended on their country’s relationship
with Moorish states.
Tamburlaine and Alcazar warned against the potentially dangerous consequences of the
English becoming allied with North African powers. Titus draws on and departs from these
forbears by conversely portraying the Moorish appetite as regimented, economical, and hardy:
the product of a political estate that is a military force to be reckoned with, yet stable and
nurturing of its own. Titus’s association of the Moorish appetite with both danger and prosperity
is neatly summed up in Aaron’s warning to Chiron and Demetrius, “when we join in league / I
am a lamb — but if you brave the Moor, / The chafed boar, the mountain lioness, / The ocean,
swells not so as Aaron storms.”65 Aaron is depicted as dangerous not because of his uncontrolled
appetite but because he is disciplined and focused, traits that would make him a dangerous
enemy but an advantageous ally.
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Aaron’s comparison of himself with lambs and mountain lions underscores the pastoral
associations evoked by his description of the diet on which he plans to nourish his son. These
connotations take on added significance in the very next scene, which opens with Titus
lamenting, “Terras Astraea reliquit,” that is, “Astraea,” the goddess of justice “has left the
earth,” a quotation from Ovid’s Metamorphoses mourning the world’s decline from the Golden
Age to the violence and injustice of the Iron Age.66 Titus repeatedly invokes the Metamorphoses,
most explicitly in a scene in which Lavinia, whose tongue was cut out by her attackers, is finally
is able to communicate what happened to her through Ovid’s Metamorphoses: she finds a copy
of the book and shows the story of Philomela to her family. As Titus turns through the pages of
the Metamorphoses, he notes that even the landscape where Lavinia was assaulted is “patterned
by that the poet here describes.”67 Ovid’s world reveals the truth of Titus’s world to the
characters in the play, and as the play continuously references Ovid’s work, the audience is
likewise encouraged to think of Titus in light of this earlier text. By quoting directly from Ovid’s
description of the Iron Age in the Metamorphoses following Aaron’s description of a pastoral
retreat, Titus encourages its audience to think harder about how this particular Ovidian tale might
illuminate the events of the play.
The Metamorphoses opens with the descent from the Golden Age. Originally, Saturn
ruled over an idyllic world in which there was no need for laws because all were at peace, and no
need for agricultural labor because “men were content with nature’s food unforced / and gathered
strawberries on the mountainside / and cherries and clutching brambles’ fruit.”68 Saturn’s son
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Jove usurped his father’s throne, sending him “to the dark Underworld” and bringing in the
Silver Age in which the natural world became harsher and people were driven “to seek shelter ...
under caves.”69 The world further degraded with the onset of the Bronze Age, in which mankind
was forced to work for food and, “in long furrows first were set the seeds / Of grain and oxen
groaned beneath the yoke.”70 This deterioration of harmony finally led to the Iron Age, in which
people became violent towards each other: “honour fled and truth and loyalty, / Replaced by
fraud, deceit and treachery / And violence and wicked greed for gain.”71 Social violence was
matched by a rupture of the harmony between human beings and the environment: people turned
to digging not just to plant seeds but to force “the bowels of the world … [for] wealth deep
hidden,” and to derive the materials for forging weapons.72 Even family members turned against
each other, “drench[ing the Earth] in her children's weltering blood.”73 Robert S. Miola has
observed that Titus's Rome embodies the Ovidian Iron Age, as characters turn weapons against
their countrymen and kin, driven by greedy appetites for self-advancement.74 He argues that the
name of Titus's emperor Saturninus alludes to this classical myth in order to highlight how
“Saturninus's reign of bloodshed sharply contrasts with Saturn's reign of idyllic peace and
plenty.”75 However, his analysis oddly concludes that Lucius is presented as a character
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potentially capable of reviving the Golden Age in Rome.76 The brutal punishment that Lucius
visits on Aaron, as well as the audience’s awareness of the imminent collapse of his empire,
make Lucius hardly seem a candidate for ushering in a return to “idyllic peace and plenty.”
While the Andronici’s descriptions of harmony and harvest, and their efforts to blame a
foreigner for the strife that has torn Rome apart, represent attempts to present Lucius as the
savior of Rome, the play in fact positions Aaron as the best hope for a renewed Golden Age.
Over the course of the play, Aaron moves through the Ovidian ages in reverse. One of his first
deeds is to trick Titus’s sons into falling into a “dark, blood-drinking pit” on the outskirts of
Rome, an objective correlative of the cannibalistic consumption that characterizes both Titus’s
Rome and the Ovidian Iron Age. Just as Iron Age humanity began to rifle “the bowels of the
world” for “wealth deep hidden,” Aaron early on buries and later unearths a bag of gold near the
pit as part of his plot to implicate Titus’s sons in the murder of Saturninus’s brother.77 On
encountering his son, however, Aaron reintroduces familial loyalty to fallen Rome even as the
Andronici continue to turn their violent appetites against each other. Aaron’s intention to bring
up his child “in a cave” invokes the shelters of Ovid’s Silver Age, and the roots and berries that
Aaron plans to feed his son look even further back to the Golden Age, in which mankind lived
on freely-gathered vegetarian fare. Aaron’s movement towards the Golden Age is finally most
explicit at the close of the play when he, like Saturn before him, is buried in the ground.
Through this closing image, Titus associates Aaron with the agrarian plenty of the Golden
Age, both by sowing him into the soil out of which the harvest will be gathered and by making
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him into a figure of a resurrected Saturn. Yet any identification with Saturn is not strictly
utopian: in Hesiod’s version of the myth, Saturn’s Greek equivalent, Cronus, swallows his
children at birth to prevent them from usurping him.78 While Titus reconfigures the theatrical
spectacle of the Moorish appetite by transferring the bloody banquet and its associations to
Rome, and presents a Moorish character whose appetites grow pragmatic and restrained, Aaron
is still portrayed as unpredictable and dangerous: he is at once a serious threat and potentially the
key to a Golden Age of prosperity and plenty.
As in Alcazar, Titus closes on an image of the violent desecration of a villainous yet
heroic Moorish character’s body, leaving the audience with conflicting possible interpretations.
Aaron’s burial may suggest that Rome is sowing the seeds of its own destruction. The audience
knows from the vantage point of history that the Roman empire is soon to fall, in part due to
uprisings by the people it colonized. To an Elizabethan audience, Aaron could serve as a sign of
how similar instabilities may come to England if it entangles itself with foreign nations in its
attempt to extend its powers internationally. At the same time, however, Aaron stands in
opposition to the violent appetites exemplified by the play's bloody banquet, instead displaying
pragmatic political appetites governed by stability and the nurturance of one's own. In contrast to
Alcazar's anxious presentation of Aaron's cannibalistic forbear Muly Mahamet, through Aaron,
Titus presents the Moors as potentially attractive allies against the dominance of European
empires.
The Specter of English Cannibalism in Fair Maid of the West, Part 1
While Titus presents the productive alliance with Moorish kingdoms as a possibility, Fair
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Maid of the West, Part 1, frames it as a necessity. Fair Maid is an adventure play and its
trajectory sets the audience up to expect a happy ending: the play’s English protagonists take to
the sea where they carry out successful attacks on Spanish ships and are ultimately rewarded by
achieving the respect and good will of the fictional Moroccan king Mullisheg. The English and
Moors establish a political and economic alliance and the play’s conclusion seals their mutuality
through as act of commensality, as Mullisheg invites the English to join his court for a banquet.
However, a more sinister narrative is woven into the play as well. Dearth and overcrowding in
England have produced violence and infighting at home. In Fair Maid, it is these English
characters’ appetites that come under scrutiny. The play revolves around unruly English gallants
causing uproar in port town taverns, where they drink and eat in excess, rack up unpaid tabs, and
regularly break out into fights, behaviors which place further strain on communities already
facing famine and an unpredictable labor market. The play’s heroine, Bess Bridges, the “Fair
Maid of the West,” works in a tavern because her father, a tanner, could no longer afford to
support her. Bess’s name sets her up as an analogue for Elizabeth I, and in her role as a barmaid,
she is responsible for the governance of her riotous customers’ literal appetites, bringing them
food and drink while trying to keep their destructive behavior in check.79 This internal strife also
introduces more specific cannibalistic tendencies among the English that become more
prominent over the course of the play, articulated explicitly immediately before the characters
leave the stage to join Mullisheg in the concluding banquet. This banquet happens offstage,
leaving the audience to wonder whether this banquet will indeed bring about the harmony and
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stability that Bess has sought to institute throughout the play or whether, like the banquets of
earlier Elizabethan Moor plays, it may in fact be intrinsically bloody.
Fair Maid is set at the moment when hopes for a mutually beneficial English-Moorish
alliance were at their height. The story begins immediately after the successful 1596 raid on
Cadíz, what the play calls “the great success at Cales,” in which English and Moroccan forces
teamed up against the Spanish.80 This transnational cooperation contrasts sharply with the
domestic discord that pervades England. The play’s action is generated by “intestine” strife:
Spencer, a wealthy English adventurer in love with Bess, gets into a fight at her tavern with
another English gentleman, Carrol. Spencer kills Carrol and is forced to flee the country with a
group of Englishmen led by the Earl of Essex on the “Islands Voyage,” the 1597 English attack
on the Azores. Spencer leaves Bess in charge of a tavern that he owns in another English port
town, Foy, and asks her to promise to remain true to him. His ship is subsequently run aground
by the Spanish, but again, the real danger comes from infighting. Spencer is apparently mortally
wounded in a fight with two English sailors who are arguing over who should get more credit for
their heroics in the preceding battle, turning their swords on each other despite being countrymen
fighting on the same side. Bess receives word that Spencer has been killed and decides to take up
a life of privateering, turning the unruly tavern gallants’ violence outward by leading them in
raids on Spanish ships. Her crew eventually stops in Morocco for supplies, where Spencer, who
has healed from his wound and escaped the Spanish, is reunited with Bess at the court of the
Moroccan sultan Mullisheg. The lovers’ reunion is upstaged by another precarious partnership,
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however: the final act of the play revolves around Bess and Mullisheg negotiating trade deals in
order to stabilize relations between their countries. This negotiation is followed by the “pompous
banquet” offstage, the contents of which are as ambiguous as the future of the English-Moorish
alliance.
The uncertainty of the stability of this alliance is generated in part by fear of foreign
appetites, but arguably even more so by the unruly, violent tendencies of the play’s English
characters. The gallants who flock to Bess’s tavern, attracted by her beauty, create havoc in their
relentless pursuit of her, “fling[ing] pots, pottles, / drawer, and all” around her tavern unless she
will agree to come and wait on them personally.81 Mullisheg too is attracted to Bess: when he
first meets her face-to-face, he rhapsodizes “that English earth may well be term’d a heaven, /
that breeds such divine beauties. Make me sure / That thou art mortal by one friendly touch.”82
However, when Bess refuses, telling him “Keep off; for till thou swear’st to my demands, I will
have no commerce with Mullisheg,” he immediately consents, treating her with respect as they
turn to the business of negotiation.83 In contrast, the English gallants, “Roughman” and
“Goodlack,” persist in their advances on Bess and continue causing uproar in her tavern.
Roughman terrorizes Bess and verbally and physically abuses her servants. Goodlack attempts to
prove that Bess is unchaste so that the fortune that Spencer has left to her on the condition that
she remain faithful will fall to Goodlack instead. This violent desire for personal gain is
expressed most chillingly by two of Bess’s fellow tapsters in Plymouth: when Spencer leaves
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town to escape retribution for murdering Carrol, he settles up his tab at the tavern. The tapsters
comment that they are “glad though he kill’d the man, we have got our money.”84
Fair Maid reveals the conditions of precarity, competition, and domestic strife underlying
the adventure narrative. It critiques Spencer’s idealistic declaration at the opening of the play that
he goes to sea not for “pillage” but rather “for honor; and the brave society / of all these gallants
… no hope of gain or spoil.”85 As we quickly see, the “society of all these gallants” is nothing
particularly brave, and Spencer’s own companion Goodlack counters that not everyone has the
luxury of acting based on ideals, “such as I, / born to no other fortunes than my sword.”86 The
callous self-interest expressed by Bess’s fellow tapsters in Plymouth is driven by their insecure
position: when Spencer comes to their tavern ordering expensive wine while announcing that he
will not dine that night, one of the tapsters mutters, “I am sure ye would if ye had my stomach.”87
The tavern patrons’ fixation on Bess increases her co-workers’ resentment: customers only want
Bess to wait on them, and one of the tapsters wishes in an aside, “the devil rid her of the house
for me,” hoping that, if she were gone, he would be able to earn more money for himself.88
While Bess does not consume in excess as her customers do, her popularity creates scarcity for
other tavern workers, a factor that remains the case when she moves to Foy; as one of the men
comments, in a “small time she hath almost undone all the other / taverns.”89 By going abroad
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and taking a band of unruly gallants with her, Bess eases the strain that they place on limited
domestic resources. The need to turn English appetites abroad is generated not by the
adventurers’ ideals that Spencer professes, but rather by the need to push some people out of the
bounds of the state body so that it can maintain internal equilibrium.90
This desire was one of the factors driving England’s efforts to maintain good relations
with Moorish states. Some saw Barbary as territory into which unruly subjects could be sent out
and employed, stabilizing England and bolstering the Barbary trade. For example, Elizabeth’s
first official ambassador to England, Henry Roberts, wrote to James I immediately on his
accession to the throne, urging him to maintain trade with Morocco not only to continue to bring
in the “wheat, barley and pease, aboundance and verie good anniseeds and sugar, verie good
dates, aneeles, wynes, oyles, raisons … more plenty and better then in any countrey” but also
because doing so will
drawe from [Ireland] twenty or thirty thousand; and the countrey wilbee the better to bee
ridd of them, for they bee but idele and will never fall to worke but steal as long as they
remaine in Ireland. And in their places there would bee sent ever good subjects of trades
and occupacions, and so this would make Ireland a good countrey.91
Roberts argues that this method will protect England from “intestine invocacion, conspiracies,
treasons, and rebellions, which naturally springe and are nourished through idleness, lacke of
maintenance, and discontented humours.”92 This image draws an analogy between the health of
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the state and the early modern medical practices of purging the body to keep its humors in
balance. Sending unruly subjects to work in North Africa would, Roberts argues, feed the nation
rather than “nourishing idleness,” promote temperance rather than “discontented humors.” The
claim that this will prevent “intestine invocacion” certainly refers to civil rebellion, but it also
acts as an anatomical pun, describing the expulsion of insurgency from the English body. In Fair
Maid, this turn to Barbary for relief from violent infighting among the English, as well as the
problem of dearth conditions causing one countryman’s consumption to lead to another’s hunger,
set up the social contexts that lead into the play’s engagement with the specter of the
cannibalistic banquet.
The character who is most driven by appetite is also the one facing the most precarious
circumstances: Bess’s apprentice, Clem. As Hillary Eklund has pointed out, his name means “to
pinch (or, intransitively, to suffer) with hunger or thirst.”93 In a similar vein, Rachel Ellen Clark
has noted that the one actor who is known to have played Clem, William Robins (at times also
listed as William Robinson), was known for being particularly slim, and “built his character on
playing stock thin-man characters” such as “Rawbone, a thin Citizen” in James Shirley’s The
Wedding.94 Clem’s hunger drives him to impinge on others’ tables, marking up his customers’
tabs to increase his profits. He constantly worries that customers will trick him into “tak[ing]
chalk for cheese,” that is, eating excessively and then failing to pay their tabs, which were
marked up with chalk on tavern doors.95 He rounds up the totals of customers’ bills, and
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obsessively details all of the possible items that he could add to their tabs: he charges extra for
the oil and vinegar served over the anchovies that he brought to one party, gleefully telling Bess
that they will “have a sawcy reckoning” when he brings them the bill, and he adds what Bess
views as an excessive half-crown to their charges for “bread, beers, salt, napkins, [and]
trenchers.”96 He serves customers sack made with rotten eggs, saying, “we must have one trick
or other / to vent away our bad commodities.”97 While Clem is not as openly violent as many of
the other characters in the play, his hunger drives him to siphon off others’ meals to better feed
himself. His fear of starvation is in part driven by the fact that his father, a former baker, died the
previous year due to famine. Clem explains to Bess that “the last dear year … when corn grew to
be at an / high rate, my father never dowed after.”98 The years immediately prior to Fair Maid's
first production, were years of severe grain shortage. Such a crisis would have doubly affected
bakers like Clem's father, who not only struggled to get bread to eat but also lost their means of
supporting themselves through their trade. Clem's description of his father develops the play’s
association of managing literal consumption with the stability of the social body: “dowed,”
meaning both “succeeded” and “worked with dough,” is a pun that ties prosperity to food
production. Clem further develops this punning association between those who feed the country
and those who maintain order, commenting that his father was a constable in his neighborhood
and “bolted and sifted out more business than / others in that office many years before him.”99
“Bolted” refers to sifting flour as well as the locking up of criminals, and Clem’s account makes
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his father’s ability to keep civil order a function of his skill in his trade. Similarly, Bess’s
management of her customers’ unruly behavior is tied to her management of what they consume.
Even as Clem’s analogy describes maintaining social harmony, he equates people with
foodstuffs, a slippage that is drawn out in a more ominous way as the play progresses.
Fair Maid portrays Morocco as facing an internal crisis as well. We first encounter
Mullisheg speaking to his courtiers Bashaw, Alcade, and Joffer about how the recently-ended
civil wars have left the country in a state of instability:
Out of these bloody and intestine broils
We have at length attain’d a fort’nate peace
…
we now have leisure
To ‘stablish laws first for our kingdom's safety,
The enriching of our public treasury,
And last our state and pleasure.100
The order of priorities that Mullisheg lists here—first establishing laws, then enriching the public
treasury, and last of all seeing to his own pleasure—figures him as a ruler who, like Aaron in
Titus, regulates his appetites for the good of his people. Mullisheg views supporting and
regulating international trade as the most important way of achieving these ends: his first item of
business is to
give order
That all such Christian merchants as have traffic
And freedom in our country, that conceal
The least part of our custom due to us,
Shall forfeit ship and goods.
…
Those forfeitures must help to furnish up
Th’exhausted treasure that our wars consum’d.101
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In parallel to the English characters who must leave their home country to bring stability to it,
Mullisheg sees the health of his country as dependent on successful traffic with foreign
merchants, a priority that, as in England, has become increasingly critical as civil disorder has
inordinately “consum’d” domestic stores. The priorities that Mullisheg delineates recall the scene
immediately prior to this, in which Bess sets up a trust for the benefit of the people of Foy before
she departs for sea. She leaves the majority of her wealth to be used “to set up young beginners
in their trade” and “to relieve such as have had loss by sea.”102 Like Mullisheg, Bess is
concerned with supporting trade for the benefit of the public good, including funds to support
those who risk loss at sea. Before Mullisheg and Bess encounter each other, they have already
been set up as complementary, seeking to restore equilibrium to disordered political bodies by
establishing conditions that will promote stable international trade.
The negotiations between Bess and Mullisheg proceed quickly. Their mutual openhandedness and self-restraint—the inverse of the cannibalistic, greedy appetites of most of the
characters in the play—allow them to strike a mutually beneficial deal, as neither wishes to
obtain excess for themselves. Bess refuses Mullisheg’s offer of gold and even half his kingdom,
only wanting to obtain,
First, liberty for her and hers to leave the land at her
pleasure.
Next, safe conduct to and from her ship at her own discretion.
Thirdly, to be free from violence, either by the king or any
of his people.
Fourthly, to allow her mariners fresh victuals aboard.
Fifthly, to offer no further violence to her person, than what
he seeks by kindly usage, and free entreaty.103
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Bess’s demands complement Mullisheg’s desire to establish mutual support between their
countries, especially as it will allow them to stand against their common Spanish enemy. Turning
from praise for Bess to extol the monarch who shares her name, Mullisheg speaks admiringly of
The virgin queen, so famous through the world,
The mighty empress of the maiden isle,
Whose predecessors have o’errun great France,
Whose powerful hand doth still support the Dutch
And keeps the potent King of Spain in awe.104
Mullisheg makes explicit the fact that he considers this alliance important specifically in the
context of rivalry with Spain. His exchange with Bess bears a striking resemblance to aspects of
Hogan’s 1577 account of his visit to Morocco, which was printed in Richard Hakluyt’s Principal
Navigations, around the time that Fair Maid was first being performed.105 Hogan describes how
he was warmly received by “an alcayde from the King” who told him “how glad the King
shewed himself to heare of the Queenes Majestie, and that his pleasure was that I should be
received into the countrey as never any Christian the like.”106 Likewise in Fair Maid,
Mullisheg’s attendant, named “Alcade,” sees the English in to their meeting with the king where
he shows his clear preference for the English over two other present European nations: a French
merchant and an Italian merchant who had been caught trying to leave the country without
paying in full what they owed in custom. In Hogan’s account, the English are similarly received
with greater preference than the representatives of other European nations; he describes how “all
the Christians of the Spaniards and Portugals [were sent] to receive me, which I know was more
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by the Kings commandement then of any good wils of themselves: for some of them, although
they speake me faire, hung downe their heads like dogs.”107 As in Fair Maid, this admiration
makes negotiations run smoothly, and al-Malek agrees to the Queen’s terms:
for the well dealing with her merchants for their traffike here in these parts, saying he
would do much more for the Queenes Majesty and the realme, offering that all English
ships with her subjects may with good securitie enter into his ports and dominions, as
well in trade of marchandize, as for victuall and water, as also in time of warre with
enemies, to bring in prises, and to make sales as occasion should serve, or else to depart
again with them at their pleasure.
Likewise for all English ships that shall passe along his coast of Barbarie, and
thorow the Straites into the Levant seas, that he would graunt safe conduct, that the said
ships and marchants with their goods might pass into the Levant seas … also that
hereafter no Englishmen, that by any meanes may be taken captives, shall be solde within
any of his dominions.108
Each of the items that Bess listed to Mullisheg: liberty, safe conduct to and from their ships,
freedom from violence on the part of the king or his people, fresh victuals, and an end to future
hostility, are all part of Hogan’s list of demands as well, and likewise received with as much
readiness and expression of admiration for the English according to Hogan’s likely hyperbolic
account. Fair Maid also follows Hogan’s text in celebrating this successful negotiation with a
banquet.
While Fair Maid’s banquet can be interpreted as an affirmation of the English-Moroccan
alliance through commensality, as in Alcazar and Titus, the blurring of boundaries between the
self and the other in the sharing of a meal raises fears about unpredictable consequences of this
merging. Clem, thrilled at the chance to banquet at the Moroccan court and finally satisfy his
appetite, most drastically transgresses these boundaries. He dons the clothing of “a fantastic
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Moor” and marvels at fortune that has allowed “drawers,” tapsters like himself to “become
courtiers,” wearing extravagant garb and feasting at the tables of the elite.109 Yet ominously, the
cultural touchstone to which he turns in imagining what it means to banquet at court is the
revenge tragedy. He paraphrases the opening lines of The Spanish Tragedy, saying:
Now may I speak with the old ghost in Jeronomo:
When this eternal substance of my soul
Did live imprisoned in this wanton flesh,
I was a courtier in the court of Fez.110
In The Spanish Tragedy, the final line is actually “the Spanish court.” By applying this intertext
to his Moroccan surroundings, however, Clem raises the possibility that the banquet that he and
his English companions are about to attend may turn bloody. Notably, this threat is generated by
English appetites. Clem makes overt the cannibalistic appetites that have driven him and his
companions over the course of the play, telling Alcade and Joffer,
I will make bold to march in towards your banquet and
there comfit myself, and cast all caraways down my throat,
the best way I have to conserve myself in health: and for
your country's sake which is called Barbary, I will love all
barbers and barberies the better:
And for you Moors, thus much I mean to say,
I'll see if Moor I eat, the Moor I may.111
Clem punningly describes particular luxury foods that he is looking forward to, including
barberries, comfits (sugar-coated nuts), and dishes flavored with caraway seeds. However, his
consumption of these foods, like his adoption of Moroccan dress, allude to the instability of his
identity as his relationship to this foreign court comes to determine his position. In expressing the
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hope that the sugary banquet will “conserve” him, Clem’s vulnerability is emphasized as he
implicitly figures himself as a dish of preserved sweetmeats. He further develops these
cannibalistic undertones, conflating the people of Barbary with barberries.112 The final line of
this speech, “I’ll see if Moor I eat, the Moor I may,” on the one hand articulates his hope that
becoming more like a Moor through eating Moorish foods and joining the Moorish court will
enable him to access “more” food than he could as an apprentice in England. At the same time,
the phrase “if Moor I eat” also suggests that Clem is becoming cannibalistic.113
Although Fair Maid does not actually depict any cannibalistic eating in the way that Titus
and Alcazar do, the play ends with an act of violence against Clem’s body that recalls the
punishments inflicted on Muly Mahamet and Aaron in the resolutions of Alcazar and Titus. The
bodies of the central Moorish characters in these earlier plays are desecrated in retaliation for the
threat that they posed to the stability of the body of the state: Muly Mahamet is skinned and
stuffed, and Aaron is buried alive and starved to death. In Fair Maid, Clem, hoping to receive an
additional honor from Mullisheg—to be the “fantastic” Moorish courtier he pretends to be—
agrees to be “gelded” and join the court as a eunuch. Clem misunderstands “gelded” as meaning
“gilded,” thinking that he is going to receive gold. The play closes with Clem running back onto
the stage having been castrated, an act of mutilation that increases the violent implications
disturbing the audience’s sense of the nature of the ensuing offstage banquet. Although, unlike in
Alcazar and Titus, no cannibalistic feasting is actually staged, it looms over Fair Maid and ends
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the play with a sense of anxiety and ambivalence. Bess and Mullisheg may have feasted, but
whether Moors and Englishmen can achieve true commensality remains an open question for the
play’s audience.
Conclusion: “Show Tricks to Get Meat with, or Rail against the State”
By the time that Fair Maid of the West, Part II came to the stage later into the
seventeenth century, this question of commensality was largely treated as closed.114 In the
sequel, Mullisheg is transformed into a lascivious, deceitful caricature, and unity between
Englishmen and Moors requires conversion. Joffer, who helps Bess and Spencer escape the
Moroccan court and the subsequent misadventures that they encounter, is only fully accepted by
the play's protagonists when he leaves his culture behind and converts to Christianity. This shift
in the representation of the possibility of affinity between Englishmen and Moors reflects that
which took shape following the deaths of both Elizabeth and al-Mansur in 1603. Their deaths put
an end to one of the most defining relationships that England had developed in Barbary. Worse
still, as al-Mansur’s sons fought over the throne, plunging Morocco into civil war, James I
negotiated peace with Spain, lessening the urgency that had been driving English efforts to
establish partnerships with Moors.115 On the stage, the bloody banquet continued to be a popular
stage device, most famously in the anonymous seventeenth-century play The Bloodie Banqvet.
But as the interest in commensality between Englishmen and Moors faded, a different theatrical
convention for figuring their interactions took its place: conversion. In the Elizabethan Moor
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plays featuring the bloody banquet, transgressive eating indicates the disruption and
reorganization of boundaries of identity and affiliation. Eating together, in contrast, effects the
blending of identity, and these plays’ depictions of foreign appetites asks what consequences
such mutuality between Englishmen and Moors might bring about. In contrast, the trope of
conversion, either from Moor to Christian as in Fair Maid, Part II, or from Christian to Moor,
draws a hard line. Even as it suggests the fungibility of identity, it negates the possibility of
Englishman and Moors constituting a unified body. Robert Daborne’s A Christian Turn’d Turk
(1612) exemplifies this newly prominent trope. Like Bess, the title character, the English pirate
John Ward, rises from humble origins selling food as a fisherman’s apprentice, takes up
privateering, and ends up among Moorish nobility in the court of Tunis. In place of Fair Maid’s
scene of cross-cultural negotiation and the possibility of English-Moorish commensality, Ward’s
acceptance into the Tunisian court entails a definitive rejection of his Englishness. Many other
post-Elizabethan plays would imitate this elaborate conversion scene. In this scene, the unstable
boundaries explored in the earliest Moor plays are reinstated. Though many Englishmen,
including the historical Ward, lived comfortable post-conversion lives in their new homes, the
conversion from Christian to Moor never turns out well on the stage. The play’s Ward regrets his
decision and longs to return to his simple life in England. For rejecting his adopted culture, he is
thrown in prison to starve. In a scene that both recalls and inverts the bloody banquet, his hunger
begins to turn him cannibalistic. He pleads with the officers arresting him to let him
do anything, rather than Famish! … allow me
But every week a Christian. I am content
To feed upon raw flesh. If’t be but once a month
A Briton, I'll be content with him.116
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This hunger for the flesh of his former countrymen indicates the definite boundary of identity
that he has crossed. At the same time that his monstrous appetite stokes the English audience’s
fears about the consequences of becoming like a Moor, Ward’s speech in prison alludes to a
danger closer to home. He asks his arresting officers,
Have you e’er a Bedlam, that I may not famish
But show tricks to get meat with, or rail against the state?
And when I have eased my gall a month or two,
Come out again?117
This comparison sets the English carceral institution of London's infamous hospital for the mad,
Bedlam, as superior to the Tunisian prison to which Ward is sentenced. Yet, at the same time, his
description points to disorder at home, Englishmen being thrown into an asylum for “rail[ing]
against the state.” In place of maintaining the stability of the state body by sending those unruly
subjects, like Ward himself, who may cause “intestine invocacion” out on missions of
privateering in Barbary, they are instead sent to “ease [their] gall” in Bedlam. Ward’s speech
alludes to a pervasive practice that I turn to in my next chapter. Bedlam became infamous in the
seventeenth-century for a number of scandals regarding the systematic underfeeding of patients:
the asylum’s keepers appropriated donated food and sold it to the patients in order to make
money and keep the patients in a more pliable state. To avoid “famish[ing],” inmates were forced
to “show tricks” for visitors to asylum in hopes of being given something to eat or the money to
buy it. The political ramifications of eating continued to be a feature of the English stage, but in
the Jacobean period this concern would be examined through the notorious unruly domestic
population to which A Christian Turn’d Turk refers: the starving inmates of Bedlam asylum.
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Ch. 2: The Starving Bedlamite on the Jacobean Stage

From Bedlam Beggar to Starving Bedlamite
Beginning in the 1560s and increasingly often throughout the Jacobean period, a new
character began to assert a striking presence in the early modern English imaginary: the Bedlam
beggar. One of the earliest accounts of these figures describes them as a class of “rogues” who
fayne them selues to haue bene mad, and haue bene kept eyther in Bedleam, or in some
other prison a good tyme, and not one amongest twenty that euer came in pryson for any
such cause .... These begge money, eyther when they come at Farmours howses they wyll
demaunde Baken, eyther cheese, or wooll, or any thinge that is worth money.
1

This description is typical of the early portrayals of the Bedlam beggar character, also known as
the “Abraham man” or “Tom o’ Bedlam.”2 These trickster figures pretended to be recently
discharged patients from “Bedlam,” the colloquial name for Bethlem Hospital, London’s asylum
for the mad. According to these early accounts, the Bedlam beggar feigned fits of raving
madness in order to frighten decent English citizens out of their money, goods, and, especially,
food. The Bedlam beggar’s fixation on food recurs throughout such accounts. John Awdelay's
1575 pamphlet The fraternitye of uacabondes says that they are usually seen carrying “a stycke
with baken on it;” Thomas Dekker’s 1608 pamphlet The belman of London describes how “these
Abrahammen ... spying but a small company in a house, they boldly and bluntly enter,
compelling the seruants through feare to giue them what they demaund, which is commonly
1
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bacon.”3 These descriptions are all taken from “rogue literature” pamphlets, a popular early
modern genre warning against various criminal types populating the English countryside.4 Yet
while within these pamphlets, the Bedlamite's hunger causes food insecurity, a notable shift
takes place when this character is imported to the theater in the early seventeenth century.
Regardless of whether or not his madness is feigned, the Bedlam beggar of the stage is genuinely
hungry.
One of the most well-known Bedlamite figures today, King Lear's Edgar in his “sullen
and assumed humor of Tom of Bedlam,” exemplifies this newly sympathetic take on the Bedlam
beggar.5 Edgar disguises himself as a Bedlamite after being wrongfully accused of conspiracy.
However, this new identity only increases his misfortune, cutting him off from access to basic
sustenance. He describes how, as a “Poor Tom” he is forced to
[eat] the swimming frog, the toad,
the tadpole, the wall-newt and the water—; that in the
fury of his heart, when the fowl fiend rages, eats cow3
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dung for salads; swallows the old rat and the ditch-dog;
drinks the green mantle of the standing pool; who is
whipped from tithing to tithing and stocked, punished
and imprisoned—who hath had three suits to his back, six shirts to his body,
Horse to ride and weapon to wear.
But mice and rats and such small deer
Have been Tom's food for seven long year.6
In the rogue pamphlets, the Bedlam beggar was an outsider by choice, living an autonomous
existence at others’ expense. In Lear, the Bedlam beggar is not free but ostracized, cut off from
shared resources. As Tom o’ Bedlam, Edgar’s expulsion from society is symbolically reinscribed
by his diet, as he is left to survive on what society has expelled: dead animals, dung, stagnant
water, and vermin.7 Edgar characterizes this impoverished diet as the most disturbing violation
on the spectrum of wrongs that society visits on the Bedlamite, followed by physical abuse and
imprisonment.
Edgar’s monologue exemplifies how prominently diet features in this new understanding
of the Bedlamite as a victim of structural injustice. The diet that he describes lays bare how food
draws social boundaries that keep certain populations disenfranchised. Using Bedlamites to think
about diet brings to the foreground how inadequate food can devastate a body. The diet that
“Tom” consumes reinforces his marginalization on a physiological level by worsening his
physical and mental health. Many early modern writers believed that consuming frogs and toads,
as Tom does, would cause both stomach damage and humoral imbalance, increasing the fear and
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melancholy from which a Bedlam beggar would already be suffering.8 For example, in Edmund
Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, one of the major sources for Lear, the character Malbecco feeds
on,
… toades and frogs, his pasture poysonous,
Which in his cold complexion do breed
A filthy blud, or humour rancourous
Matter of doubt and dread suspitious
That doth with curelesse care consume the hart,
Corrupts the stomack with gall vitious.9
According to humoral theory, regardless of whether or not the Bedlam beggar was feigning at
first, such a diet would eventually bring about real madness. This makes the Bedlam beggar a
social creation in two senses: a literary and dramatic character attached to certain tropes of
appearance and behavior, and a real, mistreated body whose disenfranchisement is reinforced by
a diet that keeps him sick. In Lear, Edgar's diet has precisely this result, as Edgar describes:
“Hoppedance cries in Tom's belly for two / white herring. Croak not, black angel, I have no food
for / thee.”10 In a variation on Spenser's description of a diet of “toades and frogs” causing the
body to consume itself from within, Edgar feels as though the croaking “Hoppedance” and the
other creatures that he has eaten are living inside of him, worsening his health and increasing his
hunger.
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Of course, Edgar’s account is in part a ruse: while as “Tom” he is indeed subjected to a
diminished diet, he has not been subsisting on such food “for seven long year,” as he claims. Yet
the fact that Edgar is forced to adopt this disguise in order to hide after being wrongfully accused
of conspiracy makes his transformation into a Bedlam beggar an illustration of how even the
well-off are subject to precarious social conditions that might push them suddenly into an
impoverished state. Furthermore, Edgar’s depiction of the Bedlam beggar differs significantly
from the bacon extortionist of the rogue literature. In the pamphlets, the Bedlam beggar is
described from a distance and thus easily demonized. On the stage, the Bedlam beggar is
attached to a body that speaks and visibly displays its suffering.
Unfortunately, we do not have enough evidence to say precisely how Edgar performed
his hunger in the seventeenth century. However, we do know that starvation was a performance
trope in the period: Tamburlaine, Part One (1590), A Woman Killed with Kindness (1603), and
Two Noble Kinsmen (1613-14) all featured starving characters. Actors performing starving
Bedlamite roles could have drawn on the attributes and behaviors associated with these other
starving characters to communicate the Bedlamites' suffering.11 Although we do not know how
Edgar communicated his hunger in Jacobean Lear productions, beyond his pitiful speeches, in
certain contemporary productions, the actor playing Edgar has been asked to lose weight for the
role, and it is possible that the Jacobean Edgar was interpreted in a similar way.12 Regardless of
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its staging, it remains significant that, unlike in the rogue literature, Lear's Tom o’ Bedlam does
not threaten but rather calls for pity.
This case for pity, and pity specifically in connection with hunger, is especially evident
when Lear is compared to its most immediate precedent, the anonymous play The True
Chronicle Historie of King Leir. In Leir, the king is not mad, but starving. Leir was likely
familiar to Lear's 1606 audience: the first printing of Leir just a year earlier in 1605 indicates that
it had “been diuers and sundry times lately acted.” In the earlier play, Leir's daughter Cordella
and her husband encounter Leir wandering around the countryside hungry and homeless with his
loyal servant Perillus. While Cordella's husband wants to question Leir and Perillus to find out
“the ground of all this ill,” Cordella insists that both must first be fed, saying “O but some meat,
some meat! Do you not see / How near they are to death for want of food?”13 After eating, Leir
says that the meal “hath recalled my spirits home again, / And made me fresh, as erst I was
before.”14 Cordella understands that diet plays a (literally) substantial role in creating the self,
and therefore insists that it would be useless to ask Leir to explain himself until he has been fed.
In contrast, in Shakespeare’s reworking of the story, Lear ignores Edgar's continual complaints
of cold and hunger. Even when Gloucester offers Lear and Edgar “fire and food,” Lear wants to
delay Edgar further, viewing the Bedlamite's state of deprivation as a model of
“unaccommodated man” in a state of nature.15 However, Edgar asserts that his bare and hungry
body attests to something different: not the philosophical ideal that Lear imagines but rather “the
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basest and most poorest shape / That ever penury, in contempt of man, / Brought near to beast.”16
Just as the starving Leir was not himself again until he had an adequate meal, Edgar depicts the
hungry Bedlamite as the product of the culturally-sanctioned abuses that are visited on him, as he
is whipped, put in stocks, and left to eat food that will only make him sicker. He describes Lear’s
England as teeming with such starving bodies, saying, “the country gives me proof and precedent
/ Of Bedlam beggars, who with roaring voices” attempt to “enforce their charity,” demanding to
be fed.17 In Lear, madness is a public health crisis, and the prevalence of mad, hungry Bedlam
beggars across the countryside is the product of incompetent rule that materializes most
frighteningly in the form of these starved bodies.
Lear takes Leir’s assertion that “you are what you eat” a step further, using Edgar’s
feigned madness but real hunger to show how discrepancies in food access keep certain unruly
populations in a state of sickness and dispossession. Lear's sympathetic—and socially critical—
Tom o’ Bedlam is one example of an important new theatrical character who emerged on the
Jacobean stage: the starving Bedlamite. Unlike the Bedlam beggar of the rogue literature, this
character's hungry body served as an emblem of how diet was used a tool of social control,
creating and materially reinforcing structural disparities. At the same time, the starving
Bedlamites’ plight called for these conditions of food insecurity to change, not only in the
extreme case of the madhouse, but across the whole of society as well.
The Starving Bedlamite in Context
If Edgar’s starved body served to symbolize how disparities in food access kept marginal
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social groups in an impoverished state, the relationship between diet and power became even
more evident in the plays that took place within the walls of the madhouse. As a confined
population entirely under the control of the hospital’s administrators, patients at Bedlam were
subjected to systematic food deprivation in an intensified way. The three plays besides Lear that
feature starving Bedlamites place them in the asylum. Thomas Dekker and Thomas Middleton’s
The Honest Whore, Part One (1604), John Fletcher’s The Pilgrim (1621), and Middleton and
William Rowley’s The Changeling (1622) all enter Bedlam in order to lay bare the structural
abuses of power at the hands of inept, self-interested, and at times malevolent administrators,
abuses which lay at the crux of the starvation crisis at the madhouse. The plays juxtaposes these
concentrated instances of structural injustice with the world outside of the asylum in order to
show how analogous dietary politics take shape across the English social body.
It must be noted that not all of the Jacobean plays that depict Bedlamites show them
starving. The Duchess of Malfi features dancing madmen whom the Duchess’s evil brother
brings to torment her, and in The Lover's Melancholy a group of madmen provide entertainment
by performing a taxonomy of madness, each taking a different role, as lycanthropia,
hydrophobia, delerium, phrenitis, hypochondria, and various kinds of melancholy. However, a
major difference between these plays and those featuring starving Bedlamites is that in Malfi and
Lover’s Melancholy, the madmen appear as troupes of performers, commissioned and trained to
play a specific part. In contrast, in the starving Bedlamite plays, inmates speak without direction,
and often directly against the wishes of their keepers. When speaking on their own volition, food
dominates their conversation.
Thomas Middleton and William Rowley’s The Changeling, the first play to feature an
entire subplot set at Bedlam, lays out clearly from our initial encounter with the madmen how
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fully hunger structures their lives. Alibius, the asylum's keeper, and his assistant Lollio are in the
process of bringing new patients into the hospital. Notably, neither of these patients is actually
mad.18 The first new inmate is Alibius’s wife Isabella, whom he places in the asylum so that she
will be unable to leave him for a younger man. Ironically, the second patient is a courtier named
Antonio who has disguised himself as a madman precisely so that he can pursue Isabella. Both
Alibius and Lollio suspect that Antonio is feigning his condition, but they show no concern, as
treating the mad is not in fact their primary goal: profit is. Isabella wryly observes that Alibius
has “a fine trade ... madmen and fools are a staple commodity,” and Alibius unabashedly agrees,
“I thrive by it.”19 His thriving, however, is at his patients’ expense. Treating madness is beside
the point in this version of Bedlam, and Alibius uses the asylum primarily as a way to make
money, even hiring out his patients to provide entertainment as dancers at a wedding, “to make a
frightful pleasure ... in a wild distracted measure.”20 He rigorously trains his patients to perform a
controlled madness, behaving wildly enough to hold the audience’s interest yet nonetheless
remaining within the “measure” that he has set. This rigid control over the bodies of the mad is
consistent with the highly regimented daily life that Alibius imposes onto his patients to make
them into a docile body. Lollio explains,
every part has his hour: we wake a six and look about us, that’s eye-hour; at seven we
should pray, that’s knee-hour; at eight walk, that’s leg-hour; at nine gather flowers and
18
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pluck a rose, that’s nose-hour; at ten we drink, that’s mouth-hour; at eleven lay about us
for victuals, that’s hand-hour; at twelve go to dinner, that’s belly-hour.21
This division of activities emphasizes the level of control and restriction that the asylum places
onto the madmen’s bodies. Not only does this schedule keep the patients hungry until midday,
but Lollio’s description highlights how this regimen divides up the body, even separating the
mouth from the belly. The system at Bedlam strips inmates of their coherence and will,
subjecting them to structures that are designed not to restore them to a healthy, balanced state but
to make them malleable and lucrative.
Alibius and Lollio are interrupted by their patients calling from offstage:
First Madman. Put’s head i’th’pillory, the bread’s too little!
Second Madman. Fly, fly, and he catches the swallow.
Third Madman. Give her more onion, or the devil put the rope about her crag!
Lollio. You may hear what time of day it is, the chimes of Bedlam goes.
Alibius. Peace, peace, or the wire comes!
Third Madman. Cat whore, cat whore! her parmesant, her parmesant!22
Although the play only offers brief glimpses of the specific pathologies from which each of the
madmen suffer, what is striking is that all of their anxieties are articulated in terms of hunger.
The first madman calls for retribution against a baker who has cheated his customers by reducing
the size of his loaves of bread, a perennial fear and harshly-punished crime in early modern
England. The second madman recites a proverb about snatching food quickly before it is gone.23
The third madman, likewise paranoid that his food is under threat, imagines that a cat has stolen
his “parmesant,” that is, parmesan cheese. As Alibius’s restrictive policies are behind his
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patients’ food anxieties, it is no surprise that he picks up on the implicit cause of their raving,
calling, “Peace, I say!—Their hour's come, they must be fed, Lollio.”24 With a whip in one hand
and a ladle of gruel in the other, Lollio embodies the form of power over the body that the
starving Bedlamite scenes explore: power that asserts itself not just through the more obvious
form of physical abuse that “the wire” represents, but at the more insidious level of dietary
deprivation.25
Considering the association of the Bedlamite with hunger changes how we understand
why Bedlam became such a prominent topic of interest in the Jacobean era. Criticism attempting
to explain the theater’s attention to Bedlam explains this interest in one of two ways: as the result
of the dramatic potential of the spectacle of madness, or as a move on the part of playmakers to
comment on conditions at the real Bedlam. Critics argue that the Bedlam administrators’ practice
of charging admission to visitors to view the mad in order to raise funds for the hospital would
have set up an obvious parallel between the two institutions, positioning Bedlam and its inmates
as mirrors of the stage and its performers.26 Others suggest that playwrights saw Bedlam as a
means of commenting on a “world gone mad,” using madmen to express politically dangerous
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ideas.27 However, this view rests on the perception that the public viewed Bedlam as “a place of
license, a place where the unthinkable could not just be thought, but could be articulated;” that is,
a space characterized by a particular freedom of thought and expression.28 In fact, the texts
themselves belie this interpretation; as the above scene from The Changeling demonstrates,
Bedlam was more often portrayed as a place of intensified repression.
The most persuasive arguments regarding what topical influences might have influenced
the new attention to Bedlam on the stage concern the prominent abuse scandals that took place at
the hospital from the late sixteenth century through the mid-seventeenth century. As Kenneth
Jackson, Robert Reed, and others have observed, the plays that feature suffering Bedlamites
came to the stage in the midst of investigations conducted by the hospital’s governors in
response to frequent complaints by patients’ families, often regarding the underfeeding of
residents.29 These investigations found that it was
very usual and daily practice [for the steward of the hospital] to sell unto the poor of the
house, such bread and meat as is sent in from the Lord Mayor, Sheriffs, and out of the
market, and that at excessive rates, as ordinarily a penny loaf for a groat or 6d, and
sometimes 2 pennyworth of bacon for 12d, and the poor have none of that meat that is so
sent in except that they have money to buy it; and they have no money but as it is
casually given them by such charitable persons as come to see them.30
As the above passage reveals, several of the major supporters of the theater might have had
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personal reasons to be concerned over the hunger crisis at Bedlam. Records indicate that the
Lord Mayor, for example, sent bread, beef, pottage, and oatmeal to Bedlam every Monday, in
addition to as much beer as the asylum’s managers were willing to come pick up, and that the
Lord Chamberlain sent in “pieces of meate very often.”31 Additionally, the Mayor, the
Chamberlain, the Lord Admiral, and several of the livery companies to which many actors and
theatrical investors belonged personally maintained specific patients at the hospital.32 It therefore
stands to reason that these patrons of both Bedlam and the theater might be concerned about the
fact that their donations were not reaching those for whom they were intended, especially when
the patients were part of their immediate social circles. Food deprivation at Bedlam would
therefore not just be a point of general interest but of particular significance for some of the
major supporters of the theater.
In theory, Bedlam’s managers could justify keeping the mad underfed to some degree
because this was in fact consistent with standard medical practice. Under the best of
circumstances, Bedlam’s inmates were fed a “lowering diet” of only two meals a day, consisting
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of “bread ... oatmeal or milk pottage, butter, cheese, and beer,” supplemented with beef or
mutton roughly three times a week.33 This diet, which included regular purges and a reduced
caloric intake, was claimed to cure raving madness “via evacuations and a disciplined dietary
regimen, countering repletion with depletion.”34 However, the dangerous levels of hunger that
became commonplace at Bedlam indicated that dietary restrictions at the hospital were not being
carried out with patients’ health in mind, but rather with the goal of increasing profit margins.
Throughout the first quarter of the seventeenth century, Bedlam was managed by a series of
unqualified keepers who used the institution for personal financial gain. According to Patricia
Allderidge, between the late 1590s and 1633, when the hospital underwent a bureaucratic
restructuring in an attempt to end these abuses, the asylum was without exception run by “men of
no apparent suitability who continued to abuse their position.”35 The starving Bedlamite
appeared on the stage against the background of these ongoing abuses of power. The situation at
at the asylum exhibited in microcosm how dietary regimes could be used to deprive certain
populations to serve others’ interests.
Critics who view Bedlam plays as commentaries on these real abuses at Bedlam hospital
tend to focus on the case of Helkiah Crooke. Formerly James’s personal physician, Crooke
served as keeper from 1619 to 1633. Investigations of his conduct began immediately after he
was hired: in 1619 the hospital’s governing board drafted rules regulating the keeper’s behavior
and ordered that charitable contributions to the hospital should not be given directly to him.36 By
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the time that The Pilgrim and The Changeling came to the stage, the hospital’s governors had
conducted a number of inquiries and investigations into conditions at the asylum. These
investigations record Crooke as one of the worst keepers in the asylum’s history, only showing
up at the hospital “once a quarter to receive his money,” and ignoring the hospital stewards'
constant embezzling of resources, which left Bedlam's inmates in danger of starvation.37 Selfinterest, incompetence, and neglect characterized his tenure, and under his management, patients
suffered physical abuse and hunger like that depicted in The Changeling.
Yet despite recognizing the parallel between real hospital administrators like Crooke and
stage administrators like Alibius, critics have not concluded that these plays enact a structural
critique of the asylum. In regard to The Changeling, Robert Reed argues that “Alibius and Lollio
appear to be somewhat less disreputable characters than Crooke and his assistant,” and Kenneth
Jackson adds that The Changeling at most seeks to gently correct “Alibius [who], perhaps like
James's Helkiah Crooke, seems to have lost sight entirely of the charitable purpose of showing
the mad.”38 Jackson goes so far as to suggest that the Bedlam plays look on the asylum’s
administration with approval, seeking to promote and participate in the hospital's practices of
managing its madmen. Noting that three of the starving Bedlamite plays—Lear, The Pilgrim, and
The Changeling—were first created to be performed at court during the Christmas season,
Jackson concludes that the staging of these plays during the season of charitable giving indicates
that the playmakers viewed themselves as working cooperatively with Bedlam.39 Jackson argues
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that in so doing, these plays portray the hospital's managers in a positive light, showing
“appreciation for the hospital's work” and “display[ing] a confidence in [the madhouse keepers’]
abilities.”40 According to this view, the starving Bedlamite plays merely call for additional
resources to allow the hospital's keepers to continue to do their work. This reading is surprising
because, while these plays differ in many respects, all of them depict Bedlam as a place where
patients’ welfare is systematically violated, a fact that the Bedlamites’ starved bodies make
dramatically visible. In my reading of these plays, I will demonstrate that they do not simply call
for increased material support for the hospital but rather use starving Bedlamites to illustrate how
structural dietary disparities operate, and imagine how to best navigate and affect those
structures. Moreover, the fact that Crooke got his position because James personally
recommended him to Bedlam’s governors links conditions at the asylum to James’s ability to
govern. Given the fact that a number of these plays were staged at court, then, they can be seen
as seeking not just sympathy for the plight of the patients of Bedlam, but rather calling for
James’s government to relieve hunger by reforming the systemic corruption that has produced
conditions of deprivation across the social body.
It is through this attention to abusive power structures that starving Bedlamite plays move
beyond merely commenting on scandals at the hospital. Looking at institutionalized deprivations
at Bedlam is a means of revealing how similar conditions take shape outside of the asylum. The
starving Bedlamite character formed a conceptual link, articulating and physically displaying
how dietary deprivation was used to contain populations that were deemed disruptive. Yet, while
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starving Bedlamite characters suffer under repressive governors, at the same time, they also raise
the possibility of revolt. Despite Alibius’s efforts to fully regulate life at the asylum, his patients
still curse, demand, and threaten. Their hunger intensifies their violence and desperation, and
what might at first appear to be a clear top-down power relationship between keepers and
inmates becomes more complicated, as inmates’ hunger leads them to threaten their keepers,
visitors, and each other. The multidirectionality of power dynamics between Bedlamites and
their keepers are read onto the world outside of the asylum, threatening that if reform fails to
come from above, revolt will arise from below.
Of course, the world of the theater was made up of a heterogenous body of people
working in different contexts with varying interests and aims. It would therefore be reductive to
suggest that “the theater” had one specific reformist end in mind when staging the starving
Bedlamite plays. However, these plays consistently use the starving Bedlamite character to think
through a consistent set of problems: how diet serves as an ideological and material tool to
regulate individual bodies and the social body in general, what problems these conditions create,
and how to productively respond to these conditions. The answers to these questions differ
depending on the contexts surrounding each play’s performance, and the starving Bedlamite
plays emerged in very different contexts: on public and private stages, in tragedies and comedies,
during the Christmas season and without any seasonal occasion, and from the beginning of the
Jacobean era to its end.
In order to reveal with greater nuance how these plays thought through the relationship
between diet, power, and social change, I will focus on two plays that deploy the starving
Bedlamite in almost diametrically opposed theatrical contexts: 1 Honest Whore and The Pilgrim.
The former is an early Jacobean city comedy performed on the public stage, which follows the
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intertwining stories of characters from across the social spectrum. The latter is a late Jacobean
tragicomedy performed at court during the Christmas season that centers almost entirely on the
gentry. The climaxes of both plays, however, take place at Bedlam, where the plight of starving
patients crystallizes problems surrounding dietary politics in the world outside of the asylum. 1
Honest Whore, the first play to portray starving Bedlamites, uses these characters to draw
together ideas about how diet shapes individuals, both physiologically and in terms of their
social positions. In 1 Honest Whore, the need to eat creates networks of interdependence, and
diet is a tool through which people attempt to influence their own and each other’s possibilities.
In The Pilgrim, one of the last plays to feature starving Bedlamites, the focus moves away from
thinking about diet as a means to individual social mobility. Instead, it more fully develops an
understanding of diet as a large-scale political problem, using its Bedlam scenes to make the case
that a functioning infrastructure of food distribution is an underlying concern around which
everyone’s interests are aligned.
The Honest Whore, Part 1: Diet and Social Power
The Honest Whore, Part One is the first play to depict Bedlam. Although 1 Honest
Whore is set in Milan, the play repeatedly equates its asylum with the London madhouse,
mentioning Bedlam by name eleven times. Bedlam is the site of the play’s denouement, where
its characters converge to resolve the conflicts between them that have been driving the
narrative. As Jean Howard observes, 1 Honest Whore centers around competing social groups, as
is typical of the city comedy genre to which the play belongs, examining their power struggles in
order to think through the cross-class rivalries that resulted from London’s changing economic
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conditions.41 The play juxtaposes characters from different demographics: rival noble
households; members of the expanding middle class, including merchants, shopkeepers, and
apprentices; and the “honest whore” Bellafront, her servant, and a brothel owner. 1 Honest
Whore uses diet to materially trace the power relations between these populations, especially in
terms of the role that food plays in attempts to contest or reinforce the boundaries between
classes. The play’s conclusion at Bedlam tempers the comic plots in which these characters are
involved by reframing the relationship between food and social strife in a sinister light, showing
desperately hungry madmen fighting each other over scraps of food. 1 Honest Whore’s starving
Bedlamite characters demonstrate that, while disparities in food access drive interclass rivalries,
the threat of starvation is an equalizing condition, a danger that might potentially be visited on
any member of the social body.
Both Thomas Dekker and Thomas Middleton, the play’s co-authors, would return to
Bedlam as a tool for thinking through social relations in their future work. Middleton made
Bedlam one of the stops in the procession through the city that accompanied the 1619 Lord
Mayor’s pageant, and he developed an entire subplot at the asylum in The Changeling.42
Bedlamites was also a recurrent touchstone throughout Dekker’s work, mentioned at least in
passing in eleven of his works between 1600 and 1618, and explored in-depth in three works
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subsequent to 1 Honest Whore.43 Throughout these texts, Bedlamites are subjected to insecure
social conditions, yet simultaneously function as figures through whom the reorganization of
social boundaries could imagined.
Dekker’s The belman of London (1608), his contribution to the rogue literature genre,
epitomizes this sense that Bedlamites could be used to imagine how the power dynamics
between different social groups could be rethought. The text’s narrator sneaks into a meeting of
the country’s rogues, where Bedlam beggars are among the attendees gathering to eat together
and compare notes on their strategies for acquiring food and money. In William C. Carroll’s
reading, The belman of London participates in “the dominant discourse [that] projects upon the
vagrants and beggars a replication of the social structures which in fact define, exclude, and
contain them.”44 In other words, Carroll sees Dekker identifying Bedlamites and other beggar
figures as the agents of unjust social practices of which they in fact were the victims. However,
Dekker’s representation does not condemn these characters but rather portrays them as pitiable
figures. He refers to the Bedlam beggars as “Tome of Bedlams band of mad caps … whom heere
thou seest by his black and blew naked arms to be a man beaten to the world,” emphasizing, as
we saw in Lear, that these character experience real physical pain.45 He adds that the Bedlam
beggar will stick pins “in sundrie places of his naked flesh … which pain he gladly puts himself
too (being indeed no torment at all, his skin is either so deade with some foule disease, or so
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hardened with weather.”46 These lines perfectly capture the paradox of this character: at the same
time that this passage reiterates the belief that Bedlam beggars are performing a part, it
acknowledges that they genuinely are suffering from disease and exposure to the point that they
have lost all feeling in their limbs. He refers to them as “the idle drones of a Countrie” for living
on others’ resources, yet says that their meeting hall
stood not like Great mens places, alwaies shut, but wide open, as if bounty had been the
porter, & being within it, Hospitality dwelt there, and had giuen you welcome. For there
was a Table ready couered, with faire linen, nut-browne round trencher lay in good order,
with bread and salt, keeping their state in the middle of the board.47
These lines suggest that Dekker’s characterization of rogues as drains on society is ironic, given
the comparative hospitality of their hall in contrast with the “great mens places” which refuse to
share their stores. The belman of London is a key intertext for 1 Honest Whore because it
demonstrates Dekker’s interest in using the Bedlamite to think through larger food economies. In
The belman of London, as we will likewise see in 1 Honest Whore, food materially traces power
struggles between populations. The Bedlamite enters these contestations as both an object of
sympathy and a potential threat, but a threat whose motives are justifiable and whose suffering is
real.
From the first scene of 1 Honest Whore, food is introduced as a tool for policing others’
social possibilities while advancing one’s own interests. A young noble, Hippolito, disrupts a
funeral procession that the Duke of Milan is holding for his daughter Infelice, Hippolito’s lover
and intended wife. Hippolito suspects, in part correctly, that the Duke is behind Infelice’s death.
In fact, Infelice only appears dead: the Duke, with the aid of his physician, Doctor Benedick,
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poisoned Infelice “in the midst of feasting … at banquet” in an attempt to definitively end her
relationship with Hippolito, whom he plans to poison next.48 The Duke objects to Hippolito as a
potential son-in-law because his “high spleen” gives him an unruly temperament that, in the
Duke's words, is “not with easy art made parallel.”49 In other words, the Duke objects to
Hippolito’s humoral disposition, fearing that his disruptive tendencies might threaten the Duke’s
rule.50 Like the administrators of Bedlam keeping their patients hungry to balance their
disorderly humors and render them passive, the Duke enforces his desired social order through
manipulating what his subjects consume, having poisoned Infelice’s food and planning soon to
do the same to Hippolito as well. While the Duke is Machiavellian in his use of food to police
others’ behavior, Hippolito’s friend and fellow noble Matheo similarly uses food to regulate
Hippolito’s humors, though Matheo’s motives are more benevolent. Recognizing that Hippolito
is likely to meet a violent end if he continues impeding the funeral procession, Matheo observes
in an aside, “I must humour his lordship,” and attempts to do so by persuading Hippolito “to
come to dinner.”51 Matheo here means “humour” in a physiological sense: he is not affirming or
accommodating Hippolito’s behavior but rather literally trying to shift his humoral balance by
feeding him. This depiction of food as a means of making the body pliant, and the juxtaposition
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of the different interests that this manipulation of diet can serve, is therefore set up long before
we get to Bedlam.
Matheo successfully calms Hippolito and, as the funeral procession departs, the pair steps
aside to discuss the strange conditions leading up to Infelice’s apparent sudden death. Matheo
reflects that she “was well, and ate a mess of water-gruel on / Monday morning,” a diet which
associates Infelice with temperance and good health that makes her death all the more
suspicious.52 Hippolito agrees that these circumstances do not add up, responding, “and on [the
same] Monday died … sure, her winding sheet / was laid out fore her body, and the worms that
now must feast with her were even bespoke / And solemnly invited like strange guests.”53
Matheo builds on the association that Hippolito draws between eating and the body’s
vulnerability to others, suggesting larger political machinations might lie behind Infelice's
condition. He says that the “worms” Hippolito imagines feasting on Infelice’s body are “strange
feeders … indeed, my lord, and, like your / jester or young courtier, will enter upon any man’s /
trencher without bidding.”54 Matheo contextualizes Infelice’s poisoning as an extreme
consequence of the rivalries that play out constantly around the dining table, where what people
eat designates their social locations and makes their own and others’ positions subject to
contestation, as in the case of the “young courtier” asserting higher status by helping himself to
someone else’s dish.
As Matheo and Hippolito attempt to tease out the connections between food and politics
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that surround Infelice’s death, the Duke lays them out explicitly to Doctor Benedick. For the
Duke, food is one of the most powerful tools of social power. As he waits for his daughter to
recover from the effects of the poison, he declares, “I’ll starve her on the Apennine / Ere
[Hippolito] shall marry her,” alluding to a siege that Caesar carried out against the Gauls by
cutting off their food supply.55 This allusion places his actions against Infelice and Hippolito in a
larger context, showing how control over food access is a means of manipulating entire
populations. His view of the relationship between food and social control is both nuanced and
comprehensive: when his daughter awakes, he tells her that he intends to send her to the
countryside, where she will,
… hunt and send us venison,
Which like some goddess in the Cyprian groves
Thine own fair hand shall strike. Sirs, you shall teach her
To stand, and how to shoot. Ay, she shall hunt.
Cast off this sorrow.56
He describes how food perpetuates certain power relations by means of the everyday
hierarchized dietary regimes through which food is unevenly distributed across different
populations, in this case referring to the exclusive right of nobles to hunt deer. He intends to
incorporate his daughter into this dietary culture that literally feeds and ideologically reinforces
the power balance that he wants to maintain. The Duke’s observations present the link between
food and power as not just the stuff of poisoning plots or military strategies, but rather as
fundamentally embedded in the basic daily foods that various populations consume. For the
group of middle-class citizens to whom the play next turns, this connection between diet and
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status is particularly compelling, raising the possibility that how one eats could lead to one’s
social advancement.
Dekker had a strong interest in the connection between diet and social aspiration. In his
1609 The Gull’s Hornbook, a satirical text that purports to give readers advice about how to
advance themselves socially by affecting upper-class mannerisms and consumption habits, he
advises his readers to stand outside of expensive dining establishments and “to correct your téeth
with some quill, or siluer instrument, and to cleanse your gummes with a wrought handkercher:
it skilles not whether you dinde or no,” acting as though they had just finished a meal there,
though they may not have eaten at all.57 He further advises his readers to “eate as impudently as
can be (for thats most Gentleman like),” and to make regular inventories of their kitchen to
ensure that they will “haue many Sallads stand on [their] table.”58 Dekker saw diet as a means by
which people attempted to advance themselves and, significantly, emphasized the fact that
people put themselves in a position of insecurity by doing so, at times going hungry or
purchasing food that they could not afford.
In 1 Honest Whore, the risky but potentially empowering possibilities afforded by
adopting certain eating habits as a means of self-advancement make food a preoccupation of the
mobile middle classes. Consumption and power are closely aligned in this world, as characters
converge in taverns to eat, drink, and plot together; their speech is peppered with proverbs taken
from inscriptions on “cheese-trenchers,” and they pay back those who do them social favors by
offering them “capons … pheasants, plovers … [and] pie.”59 While the Duke claims exclusive
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rights to entire segments of the food supply, these characters rely on each other for sustenance.
This interdependence produces an unstable field of power dynamics, in which allegiances shift
and characters’ statuses rise and fall as they try to advance themselves or thwart others’ attempts
to do so.
The most aspirational of the play’s characters, the linen-draper and “grave citizen”
Candido, is an object of contempt in the eyes of his immediate community, including his own
wife, Viola. She disdains Candido for his accommodating personality, telling her brother Fustigo
that her husband “has not all things belonging to a man,” because nothing can move him to
anger.60 As Viola, Fustigo, and their friends, the “gallants” Castruccio, Sinezi, Pioratto, and
Fluello join together to try and incite Candido to anger, it becomes clearer why his passivity is
such a problem. He is overly impressed by authority, at the expense of his self-respect and even
his own interest: he allows the disguised Fustigo to ruin a bolt of expensive cloth because
Candido thinks that Fustigo is a wealthy potential buyer. He allows Fustigo and his band of
gallants, again in disguise, to steal an expensive drinking vessel from him, relying on local law
enforcement to attend to them instead of making any move to stop them himself.61 Whereas the
Duke attempts to reign in Hippolito’s disruptive “high spleen,” in this community, Candido is
viewed as a social risk for having the opposite humoral disposition. In Castruccio’s words, it is
unclear if Candido has even “a thimbleful of blood in’s belly, or a spleen ... so big as a tavern
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token.”62 Foreshadowing the subsequent events at Bedlam, these characters’ potentially harmful
social tendencies are the object of regulation at the hands of their community, which attempts to
manipulate their behavior by means of diet. Castruccio’s reference to Candido’s spleen smaller
than a tavern token, a token used as change in taverns, points to how food culture marks
differences across social hierarchies.63 Whereas the Duke’s deer-hunting symbolically asserts his
dominance and priority, the tavern token also signifies a community-specific form of
consumption, a unit of exchange to be used only at a particular tavern, and thus a marker of that
social world.
Viola’s plots against Candido highlight this lateral dependency as it takes a material form
at moments of eating. Pioratto describes how Candido invited
to his house certaine Neapolitane lordes of
curious taste and no meane palates, conjuring his wife,
of all loues, to prepare cheere fitting for such honourable
trencher-men.64
By entertaining these “lordes of curious taste,” Candido was making a bid for social
advancement. Yet in order to impress the “no meane pallats” of his guests, he had to provide
food to match the status to which he aspired. He was forced to rely on his wife’s assistance to get
that food to the table, a fact which indicates the precariousness of his social status. As Pioratto
explains, Viola, hoping to provoke Candido’s anger, decided not to prepare anything for dinner,
“not only of / dainty, but of ordinary dishes.” Candido’s guests
stomachs were plainly
gulled, and their teeth deluded, and, if anger could have
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seized a man, there was matter enough i’faith to vex
any citizen in the world.65
Candido hoped, like the Gull of Dekker’s handbook, that the dinner that he had planned would
secure him a higher social status by displaying his wealth and taste. Instead, it reveals his lack of
power, demonstrating his dependence on his wife’s domestic labor.
Repeated confrontations with his social precariousness gradually cause Candido to grow
mad, turning him into a Bedlamite and thereby showing how quickly anyone might slide into a
condition of extreme want and disenfranchisement. In Viola’s continued attempts to provoke her
husband, she convinces Candido to dress in a “prentise-coat,” taking on the appearance of
someone from a lower social position. She then tells a group of nearby constables that Candido is
mad, and as they begin to speak with him, her assessment appears to be correct. When the
officers ask him about his clothing change, he responds in a rambling, sing-song, laughing
manner associated with madness:
Changde sir, why true sir, is change strange, tis not the
fashion vnless it alter: Monarkes turne to beggers; beggers creepe
into the nests of Princes, Maisters serue their prentises: Laidies
their Seruingmen, men turne to women ... ha ha, a mad world, a mad world.66
Recognizing the instability of his status appears to have pushed Candido into a state of
distraction. His raving reflects his anxiety about his inability to direct his trajectory upwards on
the social ladder or even protect his current standing. At every turn, his wife and her friends have
shown him that his position is contingent on certain material goods—clothing, in this case, and
food in the earlier example—which in turn make him dependent on the labor of people below
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him on the social hierarchy.
The honest whore herself, Bellafront, makes explicit the play’s concern with the reliance
of people of higher social standing on those of lower standing, especially as this dependence
manifests concretely in networks of food exchange. Bellafront is a nexus linking the gentry and
the middle classes: she was Matheo’s former lover and pines after Hippolito, and her home is a
gathering place for the gallants in Viola’s social circle. From this position, she is uniquely
situated to perceive how power operates across these populations, and she refers to eating
practices to describe these dynamics. As Castruccio, Pioratto, and Fluello visit Bellafront to
recount the previous night's exploits at the tavern, she asks whether her sometime client Sir
Oliver Lollio, a particularly greedy, parsimonious lord, was present. She describes him as
someone who “will eat mutton till he be ready to burst, / but the lean-jawed slave will not pay for
the scraping of his trencher.”67 This passage has sexual connotations, as to “eat mutton” also
refers to visiting prostitutes.68 Yet Bellafront's comments also disparage Lollio for selfish eating,
consuming food in excess, while at the same time being too cheap to support those who perform
the work: the servants who scrape used trenchers.69 If the trencher is a sign of social affinity, as
suggested in Candido’s desire to make the Neapolitan lords his “honourable trencher-men,”
Lollio’s stingy table manners mark him as antisocial, leading the community to reject him in
turn. Pioratto respons, “Plague him! Set him beneath the salt, and let / him not touch a bit [of
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food] till everyone has had his full cut.”70 Moving Lollio beneath the salt symbolically lowers his
social status, and leaving him to eat last materially reinforces this fall. Although he is a lord, he
nonetheless depends on the acknowledgement of the others at the communal table.
The power to retract social support is set in a larger context as Fluello recounts another
incident at the tavern in which “Sordello, the gentleman usher, came into us / too—marry, ‘twas
in our cheese,” that is, during the final course of the meal, the cheese course, “for he had been to
/ borrow money for his lord, of a citizen.”71 Castruccio responds, “what an ass is that lord, to
borrow money of a citizen,” blaming the gentry again for parasitical behavior. Bellafront flips
this logic, saying, “nay, Gods my pity, what an ass is that citizen / to lend money to a lord.”72
This notion that a citizen could refuse a lord’s request for credit, and that middle-class taverners
could shut a noble out from their table, throws the Duke’s confidence about his control over the
food supply—and, by extension, his subjects’ bodies—into uncertainty, just as Candido’s belief
in his sovereignty over his kitchen proved unfounded.
A challenge to the Duke’s authority is precisely what brings him to Bedlam. Hippolito
learns that Infelice is still alive and the two arrange to get the asylum’s keeper Anselmo to marry
them. The Duke discovers this plot and goes to Bedlam to stop the wedding. As he waits for the
ceremony to take place, he asks Anselmo to allow him and his friends to view the Bedlamites.
Like the Duke, Anselmo is a harsh governor who keeps his patients in submission with “chains
to tie ‘em and rods to whip ‘em” as well as, notably, through keeping them hungry.73 According
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to Jackson, 1 Honest Whore’s asylum shows us “much of the reality of Bethlem,” especially “the
development of the charitable show that constituted much of the hospital's history.”74 In
Jackson’s reading, the play reproduces the hospital’s actual practices of raising supplemental
funds by displaying inmates to visitors as objects of pity, suggesting that 1 Honest Whore and
those who brought it to the stage were doing so as allies of the real hospital. Yet the play depicts
Anselmo soliciting neither funds nor empathy, but rather as entirely devoid of pity for his
patients, whom he characterizes as either acting “antic and pretty lunacies” or “like hungry lions,
/ fierce as wild bulls.”75 As in Lear, despite Anselmo’s rehearsing of stereotypes of the feigning
and potentially dangerous Bedlamite found in rogue literature, when we encounter the play’s
madmen, they appear to be victims, both of conditions at the asylum and of the larger social
problems that landed them there in the first place.
On entering the asylum, the Duke nervously asks whether there are “few gentlemen or
courtiers here,” to which a Sweeper, the hospital’s custodian, responds,
O, yes, abundance, abundance. Lands no sooner
fall into their hands, but straight they run out o' their
wits. ... Farmers' sons come hither like geese,
in flocks, and when they ha’ sold all their cornfields,
here they sit and pick the straws.76
His answer informs the Duke that he cannot expect that his social position is unimpeachable, and
furthermore sets us up to understand the madmen in connection with more widespread failures in
the management of food resources. Gentry who fail to properly attend to their lands and farmers
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who lose their cornfields feed directly into the asylum. At Bedlam, as the Duke witnesses, their
state of insecurity intensifies.
A madman in a state of paranoia and delusion approaches the visitors. Anselmo explains
the source of the madman’s anxiety: formerly a ship owner and “a very grave and wealthy
citizen,” he lost his fortune at sea and has been in a state of raving and reliving that trauma in
custody at Bedlam for the past seven years. However, conditions at the asylum have only
exacerbated his misfortune. He tells his visitors, “Alas! I am a poor man, a very poor man. I am
starved / and have had no meat by this light, ever since the great flood.”77 The “great flood,” the
moment when his ships sank, caused his fall from his former position. Now, as a Bedlamite, he is
subject to an intensified form of structurally-reinforced deprivation that is made visible by his
starved state.
Conscious that the Duke and his friends are watching, Anselmo reassures the madman,
“well, well, be quiet and you shall have meat.” He responds,
Ay, ay, pray do; for look you,
here be my guts: these are my ribs—you may
look through my ribs—see how my guts come out—
these are my red guts, my very guts, O, O.78
These lines are key because they point to how this scene looked in performance: the madman
asks the audience to look at his emaciated body and understand it as proof of his mistreatment. It
seems likely that these lines are meant to be taken seriously, as the visitors, who had at first
laughed at his ravings, respond in unison to the madman’s display of his visible ribcage by
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affirming that this is “a very piteous sight.”79 This character, the first Bedlamite to appear on the
English stage, marks a significant shift in the cultural meaning of the appetite-driven rogue
Bedlamite. Inadequate social support has brought him to his position, and potentially could do
the same to anyone else. His state of hunger is both the evidence of his exclusion and the means
by which his exclusion is perpetuated. In short, he shows how the connection between food and
status that the Duke has used to his own benefit can also lead to one’s downfall. This
demonstration of the precariousness of social position moves the Duke to sympathy, and
potentially to identification, as there is nothing preventing him from joining the “abundance” of
gentlemen and courtiers who are said to populate the asylum. The next two Bedlamites he
encounters, however, move him to fear.
The next inmates to approach the Duke and his companions are likewise driven by
hunger. One has located a bowl of porridge and his attention is entirely absorbed by it; the other,
driven into a state of fury by his hunger, responds by lashing out at the one who is causing his
suffering, Anselmo. The second madman begins to attack the keeper, accusing him of having
used his position as doctor to sedate him and sleep with his wife. He calls to him, “oh master
doctor! Are you here? You gave me a purgation and then crept into my wife's chamber, to feel
her pulses,” daring him to “lie with my wife again now!”80 His suspicion that medical treatments
might be used to manipulate patients recalls the poisoning plots that began the play, but also
points to the more immediate way in which the doctor self-interestedly wrongs his patients:
hunger. As I discussed above, purgation and a lowering diet were standard prescriptions at
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Bedlam, a form of institutionalized deprivation masquerading as medical practice. Yet, in 1
Honest Whore, these prescriptions are clearly not being practiced with the patients’ wellbeing in
mind, and their state of hunger in fact incites violent tendencies. On noticing his comrade’s
porridge, the second madman is distracted from attacking Anselmo, and begins demanding that
his fellow Bedlamite share. His refusal incites a brawl, and the second madman wrests his fellow
inmate’s porridge away, leaving him severely wounded, crying out “I am slain! Murder, murder,
/ murder, I am slain, my brains are beaten out.”81
After witnessing this hunger-driven violence, the Duke’s attitude notably changes. He
next encounters Bellafront, who has disguised herself as a madwoman in order to get closer to
Hippolito. When Anselmo tries to send her away, saying, “I’ll lock you up if you’re unruly,” the
Duke responds, “good father, give her leave.”82 This moment is a major turning point: after
viewing the madman, the Duke begins to reform his autocratic, self-interested ways, becoming
open to negotiation. When Infelice and Hippolito come forward, revealing that their wedding
ceremony has already taken place, the Duke accepts their decision without hesitation, saying that
what he has witnessed has changed him, and Bedlam has been “place fit / to bridle me.”83 Seeing
the pitiful and potentially dangerous consequences of the use of diet as a tool of control at the
asylum causes him to move away from imposing his absolute will on subjects’ bodies.
At the beginning of the play, the relationship between diet and power was imagined in
terms of how a Machiavellian authority might use food to regulate his subjects for his own
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benefit. By the end of the play, manipulating food circulation is shown to be a source of power
for those subjects as well, whether through refusing their labor, expelling people from the tavern
table, garnering sympathetic support, or threatening violence against bad governors. While these
moments of resistance imply the threat of revolt, the play ends with a more conservative
resolution, as the Duke’s reform leads him to engage in a wiser, more flexible form of rule that
leads to social harmony. The play ends with a reshuffling of characters’ positions within
otherwise unchanged hierarchies: the Duke makes Hippolito his heir, marries Bellafront to
Matheo, and invites Candido to join him at court. However, these changes do suggest a
flexibility to these hierarchies: the Duke assents to mixed rule, and the prostitute and the linendraper are invited to join the gentry.
As a city comedy performed on the public stage, this conclusion would seem to respond
to audience fantasies of social mobility, while also bringing to mind ongoing conflicts
surrounding food politics in their immediate environment: 1 Honest Whore comes in the wake of
the first of what would be a continuous series of some of the worst hunger crises that English
would experience.84 Starvation became increasingly widespread over the course of the Jacobean
period. Dekker made this problem central in his writing, describing seeing how “hunger pincheth
[the poor's] Cheekes … deep into the Flesh” as more and more people “are vndone by the
extreame prices of Foode and Feuell; and ... ready to die for want both of Uictualles and
Wood.”85 When put in the context of Dekker's larger body of writing, 1 Honest Whore can be
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understood as reflecting a concern with bringing public attention to these conditions that
influenced Dekker throughout his career. 1 Honest Whore is one of the earliest of a number of
works in which Dekker lays out the structures by which certain populations are kept in a state of
deprivation. As in 1 Honest Whore, Dekker aimed these texts at a popular public audience,
printing them in the form of cheap pamphlets. These texts include satires of London and critiques
of the treatment of the poor in the city, as well as the prison pamphlets for which he is best
known. Dekker wrote his prison pamphlets from personal experience. He was imprisoned for
debt twice: from 1598 to 1599 in the Poultry Counter and from 1612 to 1619 in the King’s Bench
prison. Dekker therefore knew firsthand how precarious social position was and how many
factors kept individuals who fell from their former positions in an impoverished state. For
example, in his “The Miserie of a Prison, and a Prisoner,” appended to his 1607 collection Iests
to Make you Merie, Dekker describes prison conditions as he knew them from his time in the
Poultry Counter in a manner that again foregrounds food as a particularly powerful means by
which marginalization is perpetuated. He writes, “the meat [that the prisoner] eats doth make him
pine, his drinke is vnto him as a poyson, if he haue money he shall there soone consume it, if he
want it, he must be sure to consume himself.”86 As Dekker had explored earlier in 1 Honest
Whore, he describes insufficient, poor-quality food making inmates sick and institutional
authorities using the institution for personal profit. Throughout his prison pamphlets, Dekker
critiques unscrupulous officers and wardens who extort money from inmates, and unreasonable
creditors who demand more than their debtors can possibly repay, keeping them in a perpetual
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state of poverty.87 As he puts it in “The Miserie of Prison,” prisoners are the victims of “a dyet so
costly and yet so sparing.”88 This situation was all the more disturbing in Bedlam, which was
theoretically meant to be a place not of correction but of healing.
Dekker’s continued concern with bringing these issues to the public eye gives us insight
into the motives guiding 1 Honest Whore: in the context of Dekker’s other writing, it appears to
be part of his lifelong project of making audiences aware of unjust power structures, and moving
them to respond. Perennially throughout his writing, starvation is a major image that he uses to
move audiences. In his 1609 pamphlet Worke for Armourers, for example, he describes, “the
leading of the poore starved wretches to the shipping posts in London,” that is, the public
punishment of beggars for begging, “when they had more neede to be relieved with foode,”
saying that this sight “ought to move the hearts of Cittizens, though it be the fashion now to
laugh at the punishment.”89 Just as he reframed Bedlam beggars’ appetites as signs of their
mistreatment, Dekker continued to put starved bodies on display to push audiences to think
seriously about the problem of hunger, and what their response to it should be. Likewise, 1
Honest Whore's starving Bedlamites call the audience to reflect on their agency within
discriminatory power structures: first, by showing the audience within the play, the Duke and his
associates, undergoing reformation by witnessing these figures; and second, by suggesting how
easily anyone watching the play could end up becoming a starving Bedlamite themselves.
The Pilgrim: Diet and Structural Reform
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The Pilgrim develops this point into a rallying cry. Juxtaposing depictions of starvation at
Bedlam with scenes of food insecurity outside of the asylum, the play enters the madhouse to
show in microcosm how bad governance causes the hunger and attendant social unrest that
defines the play’s world. Like 1 Honest Whore, The Pilgrim shows how food insecurity causes
antagonism between populations, calling the audience to instead view hunger as a shared
problem that threatens beggars, Bedlamites, peasants, and citizens. Scenes setting in parallel how
each of these groups experiences hunger are intercut with scenes of starving Bedlamites in the
asylum. Notably, a likely casting decision would be to have all of these hungry populations
performed by the same actors: partly, this would be a practical decision, making the most use out
of a limited number of actors; however, if this doubling were highlighted in performance, it
would drive home the play’s emphasis on how hunger is a shared, cross-class concern. The
Pilgrim draws connections between these different social groups, urging for unified movements
from below to pressure for reform at the top.
This engagement with food politics is a major change that Fletcher makes in adapting The
Pilgrim from its source text. The play is very loosely based on a 1604 prose romance by Lope de
Vega, El Peregrino en su Patria, which was translated into English as The Pilgrim of Casteele in
1621. However, the original story has little to do with either food or reform. Fletcher’s play takes
only one plot point from Vega’s romance: both narratives follow two separated lovers who
eventually encounter each other at a madhouse. The madhouse in the Vega text, as in The
Pilgrim and the other starving Bedlamite plays, is a violent institution. The Pilgrim of Casteele
describes the asylum as “in the iudgement of many, the very center of greatest misery,” where
patients are regularly beaten “by the cruell officers.”90 While inmates in The Pilgrim are also
90
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subjected to physical violence, The Pilgrim, like 1 Honest Whore, focuses its attention on a
particular form of “cruel rigor”: starvation. In stark contrast, in Vega’s text, hunger is neither a
problem in the asylum nor outside of it. In fact, in The Pilgrim of Casteele, meals are one of the
more stable parts of inmates’ lives. The madmen in Vega’s asylum gather daily at a shared table
“at which they did all together eat.”91 Fletcher rips the table out from under them.
The play opens with a group of hungry beggars gathering outside the home of a well-off
gentleman named Alphonso, whose daughter Alinda comes to their gates to feed the poor every
day. While they wait, a Porter harasses the beggars, blaming them for the rampant food
insecurity in the community. He characterizes the beggars as a bottomless drain on community
resources, saying, “o the infinite Seas of Porridge thou hast swallow’d! / And yet thou lookst as
if they had been but Glysters.”92 As in 1 Honest Whore, porridge is singled out as the food
designated for those who depend on charity and the state. This trope marks a key difference
between the starving Bedlamite plays and the rogue literature: begging for porridge is a far cry
from demanding bacon, and the beggars’ bodies attest to the fact that their state of need is not
feigned. Even the Porter admits that they appear visibly emaciated, though he tries to turn this
into their own failing. He suggests that their bodies are constitutionally disorderly, unable to
derive nourishment from their food, instead receiving their porridge as a “glyster,” or enema, and
converting it immediately to waste. Alphonso comes out and joins the Porter in attacking the
beggars, blaming them for emptying his cupboards and causing hunger to threaten his own
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household, claiming that supporting them “would undo me.”93 The beggars protest that they are
1. Beg. Poor people, and't like your worship.
[2] Beg. Wretched poor people.
3. Beg. Very hungry people.94
The beggars lay out an alternate explanation of their conditions, identifying poverty as the cause
of their hunger, and hunger as their most pressing concern. Their focus on food insecurity will
form the point of connection between the beggars and the other populations represented in the
play, an echoed anxiety that shows where these various groups concerns are aligned. When
Alinda arrives, she reprimands the Porter for not having addressed this clear need immediately,
saying, “ye dull Knave, / Are not these wretches served yet? … Do you make sport, Sir, with
their miseries? … Serve ‘em plentifully.” Her class-based insults highlight the particular kind of
reform the play pushes for: not doing away with social hierarchies entirely, but rather
recognizing shared problems across classes and pushing for the reform of those in power at all
levels, from Porter to asylum keeper to governor, as we will see.
The battle of wills between Alinda and her father turns to the subject of Alinda’s suitors.
Alphonso wishes to marry Alinda off to Roderigo, a noble who has abandoned his estate to
wander the countryside with a band of outlaws. He survives by stealing food from locals, making
him the polar opposite to the charitable Alinda, whose daily community porridge dinners attempt
to balance out the hunger crisis that Roderigo causes. Alinda is interested in a different suitor,
Pedro, because of his gentle temperament. Alphonso admires Roderigo's hot temper, saying that
he will have his daughter marry “none of your … pin’d Gallants, / That flie to fitters with every
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flaw of weather … Is not a mettl’d man fit for a woman?”95 These lines set us up to understand
that Alphonso must learn a lesson similar to the Duke’s in 1 Honest Whore, recognizing the
value of a more balanced, mild kind of governance. The Pilgrim further develops the conceptual
link that prior starving Bedlamite plays forged, revealing how diet inscribes inequality onto the
bodies of particular groups, such as those of the emaciated beggars in The Pilgrim's opening
scene. However, The Pilgrim goes further, subjecting its central characters to the same
conditions of food insecurity in order to present hunger as an urgent, shared problem.
This becomes clear from the moment that Alinda leaves her father’s household. She
disguises herself as a boy and runs away, hoping to find Pedro and elope. However, like Edgar in
Lear, on her own she is cut off from the resources that she formerly had in abundance and begins
to slip towards madness. She wanders in the forest, saying,
I am hungry, and I am weary ...
Keep my wits Heaven, I feel ‘em wavering,
what shall I do now?
Tis almost night again, and where to lodge me,
Or get me meat, or any thing, I [k]now not.
These wild woods, and the fancies I have in me,
Will run me mad.96
Hunger and fear do, in fact, run her mad, and a passerby brings her to a nearby mental asylum
where, like the starving beggars whom she formerly served, she is dependent on charity. Her
rapid descent calls the audience to recognize how easily anyone, including themselves, could
become a starving Bedlamite.
Luckily for Alinda, by chance Pedro turns up at the asylum. While stopping to rest from
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wandering the countryside in search of her, a group of local gentlemen offer to show him the
madhouse to distract him from his melancholy at his inability to find his beloved. However,
rather than providing escape or entertainment, the asylum is a place of menace that poses a
personal threat to all who witness its conditions. As in 1 Honest Whore, the patients in The
Pilgrim’s asylum span the social spectrum: residents include a parson, an apprentice, a
madwoman, and a scholar, among others. Hunger ties together these otherwise very different
characters: a patient called “Mad Bess” “roars like thunder” for meat.97 The keepers threaten a
patient named Kate that she “shall have no more sops i’th’ pan, nor no Porridge” unless she
returns to her cell.98 The parson threatens, “give me some porridg, or I’ll damn thee.”99 One
patient, a Welshman named Owen, begs “give me some Ceeze, and Onions.”100 The asylum
Master attempts to brush off the madman’s behavior by saying that he’s a Welshman, and that all
Welshmen are mad for cheese. Owen immediately corrects the asylum Master, saying firmly,
“poor Owen’s hungry.”101 Growing increasingly disturbed by what they see, Pedro and his
companions question one seemingly sane resident, a scholar, about how he handles living in this
environment. “Have ye no fearful dreams?” they ask him.102 The scholar responds, “sometimes,
as all have / That go to bed with raw and windy stomachs.”103 His answer places the blame for
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his illness squarely on conditions at the hospital. Just as Alinda’s hunger drove her to distraction,
the Bedlamites’ continual hunger prevents them from returning to health. The diet prescribed at
the hospital is intended to serve its managers, not its patients, but, ironically, it fails to even do
that: rather than keeping patients compliant, food deprivation produces unrest and rebellion.
Roderigo’s reform comes through learning this firsthand. As he wanders the woods
searching for Alinda, he gloats to himself about how he can procure anything that his “hot
appetite” desires, especially the “meat, and wine” that he steals from people's homes.104 Growing
tired from searching, he stops to rest. While he sleeps, four peasants approach, discussing among
themselves their anger towards Roderigo and his fellow outlaws, who have repeatedly robbed
them and depleted their food stores. As one puts it, “they … eat up all I have: drink up my wine,
too.”105 As they debate whether there might be some way that they “could Master ‘em,” they
recognize Roderigo sleeping and attack, planning to kill him. Roderigo is rescued by Pedro, who
chases away the peasants at the last moment. This brush with death has two key effects: first, it
makes the case that food deprivation may produce rebellion instead of docility. Just as the
Bedlamites in the previous scene rebel against the hospital managers, the peasants here threaten
the noble who has overtaxed their resources. The play teaches its audience to recognize the
structural injustice behind food crises, and to understand that hunger can become a rallying point
that can lead to rebellion. Second, this scene further establishes cross-class affinities, showing
that beggars and peasants share a common interest. In contrast to the rogue literature, here the
peasants’ enemies are not beggars, Bedlamite or otherwise. Rather, the “rogues” that threaten
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their livelihood are greedy nobles. By highlighting hunger as a recurring problem across different
populations, The Pilgrim places the blame for food insecurity on failures in governance.
Alphonso’s reform, too, entails bring brought to realize that structural food insecurity
might end up hurting him as well. He comes to the asylum looking for Alinda and grows angry at
being unable to find her (she has in fact already escaped). The asylum Master interprets
Alphonso’s anger as a sign that he is a madman himself.106 He has Alphonso committed to
Bedlam, telling him that to make him “be civil and be safe … these two daies / Ye must eat
nothing … ‘twill ease your fits.”107 These lines spell out the fact that the madhouse diet is
intended to make inmates compliant. Alphonso protests “twill starve me,” but realizes that he is
helpless to resist.108 While he had objected to feeding the hungry beggars at the beginning of the
play, his situation now forces him to recognize how want is created through abuses of power.
The asylum lays bare the pathological model of governance that produces food insecurity across
the social body represented in the play. At the same time, the play imagines how the members of
the community might band together to effect reform.
The play is resolved not only by reforming Roderigo and Alphonso but by enacting a
large-scale structural reform as well. In the final act, a local governor meets with a group of
citizens to discuss an upcoming national day of feasting to celebrate the King’s birthday and
marriage. The citizens refuse to participate, viewing the proposed day of feasting as grossly out
of touch with the conditions of food insecurity that they face. They object that the governor has
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not “taken into your consideration / The miseries we have suffered by these Out-laws,” that is,
Roderigo and his band.109 Gordon McMullan argues that this scene attempts to model for the
play's courtly audience a form of rule “by negotiation and collaboration, not prerogative,” as the
citizens agree to take part in the holiday only if the Governor promises to address their
concerns.110 However, when this scene is approached with the prior scenes of hunger in mind, its
more specific message regarding dietary politics becomes evident. The citizens explain,
Had we not walls, Sir,
And those continually man’d too with our watches,
We should not have a bit of meat to feed us.
And yet they are our friends, and we must think so,
And entertain 'em so sometimes, and feast ‘em,
And send ‘em loaden home too, we are lost else.111
In these lines, it is not only the rogue noble Roderigo who keeps the citizens constantly on guard,
but also the general practice of the ruling classes feeding on citizens’ stores. Demand has become
excessive, and the citizens have declared that they will no longer cooperate. The Governor
promises that he will put a stop to these excesses and give these greedy nobles “such a purge,
and suddenly.”112 Recalling the humoral discourse of 1 Honest Whore, as the governor promises
to restore balance to the social body through a purge of aristocratic excess. The Pilgrim
somewhat audaciously drives its message home to its courtly audience, as Alphonso steps
forward to issue a warning directly to the king and queen, telling them that he hopes that they
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will “remain wise” and not end up, as he did, “in the madman’s inn.”113 Although Fletcher has
been characterized as creating “products to appeal (‘cater’ or ‘pander’ are the more frequent
terms) to courtly taste,” it seems difficult to characterize the The Pilgrim as among the “escapist,
romantic, sexually titillating melodrama,” and “empty rhetorical exercises with a vacuum at the
center” that he is said to have produced.114 Rather, The Pilgrim threatens its courtly audience,
suggesting that unchecked hunger will hurt them too, asserting that failing to respond to their
subjects’ needs could provoke cross-class rebellion.
The progression of the play frames the citizens’ concerns as arising from the same kinds
of structural deprivation facing the beggars, and peasants, and starving Bedlamites who preceded
them in the play. Whereas in the Bedlam beggars’ original appearance in rogue literature their
hunger was a threat to law-abiding citizens, in The Pilgrim, starving Bedlamites are models
through whom these very citizens can understand how dietary politics shape their circumstances.
The Pilgrim makes the case that the interests of these various populations are aligned in their
shared need for large-scale reform to address food insecurity, which was beginning to reach new
levels of severity beginning at the time of the play’s production in the 1620s.115 At the time of
the play’s first performance in January 1622 [1621/2] and as The Pilgrim became a standard part
of the King's Men's repertory throughout the decade, the threat of hunger-driven rebellion was in
the air. A major depression took place from 1620 to 1622, leading to widespread food riots
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across England.116 As Buchanan Sharpe notes, this activity was so destabilizing that even the
threat of further riots began to move the king and Privy Council to respond.117 In a much-quoted
case, in May 1620, a group of weavers approached the Privy Council saying “to starve is woeful,
to steal ungodly, and to beg unlawfull whereunto we may well add that to endure our present
estate anywhile is almost impossible,” petitioning (successfully) that the state remedy their
situation.118 They petitioned successfully for the state to remedy their situation. This exchange,
strikingly similar to that which takes place between the Citizens and the Governor at the end of
The Pilgrim, points to a larger movement of English subjects pushing for the reform of extant
structures of food access and distribution. These efforts, as in The Pilgrim, ranged from petitions
to outbreaks of violence, which would increase in subsequent decade as conditions worsened. On
the stage, the starving Bedlamite, as a character potentially from any socioeconomic background,
provided a figure through whom food insecurity could be understood as a shared structural
problem. Originally a character whose diet marked his outsider status, over the course of the
Jacobean period the starving Bedlamite brought dietary politics from the periphery to the center,
making the connection between food access and power a concern with the potential to unite
interests across the social body.
“A New Mad Tom of Bedlam”

Fig. 1. Woodcuts from A New Mad Tom of Bedlam, or, The man in the Moon drinks Claret, With
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The above image set [fig. 1], taken from a copy of the anonymous ballad “A New Mad
Tom of Bedlam, or, The Man in the Moon drinks Clarret, With Powder-beef, Turnep and Carret”
printed circa 1658-64, illustrates how vastly the figure of the Bedlamite changed over the course
of the century. The social outsider of the rogue pamphlets, whom the figure on the left recalls, is
set alongside an English everyman, who at once mirrors the Bedlamite and takes up his call,
blowing on his horn while the Bedlam beggar looks on.The text of the ballad, spoken from Mad
Tom’s perspective, describes the current climate in England as one in which “pitty is not
common, / Cold and comfortlesse I lye / Help O help or else I dye.”119 He locates the cause of his
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condition in a state of dramatic disparity, where some have “drunk whole Buts, / Till [they]
crackt [their] Guts,” while his own remain “nere the wider.”120 He calls that “Charls make ready
his wain / To bring my senses again,” predicting that the restoration of the monarchy will bring
order to the country.121
Coming over three decades after the final starving Bedlamite plays, it is not surprising
that the specific political situation described in this pamphlet can be only loosely connected to
the Jacobean Bedlamite. However, what is striking is how remarkably this “New Mad Tom”
differs from his rogue pamphlet precedent, and how notably he reflects the effects of the
conceptual shifts that the Bedlamite character underwent during the Jacobean period. No longer
an antisocial trickster, the Bedlamite is a political rallying figure through whom collective
disenfranchisement is articulated. A roughly contemporaneous pamphlet, “A New Ballad[d] To
an Old Tune. Tom of Bedlam,” likewise uses the Bedlamite’s voice to articulate a call for
political change, saying “if our Masters wont supply us, / With Mony, Food and Clothing: / Let
the State look to't / Well find one that will do’t.”122 If the starving Bedlamites of 1 Honest Whore
reveal how diet draws social boundaries and establishes power relationship between groups, The
Pilgrim takes that insight further by using these figures to show how food insecurity can become
a point of solidarity. By the time of these later mid-century pamphlets, the Bedlamite and his
association with hunger serves to advance identification around a political cause.123 In the
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writings of some of the figures most directly tasked with tending to the growing problem of food
scarcity, rural parish priests, this notion of a common diet as a point of unity serves as a means of
attempting to address the social fractures that dearth caused.
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Ch. 3: Austerity Measures in the Devotional Poetry of George Herbert and Robert Herrick

In George Herbert’s poem “Lent,” the poet is characteristically oblique when it comes to
doctrinal debates, in this case, sectarian controversies surrounding the mandate to fast during the
Lenten season.1 Public fasting had become a marker of growing divisions between
nonconformists and the state church during the first half of the seventeenth century. The church
ordered its members to fast during Lent, a command that many Puritans refused on the grounds
that this tradition was too closely associated with papist practices.2 At the same time, these
Puritan communities regularly held voluntary fasts both in order to consolidate their group
identity, marking out the boundaries of their communities, and in order to self-promote, publicly
displaying a piety that exceeded official mandates.3
Herbert’s “Lent” circles around both groups’ positions, alternately seeming to align
himself with each. At first, the poem appears to endorse adherence to official church regulations,
saying, “Welcome, dear feast of Lent: who loves not thee, / He loves not Temperance, or
Authority, / But is composed of passion.”4 At first, these lines seem to suggest that the one “who
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loves not” Lent is unruly, “composed of passion” that should be “Temper[ed]” and brought
under the rule of “Authority.” However, the final word in this opening statement, “passion,”
complicates this interpretation: “passion” evokes powerful emotional states of suffering and zeal
associated with strong religious feeling and, in the context of Lent, the Passion and death of
Christ that the season memorializes.5 To be “composed of passion” could be interpreted as
meaning to be like Christ, feeling his suffering and embodying a felt relationship to Lent in
contrast to a detached and legalistic preference for “Temperance, or Authority.” The poem
continues, “The humble soul composed of love and fear / Begins at home, and lays the burden
there, / When doctrines disagree.”6 To be “composed of love and fear,” a near synonym for being
“composed of passion,” here is to be a “humble soul,” adopting an attitude in keeping with the
penitential spirit of the Lenten season. These lines suggest that the “burden” of determining how
to act “when doctrines disagree” is to be decided “at home,” a matter of individual conscience
rather than something to be dictated by the church. Yet, in the very next lines, this “humble soul
... says, in things which use hath justly got, / I am a scandal to the Church, and not / The Church
is so to me.”7 These lines seem to return the speaker to his original perspective, saying that, when
it comes to matters of conflict between the individual and the Church, the individual should
consider himself the offender, a skandalon (from the Greek, “snare, stumbling block”) to the
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Church, rather than criticizing the Church as a stumbling block to his own faith.8 However, at the
same time that the speaker appears to capitulate to authority, he qualifies his statement, saying
that the believer must only submit “in things which use hath justly got,” a vague disclaimer that
again evades clearly settling the church rents and schisms that it raises.
This ambiguity, which characterizes many of Herbert’s poems, has led critics to place on
diametrically opposing sides of religious and political debates. Some argue that “Lent” shows
Herbert to be a faithful proponent of official church doctrine who “links ritual fasting with
temperate discipline, and … nonconformist non-participation with disobedience to secular
authority and a surrender to one's own internal passions.”9 At the same time, others claim that
this poem reveals Herbert’s own nonconformist tendencies as he “values a brimming piety that
fills and overflows the authorized forms of worship.”10 Despite this indeterminacy, the poem
resolves with a clear mandate:
Yet Lord instruct us to improve our fast
By starving sin and taking such repast
As may our faults control:
That ev’ry man may revel at his door,
Not in his parlour; banqueting the poor,
And among those his soul.11
These lines reorient the debate away from conflicts over ceremony and ritual, instead framing
Lenten fasting in relationship to practical matters of consumption. While the speaker advocates
“starving sin,” he does not tell readers precisely how much or little to eat during Lent, only to
8
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take “such repast” as will allow them to “control” their “faults.” Regulating the diet in a way that
produces humoral balance and thereby an ethical disposition is an obsession in all of Herbert’s
writing, a continual theme throughout his poetry and an overarching concern in his conduct
manual for parsons, A Priest to the Temple; or, The Country Parson: His Character and Rule of
Holy Life and his collection of maxims, Outlandish Proverbs.12 In fact, Herbert even translated a
dietary treatise, the Venetian writer Alvise Cornaro’s Della Vita Sobria (1558), a guide that
claimed that health and longevity could be achieved through moderating the appetite. In “Lent,”
such a diet is a means to a more important end: feeding others. While how much each individual
should eat is relative, “ev’ry man” is firmly called to celebrate the season by thinking less about
their personal fast and instead by “revel[ling] at his door,” making Lent foremost a festival
oriented towards building community bonds. In moving beyond the “parlour,” a word taken from
the Latin parlare, “to speak,” the poem suggests that the reader should move beyond mere
words, to cease arguing over doctrine. More literally, these lines argue that keeping Lent is less a
matter of how much you do or do not eat in the parlor of your private home but rather about
whether you “improve your fast,” that is, whether you use it to produce a profit, just as a
landowner would “improve” his grounds through particular agricultural practices or a parson
would “improve” the church through building projects (Herbert in fact concerned himself with
both of these kinds of improvement).13 In “Lent,” “improvement” means “banqueting the poor,”
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giving food to the needy, and thereby banqueting “the soul,” turning readers away from debate
and conflict by orienting them towards actions that build material as well as affective ties
between the members of the community.14 Making Lent about food is a way of nourishing the
community both literally and ideologically: feeding the hungry and healing social strife.
Few poems engage more closely with both the form and content of Herbert’s “Lent” than
Robert Herrick’s poem on the same subject, “To Keep a True Lent.” Herrick opens with a series
of questions detailing inadequate approaches to Lent, from following the letter of the law in
eating no meat yet “fill[ing] / the platter high with Fish” (a criticism that Herbert also raises in
The Country Parson) to fasting as a means of getting social approval, “show[ing] a down-cast
look, and sowre,” so that others will know you are fasting and admire your devotion.15 Like
Herbert, Herrick argues that to keep a true Lent means two things: to feed others and to fast from
ideological conflicts:
‘tis a Fast, to dole
Thy sheaf of wheat,
And meat,
Unto the hungry Soule.
It is to fast from strife,
From old debate,
And hate;
To circumcise thy life.
To shew a heart grief-rent;
To sterve thy sin,
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Not Bin;
And that’s to keep thy Lent.16
Herrick repeats Herbert’s basic argument in these lines: that Lenten fasting should not be about
the precise content of your diet nor the length of your fast, but rather about using the season as an
occasion for feeding others: “banqueting the poore,” in Herbert’s words, and giving “thy sheaf of
wheat / and meat / unto the hungry Soule,” as Herrick puts it. In calling the reader to “sterve thy
sin,” Herrick’s phrasing almost directly echoes Herbert’s call to improve one's fast by “starving
sin.” Herrick revisits Herbert’s argument that fasting should be a means of promoting group
unity and ending conflict, the sharing of food standing in for harmonious relationships while
literally serving the bodily needs of the community.
For both Herbert and Herrick, this dual nature of the social significance of food—as it
traces material networks of interdependence while also giving substance to ideological ties—
makes it a generative theme for their explorations of what community means. Moreover, their
use of verse to discuss this subject indicates that they view poetry as playing a central role in
forming a community, including in shaping its relationship to everyday concerns like how its
members eat. Early modern criticism, especially Michael Schoenfeldt’s work, has explored at
length how the character and inner life of the early modern individual was understood as a
function of diet.17 Herbert and Herrick’s poetry reflect a complementary concept that arose over
the course of the first half of the seventeenth century: the idea that a community is what it eats.
Herbert and Herrick are an unusual pairing. When they are mentioned alongside each
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other, it is usually with regard to their differences. They are often perceived as polar opposites,
with Herbert as “the saintly rector of Bemerton,” a model of self-restraint and piety, while
Herrick is “the somewhat pagan vicar of Dean Prior,” associated with wine, erotic verse, and the
carpe diem tradition.18 In addition to these temperamental differences, the two authors are
viewed as doctrinally at odds, with Herbert as the moderate “seek[ing] to contain dissonances
within the English church” and Herrick as a proponent of hardline royalism and Laudianism.19
Even their poetics are set in opposition: T.S. Eliot characterized Herbert as writing “with a
continual, conscious purpose” while referring to Herrick as a “purely natural and un-selfconscious man, writing his poems as the fancy seizes him.”20 When it comes to matters of food
and community, Herbert is most often discussed in the context of religious ceremony and ritual,
especially Eucharistic practice, and linked with poets whose mode is primarily devotional, such
as Herbert’s fellow clergyman Richard Crashaw, whose poetic collection Steps to the Temple
(1646), a direct imitation of Herbert’s volume The Temple (1633), is similarly fixated on food.21
Herrick’s approach to the relationship between consumption and community, on the other hand,
is more often discussed in the context of convivial drinking and feasting, especially in the work
of Ben Jonson and his imitators, “The Sons of Ben,” among whose numbers Herrick is
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included.22 This division, with Herbert taken as the pious churchman while Herrick is the
cavalier carouser, elides the close similarities between their life trajectories and social position.
Furthermore, dividing them obscures the urgent conversation that arises between their poetic
works, as they turn to devotional verse to respond to shared material concerns: particularly, the
problem of how to keep their communities fed not just spiritually but literally.
Herrick and Herbert led strikingly similar lives. They attended Cambridge at roughly the
same time, residing for several years at colleges located next door to each other.23 Both were
installed as country parsons in rural villages in the southwest of England, with Herbert's rectory
located en route from Herrick’s vicarage to London.24 So, while there is no record of direct
interaction between Herbert and Herrick, their lives overlapped. Furthermore, their geographic
proximity and clerical offices faced them with similar concerns, as their “Lent” poems reflect.
Specifically, as country parsons, how (and whether) their parishioners ate was one of their most
demanding preoccupations.
Just as clergy were expected to maintain harmony and order by ensuring that the parishes
that they shepherded were adhering to official church doctrine, they were also responsible for
literally sustaining their communities. Parsons were tasked with collecting tithes on agricultural
produce, providing food for the needy out of their own stores, and compelling their parishioners
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to open their cupboards to the hungry.25 In order to ensure that local food supplies would be
sufficient, parsons learned principles of agriculture in order to aid in managing and improving
lands. In fact, in The Country Parson, Herbert identifies food production as one of the primary
fields with which a parson should concern himself, seeking “the improvement of his grounds, by
drowning, or draining, or by stocking, or fencing, and ordering his lands to the best advantage
both of himself and his neighbours” and teaching “generall Propositions [for] the whole Towne
or Hamlet, of advancing the publick Stock and managing Commons, or Woods.”26 Many other
clergy likewise saw caring for their congregations’ material needs as one of their most pressing
concerns, and authored treatises on everything from healthy eating to how to find food in times
of scarcity.27
Attending to which food production practices would most benefit the common good had
additional personal significance for rural clergy, as they were expected to live on the agricultural
produce that they collected from their parishioners. Parsons were in turn to put that food back
into the community by providing hospitality to their parishioners and opening their cupboards to
the hungry.28 Maintaining this system, however, proved to be difficult, as parishioners were
reluctant or unable to hand over tithes, a longstanding problem that became more difficult to
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manage as the country went through economic and agrarian changes over the course of the first
half of the seventeenth century.29 During the height of Herbert’s and Herrick’s poetic and clerical
careers (the 1620s to the 1640s), England went through a severe series of hunger crises
exacerbated by unstable structures of food distribution. Grain shortages, hoarding, inflated
prices, and inadequate redistribution measures combined to make these decades some of the
worst years of famine and dearth that the country had ever experienced.30 Herbert and Herrick’s
parishes were significantly impacted by these problems, making the parsons’ task of feeding the
hungry and even themselves increasingly difficult.
These circumstances affected not only basic food access but also how consumption was
conceptualized within Herbert and Herrick’s communities. Sectarian conflicts arose around
eucharistic practice, festival celebrations and, as we have seen above, public fasts. Against the
background of this ideologically-driven fighting over food and ritual, poems like “Lent” and “To
Keep a True Lent” ask readers to reform their fasts by literally and spiritually nourishing the
members of their community, feeding their neighbors serving as both sign and substance of
creating harmony. While this overarching message is similar, part of the reason that looking at
Herbert and Herrick together is valuable is because, even when speaking to the same issues and
through similar poetic forms, the two authors have diverging priorities and reach different
conclusions.
For example, one of the most notable differences between the authors’ Lent poems is
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their location. While Herrick agrees that the true fasting involves feeding the poor, he does not
join Herbert in calling the reader to leave the parlor to revel at the door. Rather, he spends much
of his poem opposing any such publicizing of one’s fast, critiquing those who go “rag’d .. / or
show / A down-cast look, and sowre” to draw attention to their fasts. By contrast, for Herbert,
fasting is a matter of externalities, which he views as a sign of one’s inner state.31 The speaker of
“Lent” warns that eating to “fullness” produces “sluttish fumes, / Sour exhalations, and dishonest
rheums,” advising readers that how they eat may have unpleasant consequences for those they
interact with, both by causing digestive problems and, as a result of humoral imbalance, leading
to an intemperate, “sour ... and dishonest” disposition.32 Moderating the appetite, by contrast,
gives the faster “a face not fearing light,” unafraid to be seen in public.33 By contrast, Herrick’s
poem focuses on the private over the public. While much of Herbert’s poem dwells, if
inconclusively, on the scope of the church’s authority, the church is entirely absent from
Herrick’s “To Keep a True Lent”—his speaker remains in the home. Herrick does not address a
community of believers, but rather an individual. The first-person plurals of Herbert's poem
(“the scriptures bid us fast,” “we are bid,” “in both let’s do our best,” “Lord instruct us to
improve our fast,” etc.) are replaced in Herrick’s poem by the second-person singular, calling the
addressee to “dole thy sheaf of wheat,” “sterve thy sin,” and “circumcise thy life,” the verb
“circumcise” metaphorically referring to marking yourself as separate from a surrounding
community.34
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The poems differ formally as well. Just as Herbert's poem attempts to establish unity
between opposing sects, his rhyme scheme (AABCCB) follows a pentameter couplet with a short
trimeter line that responds to the prior couplet by complicating the view that it has declared. In
the opening lines discussed above, the opening statement, “Welcome dear feast of Lent: who
loves not thee / He loves not Temperance, or Authority” is in tension with the subsequent
rejoinder “But is composed of passion.” The rhyming third and sixth trimeter lines in each stanza
reinforces this drive towards harmony across difference. The form of Herrick’s “To Keep a True
Lent,” by contrast, is stilted and idiosyncratic, written in thin, four-line stanzas that move from
trimeter to dimeter to monometer before returning to trimeter. The harmony that the central
couplets of the poem’s rhyme scheme (ABBA) might effect is disrupted both by the metrical
differences between these lines and the layout of the poem on the page, which, unlike Herbert's
neatly balanced measures [fig. 2], sets each line apart from the others, formally reinforcing the
sense of fragmentation that Herrick’s poem’s turn inward, away from public view, suggests [fig.
3].
Fig. 2. Detail from George Herbert, “Lent,” in The Temple (London, 1633). Early English Books
Online.

Fig. 3. Detail from Robert Herrick, “To keep a true Lent,” in Hesperides (1648). Early English
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Books Online.

“Lent” and “To Keep a True Lent” demonstrate the range and complexity with which the Herbert
and Herrick explored the relationship between food and community in a time of dearth. Their
manipulations of meter, rhyme, and the shape of the poems on the page also demonstrates how
they saw verse as a vehicle for imagining how to measure the social body. Furthermore, looking
at these poems alongside each other points to the value of looking at the work of Herbert and
Herrick together—the differences that emerge at the moments where their concerns are most
similar give nuance to the shared concerns that their poems work through. The points of
departure between “Lent” and “To Keep a True Lent”—namely, the public visibility of the body
of believers fasting and feasting in the church versus the private intimacy of the individual
opening his cupboards to others at home—exemplify the divisions that are central to how
Herbert and Herrick think about eating with others.
“Keep Good Company”: George Herbert and the Communal Table
The title of George Herbert’s collection of devotional verse, The Temple (1633), refers to
precisely the concerns that “Lent” addresses, regarding the relationship between the individual
body and the community in which it lives. The “temple” partly refers to the building in which the
religious community gathers (Herbert’s volume, famously, is sorted into sections that emphasize
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its correspondence to the place of worship: “The Church-Porch” and “The Church,” followed by
a global view of religious community in “The Church Militant”). The “temple” is also the body
of the believer, symbolized in the bible as “the temple of the Holy Ghost.”35 The Temple uses
this image of the physical and spiritual incorporation of the individual into the body of the
community to explore how even a seemingly secular matter like everyday eating carries vital
consequences for the body of believers as a whole.
“The Dedication” opening the collection alludes to food redistribution practices described
in Deuteronomy:
Lord, my first fruits present themselves to thee;
Yet not mine neither: for from thee they came,
And must return. Accept of them and me,
And make us strive, who shall sing best thy name.
Turn their eyes hither, who shall make a gain:
Theirs, who shall hurt themselves or me, refrain.36
In the scriptural passage that “The Dedication” references, the Israelites are instructed to gather
their first harvest in the Promised Land and deliver it to the priest, collectively reciting the
speech that Herbert's poem paraphrases: “behold, I have brought the first fruits of the land, which
thou, O Lord, hast given me.”37 The scriptural passage explains that this ritual, which is to be
repeated yearly in the form of the mandatory tithing of agricultural produce, is not merely
symbolic; rather, it performs a necessary function, redistributing resources to “the Levite, the
stranger, the fatherless, and the widow that they may eat within thy gates and be filled.”38 This
35
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biblical directive to feed the hungry opens the collection with reference to the real concerns over
hunger that Herbert and his parish community faced. Like the Levite priests to whom “The
Dedication” alludes, as the parson of the rural parish of Bemerton, where Herbert served from
1629 until his death in 1633, he collected tithes on both crops such as grain and fruit, as well as
on goods produced by livestock like milk and cheese.39 While he was entitled to live on a portion
of this produce, he was expected to prioritize putting most of that food back into the community
by distributing food to the poor, hosting parishioners for meals, and keeping his personal garden
and cupboards open to the hungry.
In keeping with this mandate, “The Dedication” opens The Temple by establishing not
just spiritual concerns but the basic provision of daily bread to be a matter of primary importance
to the community of believers. “The Dedication” takes a standard feature of dedicatory verse, the
modesty topos, and uses it for specific social ends. Herbert’s dedication modestly de-centers the
author in order to set up a larger idea developed throughout The Temple, namely, that feeding
one another is a shared responsibility. “The Dedication” employs a number of poetic strategies to
invite readers into this role. A full third of the words in this six-line poem are pronouns, which
Herbert uses to destabilize notions of individuality. Although the speaker initially refers to “my
first fruits,” he quickly corrects himself, saying that the harvest was never his (“yet not mine
neither”) nor even a credit to his labor (“for from thee they came”). Each of the first two lines
introduce a first-person singular possessive pronoun (“my” in the first line and “mine” in the
second) but follow it with a third-person plural (“themselves” and “they”), ultimately joining
these two parties, the individual and the group, together in the third line with a conjunction:
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“them and me.” This joining becomes incorporation at the end of the quatrain as these two
parties become a collective “us,” “striv[ing]” alongside each other to do the Lord's work. The
closing couplet reiterates this prioritization of mutual interest: “turn their eyes hither, who shall
make a gain: / Theirs, who shall hurt themselves or me, refrain.” In a pun that Herbert will use
throughout the collection, these lines ask reader to turn their “eyes” to the subsequent poems and
also to reorient their “I’s,” that is, their individual appetites, to serve collective needs.40 The
speaker asks that those who would maintain divisions, “hurt[ing] themselves or me” be
“refrain[ed].” This appeal to “refrain” the divisive from disrupting social harmony also
punningly alludes to one of the means by which The Temple hopes to bring about this unity. In
poetic terms, the “refrain” is a set of repeated poetic lines, especially at the end of a verse.
Herbert employs refrains in many of his poems, evoking the hymns and recitations of public
worship, in which the congregation speaks with one unified voice.41 The play on words in the use
of “refrain” in “The Dedication,” posing the poetic refrain as a means through which discord can
be subdued and harmony achieved, indicates a method and set of ends that I argue infuses
Herbert's poetics throughout The Temple. One of The Temple’s driving concerns is the need to
address the pressing, real-world problem of hunger and, in this volume, Herbert uses poetic form
as a means of persuading readers to adopt a model of ethical consumption that he hopes will
restore the body of the community to a sustainable state.
A number of factors brought hunger to Herbert’s village parish of Bemerton in the
southwestern region of Wiltshire. Although the short-term crises caused by harvest failures such
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as the famine of 1623 most severely affected isolated, less arable regions of the country in the
north, the impacts of grain shortages and increased food prices were felt throughout England.42
Bemerton and its surrounding areas were also destabilized by several gradual yet pervasively
damaging long-term trends. The textile industry on which Herbert’s parishioners relied
underwent a severe depression, leading many to turn to agricultural day labor at a time when the
real value of wages for such work had reached new lows.43 Rapid enclosure in the region—about
three-quarters of agricultural lands in the area were enclosed by the seventeenth century—
increased barriers to food access, forcing people to turn to wage labor rather than growing food
for themselves.44 Finally, dearth in Wiltshire was exacerbated by the practice of exporting grain
to higher bidders elsewhere, leaving the community’s supplies depleted.45 The vexation
expressed by the speaker of Herbert’s “The Collar” at having “no harvest but a thorn” speaks to a
concern that was immediate and material at Herbert’s parish and across the country.46 The
scriptural allusion with which “The Dedication” opens The Temple calls on biblical precedent to
authorize its argument that the religious community must prioritize addressing the problem of
hunger.
“The Dedication” insists that this problem requires a collective effort: the priest oversees
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the redistribution of the harvest, but the harvest is gathered and presented by the community.
This emphasis on collaboration was significant in the context of dearth because food scarcity
made parishioners reluctant or even unable to tithe.47 While clergy faced added pressure to open
their cupboards to parishioners during times of dearth, decreased tithing left many priests
struggling to put food on their own tables.48 Clerical resources were also strained by heavy taxes:
the “first fruits” mentioned in “The Dedication” allude to a specific early modern context, the
Act for First Fruits and Tenths, under which newly-appointed priests owed the crown a payment
equal to their first year's income (“first fruits”) as well as ten percent of their incomes in
subsequent years.49 This burdensome tax exacerbated the difficulty that parsons faced in feeding
not only their parishioners, but also themselves.50 In pointing to the economic struggles of
priests, “The Dedication” emphasizes that addressing dearth cannot be the responsibility of the
priest alone—who may be hungry too—but rather demands collective effort.
Although Herbert came from a well-connected family and was financially comfortable in
comparison with many rural priests, hunger was nonetheless a central part of his life. Izaak
Walton described Herbert as “so far from being cumbered with too much flesh that he was lean
to an extremity,” and, although Walton’s biographies tend to be hagiographical, Herbert's
writings indicate that he saw thinness as an ideal, continuously promoting severe dietary
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restriction as an ethical practice.51 In his collection of maxims, Outlandish Proverbs (1640),
Herbert includes observations like “The bit that one eates, no friend makes,” “Anothers bread
costs deare,” and “Gluttony kills more then the sword,” suggesting that overeating does not just
threaten one's health but constitutes a social threat as well, straining relationships between
members of the community.52 Herbert develops this point of view more fully in his guidebook
for priests, A Priest to the Temple, or The Country Parson, in which he argues that the ideal
parson “thinkes it not enough for him to observe the fasting dayes of the Church … but adds to
them ... and by these hee keeps his body tame, serviceable, and healthfull.”53 As in Outlandish
Proverbs, Herbert advocates dietary restriction not just for personal health but as a social good,
“tam[ing]” the appetite to make the individual “serviceable” to others. Herbert likewise advises
parsons that when they encounter parishioners with “refined and heavenly disposition[s],” they
should urge them to put health aside entirely, willfully undereating so that they might achieve a
“double aim, either of abstinence, a moral virtue, or mortification, a divine.”54 The holiest
people, in other words, will not just control their appetites but will deny them outright, becoming
Christlike (“divine”) by symbolically putting their bodies to death (“mortification”) in refusing to
nourish themselves. Critics have responded with uncertainty to such moments in Herbert's
writing: as one commenter incredulously remarks, such “logic … would drive one to a kind of
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social anorexia.”55 Though anachronistic, this phrase nonetheless captures a crucial aspect of
Herbert's solution to the problem of dearth. Herbert's “social anorexia” might better be described
as an austerity diet, attempting to restore stability to the community through appetite restriction.
While The Country Parson and Outlandish Proverbs expound this doctrine through more explicit
directives, The Temple turns to verse as a source of alternative methods of persuading the reader
to adopt this model of ethical eating. The Temple has long been noted for the variety and
complexity of its verse form; I argue that one of the major influences guiding its poetics is
Herbert’s urgent objective of inducing readers to adopt dietary austerity measures.
The Temple’s emphasis on the Eucharist—it is famously evoked in “The Altar,” the first
poem inside “The Church” (the main section of poems in The Temple), and again in the final
poem in this section, “Love (III)”—has led critics to focus almost exclusively on the symbolic
significance of food in The Temple. Herbert criticism has dwelt on how his poetic meditations on
bread and wine address conflicts between Laudian ceremonialists and Puritan reformers as
expressed through ceremonial feasting and fasting, as well as how these poems approach
theological problems surrounding the nature of the divine and the proper devotional spirit. While
these concerns are indeed central in The Temple, I argue that the problem of feeding the hungry,
which the structure of agricultural tithing and the mandate of hospitality brought to the rural
parson’s door, is an equally driving concern throughout The Temple. Michael Schoenfeldt, one of
the few critics to consider Herbert's concern with food in quotidian rather than ceremonial or
theological terms, perceives Herbert's interest in eating as primarily personal. He argues that
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Herbert turns to diet as a means of “authoriz[ing] individuality”: making choices about what to
eat, Schoenfeldt posits, is a way of asserting independence, marking oneself as more than the
product “of sociocultural discourses, institutions, and practices.”56 Under this model, Herbert’s
dietary restriction and his writing of devotional poetry are solitary endeavors of self-construction
with the goal of individuation.
In contrast, I propose that the concern with eating that pervades The Temple aims to
persuade readers to deny individuality in order to prioritize the larger social body on which they
depend and which in turn depends on them. Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians, to which the
title of Herbert’s volume alludes, declares that “your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which
is in you ... and ye are not your own.”57 The Temple asks seventeenth-century readers to apply
this principle to every moment of eating, seeking not to fill their own stomachs but to nourish the
body of believers as a whole. The verse forms that Herbert employs throughout The Temple aim
to draw his readers to participate in a program of dietary austerity which he hopes will restore
harmony to his community.
“Perirrhanterium,” the primary poem in the opening section of The Temple, “The Churchporch,” indicates from its first stanza Herbert’s understanding of poetry as a tool for social
reform. The speaker tells the reader to “Hearken unto a Verser, who may chance / Ryme thee to
good, and make a bait of pleasure,” explaining that “A verse may finde him, who a sermon
flies.”58 In describing his rhyme as “bait,” the speaker depicts his poem as whetting readers’
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appetites through poetic pleasures. The notion that rhyme and meter have special power to
influence behavior was put forward by many early modern literary theorists. George Puttenham,
for example, argued that when dealing with “the common people,” poets should write “in the
manner of tunable rhymes or metrical sentences” in order to “reduce the wild and beastly people
into public societies and civility of life.”59 Samuel Daniel identified rhyme in particular as able to
change behavior, “giv[ing] both to the ear an echo of delightful report, and to the memory a
deeper impression of what is delivered therein.”60 “Perirrhanterium,” the title of which refers to a
device used for sprinkling water to ritually cleanse worshippers, prepares readers to enter “The
Church” by leading them through seventy-seven stanzas of maxims for behavioral reform. These
precepts, transformed through “Verse” and “Ryme” into pleasurable “bait,” teach readers to
control their impulses in relation to everything from drinking wine to managing money to the
most literal context in which the appetite emerges: eating.
The ethics of consumption in “Perirrhanterium” extends from farm to table. The poem
attempts to persuade readers that individual appetites must be restrained for the benefit of the
community, whether carving up a meal or dividing up agricultural land, explaining,
If God had laid all common, certainly
Man would have been th'incloser: but since now
God hath impal'd us, on the contrarie
Man breaks the fence, and every ground will plough.
O what were man, might he himself misplace!
Sure to be crosse he would shift feet and face.61
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The poem argues that while individuals may feel that they have been disenfranchised by
enclosure, this “impal[ing],” or fencing in, is part of God’s plan. Opposing it threatens to turn the
body of the community upside down, “shift[ing] feet and face.” The speaker asserts that, though
“man breaks the fence,” these boundaries are divinely ordained, and mankind must hedge in their
desires accordingly. Although agricultural land is not “laid all common,” accepting this uneven
distribution, Herbert contends, keeps the collective body upright.
“Perirrhanterium” applies this prioritization of the collective over the individual to daily
meals. The poem continues,
Look to thy mouth; diseases enter there.
Thou has two sconses, if thy stomack call;
Carve, or discourse; do not a famine fear.
Who carves, is kind to two; who talks, to all.
Look on meat, think it dirt, then eat a bit;
And say withall, Earth to earth I commit.62
Readers are called to carve the meat at mealtime, repressing hunger pangs by preoccupying
themselves with feeding others, both through discourse and with the meat itself. These lines
exemplify how Herbert’s poetic method moves beyond the “delightful report” of rhyming
couplets to make its impression on the reader. As the poem describes restraining the appetite, its
meter mimics what it advises. The first two lines are divided in half by caesurae (“Look to thy
mouth; diseases enter there. / Thou hast two sconses, if thy stomack call”), the third line is
broken up by two such pauses (“carve, or discourse; do not a famine fear”), the fourth line
contains three (“who carves, is kind to two; who talks, to all”), and the fifth line again contains
two (“look on meat, think it dirt, then eat a bit”). These disruptions divide the poem into smaller
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portions that aurally and visually represent the work of carving up and redistributing the “bits” of
food that the poem describes.63 These pauses break up the poem’s otherwise metrically regular
pentameter, causing the reader to pace themselves as they read, and as they should at the table.
The poem presents the measuring of appetite, food, field, and verse as corresponding
instantiations of an ideal overarching order. In defense of this ethos of restriction, the poem
advises,
Slight those who say amidst their sickly healths,
Thou liv'st by rule. What doth not so, but man?
Houses are built by rule, and common-wealths.
Entice the trusty sunne, if that you can,
From his Ecliptick line; becken the skie.
Who lives by rule then, keeps good companie.64
The ruled appetite is part of a total order that gives rise to a healthy household economy (“houses
… built by rule”), a stable political state (“common-wealths”), and an orderly natural world (“the
trusty sunne”). The term “common-wealths” indicates the kind of state that “Perirrhanterium”
calls readers to build, one whose defining purpose is promoting the common welfare, even if that
requires normalizing individual deprivation. The “sickly healths,” that is, “unhealthy toasts,” to
which the speaker refers invoke images of convivial drinking in order to present a counter-model
of sociability, in which community-oriented consumption consists not in collective indulgence
but rather in ethically-motivated appetite restriction.65 Adhering to this diet “keeps good
company,” a term etymologically referring to the sharing of bread (com meaning “together with”
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and panis meaning “bread”).66 “Good company,” the poem argues, is achieved by giving your
food away. By placing these dietary guidelines in the list of precepts that the reader must adopt
before entering “The Church,” “Perirrhanterium” makes entry into the body of believers
contingent on falling into one’s proper place within the economy of food distribution that
sustains this community.
Within “The Church” itself, the mandate to restrict the appetite is taken further. “The
Size” exemplifies the ethics of consumption to which Herbert alludes in The Country Parson of
“abstinence, a moral virtue, or mortification, a divine.”67 In part, the title of “The Size” refers to
social rank or status, and it has often been interpreted in this light.68 However, the title also refers
quite literally to the size of the body as it is shaped by diet. “The Size” begins,
Content thee, greedie heart.
Modest and moderate joys to those, that have
Title to more hereafter when they part,
Are passing brave.
Let th’upper springs into the low
Descend and fall, and thou dost flow.69
The “greedy heart,” the seat of both spiritual and physiological urges, is called to “content” itself,
a paradoxical command that at once tells the heart to “content” itself, that is, to satisfy itself, yet
to do so by “content[ing],” that is, “containing” itself. Satisfaction through self-restriction is
achieved through the “modest[y] and moderat[ion]” described in the subsequent line: the heart
must find its contentment in controlling itself. Herbert’s poetic method aims to convey how
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pleasure can be derived from this kind of restraint, turning it into an aesthetic. The irregular
lengths of the first four lines of the stanza resolve into the regular tetrameter of the final couplet,
mimicking the measuring of desire by metrically echoing the assertion of order and control over
the intemperate demands of the appetite.
At the same time, “The Size” expresses the difficulty of maintaining this control by
incorporating metrical irregularities that disrupt this drive towards order and resolution. In the
second stanza, the speaker reminds himself that
To be in both worlds full
Is more than God was, who was hungrie here.
Wouldst thou his laws of fasting disannul?
Enact good cheer?
Lay out thy joy, yet hope to save it?
Wouldst thou both eat thy cake and have it?70
As in “Perirrhanterium,” the admonishment to deny yourself for others' benefit is presented as a
divine mandate, modeled and commanded by God, who has instituted “laws of fasting” to which
he too adhered when, in the person of Jesus, he “was hungry here.” The stanza’s closing couplet
metrically echoes the struggle to achieve contentment as the believer seeks to follow the divine
model: the resolution achieved through the rhyme and metrical consistency of the couplet depicts
the effort to restrain the excessive appetite. This attempt at control is set at odds with the unruly
appetite, the intemperate desire to “eat thy cake,” expressed in the excessive length of the closing
couplet's feminine endings. This poetic representation of the conflicting drives to restrain and
consume embody the internal struggle that the poem exhorts the reader to overcome.
“The Size” further communicates its message through the distinct shape of its stanzas.
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The Temple is known for its treatment of poems as emblems, as in poems such as “The Altar”
and “Easter-Wings” which take the shape of the objects that they describe, explicating these
images to draw out spiritual meanings. In “The Size,” the poem's exploration of the relationship
between physical appearance, diet, and social virtue is expressed in the shape each stanza takes
[fig. 4], namely, that of an emblem of thinness:

Fig. 4. Detail from George Herbert, “The Size,” in The Temple (1633). Early English Books
Online.

The short dimeter lines in the middle of each stanza of “The Size” allude to the pinched waistline
of the believer’s underfed body, emblematizing the virtue of denying the appetite to the point
that the effects of constant hunger become visible.71 Accordingly, the speaker declares,
A Christians state and ease
Is not a corpulent, but a thinne and spare,
Yet active strength: whose long and bonie face
Content and care
Do seem to equally divide.72
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The thin body is evidence of how one consumes, remaining willfully “hungrie” according to
God's command and model. Thinness testifies to believers’ “active” service and restraint of
“greedie” appetites that would lead them to take more than their share. The poem argues that the
truly Christian body will display a “long and bonie face,” which “content and care / do seem to
equally divide.”73 Herbert makes a similar point in The Country Parson, advising the parson to
regulate his appearance so that his congregation can see “the purity of his mind breaking out and
dilating itself even to his body, clothes, and habitation.”74 As the shape poem visually impresses
its meaning on the reader, so too does the thin, “bonie” face of the believer display his dietary
asceticism to those around him.
“The Size” also expresses this ethic of self-denial aurally. The meter moves the reader
through the motions of measuring the appetite, again modeling self-regulation and turning it into
a pleasurable aesthetic choice:
Thy Saviour sentenc’d joy,
And in the flesh condemn’d it as unfit,
At least in lump: for such doth oft destroy;
Whereas a bit
Doth tice us on to hopes of more,
And for the present health restore.75
The short line, “whereas a bit,” signifies restrained consumption: a bit is a mouthful of food (a
bite) as well as the mouthpiece of a horse's restraining bridle. The shift between the dimeter line
“whereas a bit” and the subsequent tetrameter line mimics the gradual satisfaction of desire that
moves forward with “hopes of more.” Yet these “bits” come measured out in small, carefully-
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controlled portions echoed by the monosyllabic meter of this line (“doth tice us on to hopes of
more”), achieved intentionally through the shortening of “entice” to “tice.” Contentment, the
poem shows the reader, can come through reduction and control: food refusal is not just an
ethical good but can be satisfying in itself.
If “The Size” turns the gaunt body of the believer into an aesthetic and ethical ideal,
Herbert's psalm adaptation “Providence” represents how this model of restrained consumption
should materialize in the community as a whole. Psalms would have been part of every church
service that Herbert oversaw, the congregation reciting together psalm readings designated by
the Book of Common Prayer.76 As a psalm adaptation, then, “Providence” presents itself as a
collective expression, the prayer of the community presented with one harmonious voice.
“Providence” is addressed to the personified spirit of “sacred Providence,” and seeks in its thirtyeight stanzas to praise the divine order that brings all creatures what they need to survive and, in
so doing, to present evidence that this force of providence indeed exists.77 The scriptural passage
that “Providence” loosely paraphrases, Psalm 104, depicts God’s providence as bounteous,
giving “food out of the earth, and wine that maketh glad the heart of man: and oyle to make him
a cheerfull countenance, and bread to strengthen mans heart … when thou openest thy hand, they
are filled with good.”78 In contrast to this image of plenty and open-handedness, Herbert
develops a notion of Providence that is providential in that it supplies precisely what is
necessary—and only what is necessary.
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The majority of “Providence” consists of a hymn developing this reworking of the
original psalm's subject; however, the poem first opens with seven stanzas prior to the start of the
“hymn” proper in which readers are prepared to participate in the social work that the hymn
prescribes by coming to understand their crucial role in the operations of divine Providence.
Although the speaker begins by asking Providence, “shall I write … of thee,” by the second
stanza he turns this personal act of praise into a collective responsibility, saying that “Of all the
creatures both in sea and land / Onely to Man thou hast made known thy wayes … And made
him Secretarie of thy praise.”79 The individual speaker is replaced by “Man” as a collective
body, who, in affirming through their psalm the sufficiency of Providence, perform the
managerial role that they are called to play, supporting the work of Providence by becoming
providers themselves. Part of what they provide is psalms of praise on behalf of creation: “Beasts
fain would sing; birds dittie to their notes; / Trees would be tuning on their native lute … but
they are lame and mute.”80 While the natural world mutely displays the evidence of divine
providence, the ability to verbalize the nature of Providence is “brought to Man” alone. In
addition to offering praise, “Man” has another responsibility: as in “The Dedication,”
“Providence” ties the collective voicing of praise to the offering of food on the altar, explaining,
“Man is the world's high Priest: he doth present / The sacrifice for all.”81 The title of
“Providence” does not refer to divine Providence alone but to the kind of providence that Man
performs in this role as “high Priest” for the natural world. As these lines indicate, this role
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paradoxically is said to perform a benefit “for all” of nature, yet revolves around “sacrifice,”
both giving up what would otherwise be consumed and sacrificing some of those “beasts” that
“fain would sing,” on whose behalf Man is said to be working. The poem suggests that
acceptance not just of lack but even the threat of death must be understood as part of a divine
plan to which man must consent. Just as the priest guides the body of believers in how to
perform the work of stewardship, as the “high Priest” of nature, Man, mediates the work of
divine Providence. This mediation, moreover, involves the production and use of both poetry and
food.
Recalling the directive in “Perirrhanterium” to “carve, or discourse” during a meal,
restraining the appetite in order to feed others through both food and edifying words, the speaker
of “Providence” describes converting the desire to eat into work that will be productive for
others. The speaker continues his address to Providence, saying,
The beasts say, Eat me: but, if beasts must teach
The tongue is yours to eat, but mine to praise.
The trees say, Pull me: but the hand you stretch,
Is mine to write, as it is yours to raise.82
Acceptance of self-sacrifice as natural and compulsory is expressed not only by the “beasts” who
“say, Eat me,” but also by the speaker who refrains from consumption: “to eat” is Providence’s
prerogative, whereas to offer the sacrifice and “to praise” is Man's. The trees offer up their fruit,
but Man’s hand is meant for the work of composing hymns, not satisfying the appetite. The
hymn following this introductory frame elaborates on this relationship between appetite
restriction and social productivity, portraying hunger as a catalyst for motivating Man to perform
his role in sustaining the Providential economy.
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The opening lines of the hymn introduce the austere vision of “Providence” that the poem
imagines. It begins, “We all acknowledge both thy power and love / To be exact.”83 The
enjambment between these lines underscores the reorientation of assumptions that the poem
undertakes. The first line evokes the plenty that one might expect divine omnipotence (“power”)
and God's care for creation (“love”) to provide. Yet the subsequent line declares that
Providence's gifts are not bounteous but “exact,” meted out with precision and frugality. The
collective voice of the hymn (“we all acknowledge”) solicits the reader to assent to this
perspective, viewing paucity as a sign of divine foreknowledge of exactly what is required. The
poem insists,
Thy cupboard serves the world: the meat is set,
Where all may reach: no beast but knows his feed.
Birds teach us hawking; fishes have their net:
The great prey on the lesse, they on some weed.84
While Providence’s cupboards are open to all, the meat therein is only gained through labor.
Nature does not offer up food freely, but rather reveals how to acquire food (hawking; the fishing
net). Moreover, the natural world indicates that unequal hierarchies are part of providential order.
Greater animals prey on lesser animals, who in turn consume vegetation. The creatures of the
natural world accept this inequality without objection: the next stanza explains, “Some creatures
have in winter what to eat; / Others do sleep and envie not their cheer.”85 Just as hibernating
animals forego food in winter while other animals eat, so should those who experience hunger
understand it as part of the workings of Providence, accepting disparity without complaint. By
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way of justification, the poem explains, “The pigeons feed their tender off-spring, crying, / When
they are callow; but withdraw their food / When they are fledge, that need may teach them
flying.”86 In complement to Herbert’s argument that appetite restriction is socially beneficial,
Herbert here makes his case for undereating via another tactic, asking readers to perceive the
involuntary experience of hunger as a sign of divine approval, a withdrawal of care prompted by
their spiritual maturity. For those who conform to the spirit of Providence, consumption itself
becomes productive: “Sheep eat the grasse, and dung the ground for more.”87 Even in the eating,
sheep are productive, converting food into the manure that is the means of producing “more” in
excess of what they have consumed. While hunger is productive in the sense that it leaves more
for others or teaches one to fend for oneself, “Providence” contends that even eating itself should
ultimately create more food.
The implicit arguments behind these exempla from the animal kingdom become explicit
as the poem turns to the human community. The poem praises the economy of the household of
Providence, on which mankind relies: “And as thy [i.e., Providence's] house is full, so I adore /
Thy curious art in marshalling thy goods.”88 “Marshalled” is a term commonly used in reference
to banquets to describe the arrangement of people by rank at the table.89 Although Providence’s
stores are full, they are distributed inequitably across such hierarchies, as at a banquet. This
differential distribution is described as “curious,” a word also commonly used in relation to
banquets, to refer to delicately-prepared foods such as the molded sugar sculptures that graced
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the tables of the well-off.90 Characterizing unequal food access as part of Providence’s “curious
art” frames this differential treatment as curious in the sense of being difficult to comprehend yet
also curious in the sense of being exacting and precise, ultimately Providential though seemingly
unjust.
“Providence” extends this logic to a global scale, explaining that, although different
goods are located in different places, “All countreys have enough to serve their need,” and that if
members of the community fail to be satisfied with their allotment, “thou [Providence] dost
make them run / For their offence.”91 Transgressing regional boundaries to seek goods elsewhere
is an “offence,” and throws the body of the community into a state of imbalance. Temperance is
achieved when this body is self-sustaining, when its members learn to use the resources at hand
to serve their needs. The poem turns to examples from the English countryside to describe how
readers can learn the resourcefulness that will allow them to make use of the precise and
sufficient goods that Providence has distributed to their community. Things that one might
perceive as troublesome have a particular purpose that readers simply need to discern: for
example, “thorns” are “harsh ... to pears! and yet they make / A better hedge, and need lesse
reparation.”92 Similarly, the prudent can find varied and even apparently opposing useful
qualities in the same homely foods: “Cold fruits warm kernells help against the winde. / The
lemmons juice and rinde cure mutually. / The whey of milk doth loose, the milk doth binde.”93
These descriptions of how to find everything the body needs in one's own backyard echo advice
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that Herbert offers in The Country Parson. He argues that learning the healthful properties of
food is important primarily because it allows the community to maintain itself independently, the
“home-bred” being “both more easie for the … purse, and more familiar for all mens bodyes.”94
Herbert therefore advises his readers to “seek not the city, but prefer [their own] garden and
fields.”95 This advocacy for the seventeenth-century equivalent of “eating local” had particular
topical relevance: as mentioned above, one of the major causes of food insecurity in Herbert's
parish and elsewhere was the exporting of food outside of the community for the profit of those
who sold it.96 “Providence” enjoins readers to accept their “place,” not just in the sense of their
allotted social position, but also in the sense of restricting themselves to consuming the resources
of their own region. The poem invites readers to view this lifestyle of restrained consumption as
engendering a true feast: under the providential order, “creatures leap not, but expresse a feast, /
Where all the guests sit close and nothing wants.”97 When everyone “leap[s] not,” but remains in
their proper place, “all the guests sit close,” that is, there are no gaps at the table. When that
order is achieved, nobody experiences “want” not because they consume without restraint but
because they keep within their given bounds and thereby sustain the whole. Just harmony and
providential order are embedded in the “curious” disparities of the natural world, “Providence”
solicits a community made up of people occupying unequal social positions and divergent in
their views to become harmonious, voicing its hymnic text together and accepting their
responsibility in realizing the divine plan that Providence has for their community.
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“We Eate Our Owne”: Robert Herrick and Eating Alone
The Temple’s approach to the problem of food access and distribution gets stuck on this
tension between attempting to incorporate the individual into a unified public body while
maintaining unequal distribution that inevitably creates divisions. Like Herbert, Herrick was
positioned to feel this tension constantly, as a country parson attempting to satisfy competing
demands—of the state, his parishioners, and himself—on a limited supply of food. Whereas
Herbert advocated extreme self-denial as a solution to this problem, Herrick uses verse form to
explore how food stores can be ethically measured out in a more sustainable manner. Herrick’s
short poem “The Poores Portion” exemplifies the fraught experience of attempting to do so. The
verse in full reads:
The sup’rabundance of my store,
That is the portion of the poore:
Wheat, Barley, Rie, or Oats; what is’t
But he takes tole of? all the Griest.
Two raiments have I: Christ then makes
This Law; that He and I part stakes.
Or have I two loaves; then I use
The poore to cut, and I to chuse.98
The poem expounds on a basic moral, John the Baptist’s command in the gospel of Luke, “He
that hath two coats, let him impart to him that hath none; and he that hath meat, let him doe
likewise.”99 The apparent simplicity of this message is reinforced by the poem’s brevity and its
routine couplets. However, “The Poores Portion” seems at every turn to resist and even outright
contradict the scriptural moral it cites. In place of the equal division of resources described in the
gospel, Herrick specifies that he views only the “sup’rabundance” of his “store” as the poor’s
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portion: not his daily bread, but only goods that have been stored up for use, and, even then, only
in times when these stores are not just in a state of abundance, but excess.100 By modifying
“abundance” with the prefix “super,” Herrick’s speaker implies that he will skim off the top of
his resources for charity, but no more.
The second line of the opening couplet suggests a double meaning that gives some
justification for this hesitation to give: in a move that is typical of Herrick’s densely-ambiguous
epigrammatic verse, the pronoun “that,” referring to “the sup’rabundance of my store,” is said in
the second line to be “the portion of the poore.” In other words, the “poor’s portion” could refer
to the excess that Herrick’s speaker is willing to share, or it could be a description of his own
portion, which, even at its most sup’rabundant, is a poor one. The contraction of “super” to
“sup’r” to fit the poem’s strict tetrameter underscores this implication that, even at their fullest,
his stores are still lacking. Herrick’s meter further articulates a state of diminishment by
gradually becoming monosyllabic as he describes the act of dividing what he has (“Or have I two
loaves; then I use / The poor to cut, and I to chuse”). While Herrick’s use of meter to depict the
measuring of the appetite corresponds closely to what we find in the The Temple, the speaker’s
attitude towards consumption differs significantly from that of Herbert's volume. The poem’s
concluding couplet declares the speaker’s ultimate refusal of the gospel’s directive: imagining
himself to have “two loaves,” he allows “the poore to cut,” dividing one of the loaves rather than
sharing his full supply. Moreover, again putting the speaker on an equal level with the poor, he
reserves for himself the right to “chuse” what portion he will keep of what remains. In light of
this anxiety over the division of resources, the regular meter and tight rhyme scheme of “The
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Poores Portion” can be seen to be no “un-self-conscious … fancy” but rather a careful and
intentional expression of a self-protective desire to defend against appetites that threaten to “take
tole” of the speaker’s portion. The poem articulates a struggle to reconcile the obligation to give
freely, treating possessions as divinely-granted gifts, with the experience of insecurity under
conditions of scarcity.
The fact that “The Poores Portion” dwells on loaves of bread and “Wheat, Barley, Rie,
[and] Oats” is particularly significant in the context of Herrick’s position as the vicar of Dean
Prior in Devon in southwest England, where he served from 1629 to the year that Parliamentary
forces expelled him from his vicarage in 1647.101 The foodstuffs that Herrick cites in “The
Poores Portion” would have been a preoccupation for many vicars during this period: unlike
rectors like Herbert, who were entitled to “great tithes,” including grain, hay, and wood, vicars
like Herrick received only “small tithes,” which were limited mainly to the fruits and vegetables
of parishioners’ orchards and gardens.102 For staple grains, the vicar relied on what could be
produced on the lands he was allotted or could be bought on an income that was rapidly falling in
its purchasing power as inflation grew out of control over the course of the Stuart period.103 The
small tithes that the vicar was promised were difficult to account for and collect, let alone to live
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on. This strain led some priests to forgo meals in times of dearth, a fact which accentuates the
audacity of the resistance to sharing expressed in “The Poores Portion.”104
Taking into account Herrick’s role as a vicar in a time of food scarcity brings to light the
real, material conditions to which the title of his collection, Hesperides: Or, The Works both
Humane & Divine of Robert Herrick, alludes. If The Temple revolves around a communal table,
Hesperides is set in the orchard of the private home. The “Hesperides” are a mythical group of
nymphs who watch over Hera’s orchards in “Hesperia,” that is, “the western lands.”105 This title
characterizes the poems in the volume as the metaphorical fruits of Herrick’s own time in the
west of England, where, like the Hesperidian nymphs overseeing Hera’s western holdings, he
was responsible as an appointee of the church for keeping outlying regions in order. Yet in
characterizing Herrick as an orchard manager, the volume’s title is also quite literal: fruit
orchards, along with sheep and grain, were the basis of the Devon economy.106 As vicar, these
orchards were Herrick’s concern both because he was responsible for collecting and
redistributing their harvest among the community and because they were the primary portion of
the parish’s produce that he had a right to consume himself. Although Herrick appears to have
been better off than many vicars—he was just within the top quartile in terms of income, and
held seventy acres of glebe land—by the time of Hesperides’s publication he had been ejected
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from his house and lands, left, in the words of his successor William Pearse, with “little or
nothing to subsist on.”107 Printing Hesperides was a way of trying to feed himself, a poetic
orchard to substitute for the real ones that he had lost.
The poems collected in Hesperides were composed over the course of the long period of
increasing instability and strife leading up to the overthrow of the English monarchy, in which
Herrick witnessed his parish grow poorer and food become more difficult to obtain.108
Throughout the collection, Herrick’s poetry dwells on how this time of protracted hunger crisis
was reshaping social relations in rural communities, considering in particular the parson’s role in
addressing dearth conditions. In exploring these circumstances, Herrick profoundly reworks one
of the primary poetic genres to which early modern English authors turned when meditating on
the changes that this period wrought on rural economic and social life: the country house poem.
Traditionally, in this genre, the aristocratic estate is a public community space that, like
Herbert’s Temple, unifies the social body by ensuring that all are fed, though perhaps unequally.
Herrick develops a different model of the relationship between community and sustainable
systems of food distribution by creating an alternative subgenre, the parson’s country house
poem.
The classical genre of the country house poem, revived in the 1610s in Aemilia Lanyer’s
“Description of Cookham” and Ben Jonson’s “To Penshurst,” continued in popularity through
the mid-seventeenth century, in poems such as Thomas Carew’s “To Saxham” and Andrew
Marvell’s “Upon Appleton House.” These poems are fundamentally ambivalent. On the one
hand, they are panegyrics, turning the structures and grounds of patrons’ estates into allegories of
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their owners’ virtues, and praising the devotion that these landowners’ tenants and laborers show
them for their generosity. This cross-class harmony is often exemplified in scenes of eating. In
Jonson’s “To Penshurst,” for example, the speaker marvels that each guest
… is allowed to eat,
Without is fear, and of thy lord’s own meat:
Where the same beer, and bread, and self-same wine,
That is his lordship’s, shall also be mine.109
At the same time, country house poems typically employ irony, hyperbole, and the kinds of
ambiguous language that we see in “The Poores Portion” to express dissatisfaction with the
failure of these estates to live up to the nostalgic ideal of an open-handed nobility providing
abundance to content subjects laboring without difficulty or resentment.110 This sentiment too is
often presented through scenes of eating. As critics have noted, the descriptions in “To
Penshurst” of how “the painted partridge lies in every field, / And, for thy mess, is willing to be
killed” and fish “run into thy net” or “leap on land, / Before the fisher, or into his hand” both
draw attention to the erasure of labor on which the fantasy of a resentment-free estate rests, and
imply that maintaining harmony within this system demands a self-annihilating level of devotion
on the part of those serving the aristocracy.111 This hyperbole casts Jonson’s observation that
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Penshurst’s walls have been “reared with no man’s ruin, no man’s groan / There’s none, that
dwell about them, wish them down” in a skeptical and ironic light.112
Herrick’s country house poems dwell overwhelmingly on the estate’s function as a site of
food sharing. Nearly two-thirds of the lines in his “A Panegerick to Sir Lewis Pemberton,” for
example, are devoted to describing the “laden spits, warp’d with large ribs of beef,” “pheasant,
partridge, gotwit, reeve, ruff, rail, / The cock, the curlew, and the quail,” and numerous other
dishes provided freely by a landowner “with heart and hand to entertain; / And by the arms-full,
with a breast unhid, / As the old race of mankind did,” reviving the spirit of noblesse oblige that
(at least in nostalgic fantasy) once sustained rural communities.113 Herrick scholarship has long
interpreted such poems as evidence of Herrick’s alignment with the aristocracy and the social
structures that upheld it. Leah Marcus views Herrick’s poetry as performing a “stage-managing”
role, recognizing and seeking to rectify the loss of community brought about by the replacement
of traditional, communal agrarian practices in favor of more individualist models.114 Marcus
argues that Herrick, as parson, was tasked with mediating increasingly divisive relationships
between the aristocracy and the common people, and that his poetry dwells on feasts and
festivals in an effort to revive a sense of community across social hierarchies.115 This influential
reading has led critics to view Herrick as a propagandist of the nobility and the state church:
Achsah Guibbory describes Hesperides as “an elegant expression … of a generally
ceremonialist, and probably specifically Laudian mentality” and Stella Achilleos argues that, in
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Herrick’s work, “the voice of the hungry is not simply ignored but actively effaced,” celebrating
“the landlord’s charity in offering the products of agrarian labor for consumption by his tenants
in a supposedly endless feast.”116
However, numerous poems throughout Hesperides belie this reading of Herrick as a
proponent of aristocratic excess. His epigram “Upon Bungie,” for example, reads:
Bungie do’s fast; looks pale; puts Sack-cloth on;
Not out of Conscience, or Religion:
Or that this Yonker keeps so strict a Lent,
Fearing to break the Kings Commandement:
But being poore, and knowing Flesh is deare,
He keeps not one, but many Lents i’th’yeare.117
This poem indicates Herrick’s awareness of the problem of hunger and articulates the disjuncture
between the dietary ideologies promoted by the church and state and the real material needs of
his parishioners. He observes that starvation is a problem and that official policies such as the
mandate to fast during Lent are not only laughably out of touch but also do nothing to enforce
“fear” or obedience in the king’s subjects. Herrick’s articulates criticism of the monarchy and the
church even more explicitly in “Bad Princes Pill their People:”
Like those infernall Deities which eate
The best of all the sacrificed meate;
And leave their servants, but the smoak & sweat:
So many Kings, and Primates too there are,
Who claim the Fat, and Fleshie for their share,
And leave their Subjects but the starved ware.118
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Poems like these make it difficult to accept the characterization of Herrick as an apologist for
church and state, as he singles out both kings and “primates” (bishops) as consuming in excess
while their subjects starve.
Herrick brings these concerns to the genre of the country house poem as well. As I will
demonstrate, Herrick extends the country house poem’s analysis of the nature and roots of the
decline of rural life in Stuart England further by creating a new subcategory of the genre: the
parsonage poem.119 These poems, including “A Thanksgiving to God for his House,” “His
Content in the Country,” and “His Grange, or Private Wealth,” are highly autobiographical:
Herrick refers, for example, to his real maid Prudence and his pet spaniel Trasy by name while
describing his parsonage.120 His parsonage poems appear in Hesperides alongside more typical
poems on country estates, and it is alongside these texts that the work Herrick is doing with the
genre becomes visible. While this poem confronts the problem of hunger, what is at once present
and effaced is the parson’s role within this system. As a priest, Herrick was indeed, as Marcus
observes, in the position of facilitating relationships between aristocratic and ecclesiastical
authorities and “their Subjects.” “Bad Princes Pill their People” suggests that this was a role that
troubled him. In his parsonage poems, Herrick confronts the problems surrounding this role
directly.
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While aristocratic estate poems like “A Panegerick to Sir Lewis Pemberton” revolve
around lists of tantalizing dishes, Herrick’s parsonage poems locate virtue in precisely the
opposite. “His Content in the Country” begins,
Here, here I live with what my Board
Can with the smallest cost afford.
Though ne’r so mean the Viands be,
They well content my Prew and me.121
From its first line, “His Content in the Country” introduces the problem on which all of Herrick’s
parsonage poems dwell. The repetition of “Here, here” with which the poem opens points to the
simultaneous excess and lack that define the parson’s position throughout Herrick’s parsonage
poems. The second “here” is superfluous,” just as the parson must regard all of his possessions as
superfluous (or “sup’rabundant”) gifts. Yet this repetition also evokes a sense of limitation,
expressing an incapacity to move beyond the material constraints of the “here” that is his
parsonage. Repeating “here” also serves a metrical function, dutifully filling out the tetrameter,
as do the contractions in this opening quatrain (“ne’r” for “never,” “Prew” for “Prudence”).122
Through highlighting the elisions and infelicities that rote obedience to prosody demands, the
speaker performs diminishing himself in the service of a mandate to deliver a fixed quantity, an
effort that is at the heart of the parson’s vexed position.
The phrase “my board” articulates the social tensions surrounding the parson’s material
circumstances: at the same time that he is expected to open his “board,” that is, his table, to the
community, he is also living on others’ “board,” his dwelling and goods provided and kept up by
the parish. This position places added pressure on the need to live (and publicly give an account
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of living) on what “the smallest cost afford[s],” demonstrating that he is taking no more than
necessary from the community’s resources. Simultaneously dependent on public stores and
expected to give freely to support the common welfare, Herrick is in the position of both the lord
and the subject of the traditional country house poem. If, in Marcus’s formulation, Herrick’s
parson-speakers stage-manage the relationships between these groups, in his parsonage poems
the parson takes center stage to further reflect on the decline of rural social and economic life by
giving an account of the impossible situation facing clergy who seek to abide by laws and
conventions of charity.
As in “The Poores Portion,” this sense of being called to public account is echoed in the
poem’s strict, regular meter, in which every couplet save one is closed with an endstop. This
formal structure again embodies the ethos of restriction that mirrors the speaker’s account of his
controlled consumption habits. Over eighty per cent of the words in “His Content in the
Country” are monosyllabic, giving the poem a restrained tone (again, often achieved through
contractions) through which the poet performs the work of containing himself within set
boundaries. The final line in the opening quatrain reaffirms the poem’s titular key word, which
sums up this problem and which will be central to all of Herrick’s parsonage poems: “content.”
“Content” at once refers to satisfaction with limited resources and the active “containing” of
desires in order to fit circumstances, both of which are illustrated in the poem’s formal
restrictions. Moreover, “content” suggests containment in the sense of maintaining boundaries
against the outside world. The poem’s title, “His Content in the Country,” already suggests a
retreat from public life. As the poem proceeds, we see that Herrick’s parson’s community is
restricted even further, consisting only of “my Prew and me”: his mean circumstances are
enough to support himself, Prudence (or at least her first syllable), and no more. Herrick depicts
167

the tightening of the boundaries of one’s community as the natural response to food insecurity.
As it was for Herbert, “content” is one of Herrick’s consumption keywords. Yet while, for
Herbert, “content” refers to containing of the appetite in order to content the larger social body
into which the individual is incorporated, for Herrick, “content” refers to becoming selfcontained.
Herrick’s maid Prudence turns out to have been aptly named, as “His Content in the
Country” also suggests that the speaker is able to support himself by practicing prudence:
practical, vigilant foresight over the management of his material goods. If the aristocratic country
estate is the characterized by providence and public mirth, Herrick’s parsonage is governed by
prudence and private restraint. Yet this desire to preserve what he has is in tension with his
obligation to keep his stores open and accountable to the public. Herrick’s parsonage poems
articulate the parson’s incapacity to meet the paradoxical demand to both maintain full stores and
constantly give over their contents to the community.
“His Content in the Country” employs the country house poem topos of listing the foods
gracing the table, but, in place of the hearty menus typical of the genre, the parson’s eats “Pea, or
Bean, or Wort, or Beet,” commenting, “What ever comes, content makes sweet.”123 Herrick here
cites foods that had grown in popularity during the first half of the seventeenth century in
response to dearth conditions. Food historian Joan Thirsk explains that “peas and beans followed
cabbages and roots” as replacements for the loss of grain due to repeated harvest failures.124 Peas
and beans were even used in bread baking as a replacement for grain, a practice which Herrick’s
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short poem, “The Plunder,” in fact describes.125 By citing these foods, Herrick characterizes the
parson’s position as one of food insecurity forcing him to eat simply and cheaply. Additionally,
the items that he lists are foods that could be freely gathered. While the traditional country house
poem advocates recognizing and fulfilling the mutual debts that sustain rural communities, the
foods that Herrick chooses avoid debts to others.
The poem’s subsequent lines make Herrick’s concern with escaping both social and
financial debts explicit. He writes,
Here we rejoyce, because no Rent
We pay for our poore Tenement:
Wherein we rest, and never feare
The Landlord, or the Usurer.
The Quarter-day do’s ne’r affright
Our Peacefull slumbers in the night.126
These lines turn directly to the parson’s concern with being called to account for his use of
resources, as well as his awareness of the strained position that he occupies within the parish
economy. Unlike many of his parishioners, he has no need to fear landlords or “quarter-days”
(i.e. the days that rent is collected), living rent-free because he is maintained by the community.
Like “board” in the opening line, “tenement” too points to the parson’s dependent position:
though the word is rooted in the Latin tenere, “to hold,” Herrick is a tenant in his house, and
holds its resources only temporarily. The poem’s key word, “content,” also etymologically
rooted in tenere, literally means “hold together,” suggesting the speaker’s active struggle to hold
on to what he has against a precarious climate. The emphasis on “rent” as it is capitalized and
positioned at the end of the first line of this sestet, underscores the connection between financial
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debt and social strife: “rent” causes “rents,” that is, schisms, in relationships, the line implies. To
avoid such rents, Herrick’s speaker retreats from social obligations, and thus society, altogether.
This retreat involves a rejection of the shared resource that most viscerally signifies a
community’s mutual dependence: food. David B. Goldstein has demonstrated the centrality to
early modern English society of “commensality,” the perception that eating together constitutes a
community as one consubstantial body.127 Herrick’s parson attempts to remove himself from this
body:
We eate our own, and batten more,
Because we feed on no mans score:
But pitie those, whose flanks grow great,
Swel’d with the Lard of others meat.128
These lines capture the paradox that Herrick wrestles with as he thinks through the parson’s
changing role. Conditions of precarity cause the parson to struggle to stock his own cupboards,
let alone fulfill his responsibility to open his table to others. He decries those who live off of the
produce of others’ labor, whose “flanks grow great” because they consume in excess, taking
“others’ meat.” The “laden spits, warp’d with large ribs of beef” described in “A Panegerick, to
Sir Lewis Pemberton” here become exploitative and even metaphorically cannibalistic, in
contrast to the speaker’s own self-reliant fare of gathered roots and vegetables. Yet at the same
time, this quatrain’s opening line, “we eat our own,” likewise implies that there is a cannibalistic
element to the speaker’s eating practices, suggesting that he cannot completely avoid
responsibility for this climate of food insecurity. As he and Prudence “eat [their] own,”
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consuming food that they have produced themselves, they are still relying on others’ resources
and labor for their “tenement” and “board.”
Furthermore, their attempt to restrict their diets in order to remove themselves from debt
to others, is hostile in that it involves rejecting the responsibility to provide for others. To “feed
on no man’s score” is not just to avoid living on credit but to avoid being called to account, to
allow anyone to take score, or record, of one’s resources. The speaker describes his desire to
withdraw from public scrutiny, concluding,
We blesse our Fortunes, when we see
Our own beloved privacie;
And like our living, where w’are known
To very few, or else to none.129
This closing quatrain makes explicit the full meaning of “His Content in the Country,” revealing
that “contentment” is not only a matter of making peace with limited resources or actively
restricting the appetite but also containing oneself from public view. Unlike the public body in
Herbert’s Temple, whose visibility demands the maintenance of conspicuous thinness that attests
to its community-minded asceticism, Herrick is interested is the private body at home. While
Herrick has been associated with the promotion of convivial public feasts in order to sustain
social harmony in rural communities, his parsonage poems repeatedly stress the necessity of
“privacie,” a term that implies both seclusion and privation. The deprivation of resources and the
diminishment of social bonds are mutually reinforcing: in order to maintain a secure living,
Herrick’s parson closes his doors letting in “very few” or, ideally, “none.”
The circular, mutually reinforcing relationship between reduced consumption and social
hostility is the subject of “His Grange, or Private Wealth.” The poem’s form embodies the
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tension between the parson’s need to stretch out and preserve what he has while also publicly
performing having little, so as to not seem to be a drain on shared resources. The poem begins:
Though Clock,
To tell how night drawes hence, I’ve none,
A Cock,
I have, to sing how day drawes on.
I have
A maid (my Prew) by good luck sent,
To save
That little, Fates me gave or lent.130
The alternating monometer and tetrameter lines give the poem a stilted rhythm: with a slight
adjustment of formatting, folding every two lines together, the poem would be made up of
regular pentameter couplets. Herrick’s decision to break this poetic harmony mirrors the
fragmentation of community that the poem examines. Furthermore, this arrangement both makes
the lines shorter, reflecting the poem’s concern with having and consuming little, and makes the
poem as a whole longer, both temporally, in terms of how long it takes to read, and visually, on
the page. This jarring form raises the question that recurs throughout these poems: whether the
parson-speaker is attempting to make what little he has stretch further, or whether he is trying to
make excessive stores appear smaller. In either case, his concern with manipulating a fixed
quantity to suit his personal ends is the subject of these opening lines. The speaker begins by
saying that he has no “clock,” but rather uses a rooster to keep time, avoiding precise accounting
in favor of a more contingent and arbitrary method. Prudence appears again in this poem, living
up to her name and serving the speaker’s major concern as her primary function in this poem is
“to save / That little, Fates me gave or lent.” Ironically, “little” is the only non-monosyllabic
word in this opening octave, suggesting that even the “little” that the speaker has is excessive, a
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contradictory state that is a function of his office: everything that he has is “gave or lent,” gifts
that he must regard as always potentially temporary.
As the speaker begins to list the contents of “His Grange,” this anxiety over the
contingency of his resources dominates the poem. He describes
A Hen
I keep, which creeking day by day,
Tells when
She goes her long white egg to lay.131
The poem’s meter has the effect of suggesting the speaker’s hesitation to reveal the “private
wealth” referred to in the title, describing his holdings gradually and carefully. In contrast to the
overflowing tables of the country house poem, or even the more modest home of Ben Jonson’s
“Inviting a Friend to Supper,” with its “hen … full of eggs,” the parsonage that Herrick describes
supplies the parson with the single-serving meal of one egg per day.132 As in “His Content in the
Country,” this professed lack of resources attempts to remove the speaker from indebtedness to
others. His grange provides him with enough to feed himself, allowing him to live “on no man’s
score,” yet, he insists, with nothing in excess that he can give away.
The consequences of this commitment to self-sufficiency are evident in the marked
absence of other people in his parsonage. Aside from “Prew,” no one appears in the parson’s
home with the exception of a small collection of animals, and their relationships to each other are
indifferent at best and often hostile:
A goose
I have, which, with a jealous eare,
Lets loose
131
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Her tongue, to tell that danger’s neare.
A Lamb
I keep (tame) with my morsells fed,
Whose Dam
An Orphan left him (lately dead.)
A Cat
I keep, that plays about my House,
Grown fat,
With eating many a miching Mouse.133
Not only are the animals in his home at times violent towards each other, the cat having “grown
fat” from eating so many mice, but they point to hostility in the outside world as well. The death
of the lamb’s mother also gestures to larger problems, such as the outbreaks of sheep rot that
repeatedly devastated seventeenth-century English flocks.134 Just as such circumstances placed
an added burden on parsons in terms of collecting and redistributing agricultural tithes, the
parson of this poem now has the added responsibility of sharing his food with the lamb, keeping
it “(tame) with my morsells fed.” The parentheses in this line highlight the parson’s effort to
contain and control, as the parson uses food to keep the sheep tame and likewise must carefully
manage his role as mediator between the food supply and the metaphorical flock that is his
congregation.
The lamb, along with the “miching” (that is, pilfering) mice that steal from his stores,
lead Herrick’s parson to be constantly vigilant to encroachments on his home. He appears to
keep his goose for the sole purpose of warning him “that danger’s near,” reinforcing the sense
that the outside world threatens his security. Yet, this attachment to privacy has resulted in a
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sterile, antisocial environment. In contrast to the convivial atmosphere of the country house
poem, the parson’s country house is devoid of human connection. Even the handful of animals
that populate his home appear to merely exist alongside him: he describes “keeping” or “having”
them, but not interacting with them. The sterility of this household, underscored by the death of
the lamb’s mother and the not-at-all-teeming hen, makes the parson’s holdings all the more
precarious, insufficient to replenish his stores indefinitely. In other words, while the desire for
self-sufficiency has led the speaker to turn inward and cut off social ties, this ultimately has
increased his instability. Like the humans and animals with whom he shares his house, the
parson’s retreat into his private grange makes his relationship to the rest of the parish potentially
hostile, and alienated at best. He runs the risk of becoming no more part of the community than
the mice who steal from his cupboards are part of his household.
The speaker ends his description by concluding that in his “rurall privacie … Where care
/ None is, slight things do lightly please.”135 Herrick raises the idea of being content with little:
being “lightly” and easily “please[d]” with his small stores and being free from “care” and
worry. Yet these closing lines also suggest a different reading: not that he is freed from care, but
rather that he is not shown any care; and that his strained resources only “lightly,” that is,
slightly, “please.” “Where care / None is” could additionally refer to his own failure to
adequately take care of his community. In the effort to “keep” what he has in an insecure
climate, “His Grange” pens him in; the effort to keep his wealth private leads to further privation.
Herrick tries to resolve the problem of the parson’s tense relationship to the community’s
resources by turning to the doctrine of divine providence. In “A Thanksgiving to God, for his
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House,” he calls on the notion that God alone is the source of whatever the parson has,
attempting to use the logic of this belief to deal with the question of what is enough and what
constitutes excess: what he can keep and what he must give back. Both in terms of form and
content, “His Grange, or Private Wealth” and “A Thanksgiving to God, for His House”
constitute something of a call and response. Drawing on many of the same images as “His
Grange” employs, “A Thanksgiving” also inverts the other poem’s form of alternating between
short and long lines (in this case, beginning with the longer rather than shorter line):
Lord, Thou hast given me a cell
Wherein to dwell;
And little house, whose humble Roof
Is weather-proof;136
The meter of “A Thanksgiving,” like “His Grange,” alternates tetrameter and dimeter lines that
rhythmically make the poet’s description of his house seem to constantly come up short while
also, once again, making the poem longer in terms of the space it takes up on the page than it
would be if these broken lines were combined into a regular hexameter. As in “His Grange,” this
formal strategy raises the question of whether the parson is trying to stretch diminished resources
further or make overflowing stores appear thinner. However, “A Thanksgiving” adds a further
complication to this problem: if, as the opening line describes, all things are free gifts from God,
they must always be considered excess. The ambiguity of the possessive pronoun in the poem’s
title, “A Thanksgiving to God, for His House,” points to this problem: that when referring to his
(i.e., the parson’s own) house, he is in fact referring to “His” (i.e. God’s) house. Herrick’s parson
walks the line between praising God for unearned gifts while also trying to demonstrate that he
has nothing that can be given away: he has only a “cell” in a “little house” with a “humble
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Roof.” Yet his affirmation that his dwelling is “weather-proof” betrays an anxiety about the
stability of this living that is in tension with the mandate to give thanks for whatever God has
given.
Despite the desire to maintain privacy expressed throughout the parsonage poems, in “A
Thanksgiving,” the outside world breaks in:
Low is my porch, as is my Fate,
Both void of state;
And yet the threshold of my doore
Is worn by’th poore,
Who thither come, and freely get
Good words, or meat:137
Despite living in an isolating monkish “cell,” Herrick’s parson’s threshold has been “worn by’th
poore,” his house physically deteriorating from the great need of his parishioners. Yet, in a
telling line break, the parson says that they “freely get / Good words, or meat.” The parson
reserves for himself the option to feed to those who come to his door only in a spiritual sense,
giving them “good words, or,” only if he so chooses, “meat.”
Although he refuses to feed all visitors without question, this is not because his
cupboards are completely bare. He explains,
Like as my Parlour, so my Hall
And Kitchin’s small;
A little Butterie, and therein
A little Byn,
Which keeps my little loafe of Bread
Unchipt, unflead:
Some brittle sticks of Thorne or Briar
Make me a fire,
Close by whose living coale I sit,
And glow like it.138
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The parson has a “loafe of Bread” in his “Byn” and wants it to remain there: he fantasizes that it
could be preserved indefinitely, both “unchipt,” not broken to be consumed, and “unflead,” never
attracting pests or going bad. This fantasy of maintaining what he has requires the parson not
only to refuse to give his goods away but also to refuse to consume them himself. He imagines
that even when he sits before the “brittle sticks of Thorne or Briar” that make his fire, he does
not absorb its heat but rather “glow[s] like it,” framing himself in a neutral relationship to his
material resources.
As he denies that he consumes his goods, he also attempts to hide them: his “little loafe
of Bread” is kept in a “little Byn” in a “little Butterie” in a “small Kitchin,” kept from view
within many layers of containment. Yet although he insists on how “little” and “small” his home
and possessions are, his list suggests that he is not entirely destitute: his house has both a
“Parlour” and a “Hall” as well as food and heat. While wrestling with the problem of discerning
at what point the parson’s goods should be considered excessive, the poem also attempts to
reconcile this question with the doctrine of divine providence:
Lord, I confesse too, when I dine,
The Pulse is Thine,
And all those other Bits, that bee
There plac’d by Thee;
The Worts, the Purslain, and the Messe
Of Water-cresse,
Which of Thy kindnesse Thou hast sent;
And my content
Make those, and my beloved Beet,
To be more sweet.139
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As in “His Content in the Country,” Herrick lists foods that could be gathered freely and which
became important for survival in times of dearth, including beans (“Pulse”), greens, and his
“beloved Beet.” Although the parson here admits that he does, at times, “dine,” he frames
himself as not digesting but rather preserving what God gives him. His “Bits” of food are
“plac’d” in him by God, not consumed. Although his “Messe” includes foods that rapidly will go
bad, like “Worts,” “Purslain,” and “Water-cresse,” the poet’s “content”—suggesting at once his
acceptance of what he has been given and his retention of these resources by not sharing or
consuming them—keeps them from being converted into waste. Rather, he portrays his
relationship to his food as simply making it “more sweet,” sweetened and preserved against
decay.
While the country house poem interrogates the fantasy of noblesse oblige and cheerful
peasant labor sustaining a stable rural community, Herrick’s parsonage poems articulate the
impossible situation the parson faces, as his position requires him to remove himself from having
an effect on the resources that pass through his home. Not only must he hide his consumption of
these goods, he must also elide the labor that brings it to his door in the first place. The parson
both cynically and desperately uses church doctrine to justify his assertion that he lives “on no
man’s score,” claiming,
Lord, ‘tis thy plenty-dropping hand
That soiles my land;
And givst me, for my Bushell sowne,
Twice ten for one:
Thou mak’st my teeming Hen to lay
Her egg each day:
Besides my healthful Ewes to beare
Me twins each year:
The while the conduits of my Kine
Run Creame, (for Wine).140
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In calling on the notion of divine providence to insist that it is only God’s “plenty-dropping
hand” and no one else’s labor that gives the parson his produce, the speaker runs into hyperboles
like those found throughout country house poems: his cows do not need to be milked, but rather
run like “conduits,” delivering their “creame” mechanically and effortlessly. The parson’s prayer
of thanksgiving raises additional problems for him, requiring that he regard anything he receives
as plenty and abundance. Though, as in “His Grange,” the speaker receives only one egg a day,
to show proper appreciation for this unearned gift, he here must characterize his hen as
“teeming.” Although he has only one “little loafe of Bread,” he must give thanks for his
abundant “Bushells” of vegetables. Ascribing his goods to God’s providence backs the parson
into a corner, as he is unable to claim that God’s gifts are inadequate, yet needs to perform
poverty both to avoid seeming a strain on the community’s resources and to justify his right to
give “the poore” good words instead of meat. Thus, even as he gives thanks, the parson
emphasizes that his stores are limited: the parenthetical insertion “(for Wine)” at the end of this
passage indicates that there is at least one thing that God has not granted him: wine, the
consumable good most associated with feasting and mirth. Labor is absent from Herrick’s
parsonage, but so is conviviality. Moreover, the goods that the parson has are contingent on
God’s continued providence. Though in place of the orphaned lamb of “His Grange,” the speaker
here owns “healthful Ewes,” there is no guarantee that just because they have borne him “twins
each year” that they will continue to do so.
Furthermore, as in Herrick’s other parsonage poems, the parson’s attempt in “A
Thanksgiving” to remove himself from debt to others by neither sharing his resources nor taking
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from others’ stores threatens to make his role in the community superfluous. The poem’s
conclusion addresses his uncertain role in this economy, saying,
That I should render, for my part,
A thankfull heart;
Which, fir’d with incense, I resigne,
As wholly Thine;
But the acceptance, that must be,
My Christ, by Thee.141
While the speaker strikes a pose of humility and appreciation in offering his “thankfull heart …
fir’d with incense” to God, he notably does not turn over any of the material goods that he has
been given. Although his responsibility as parson is to redistribute the bread, bushels of
vegetables, mess of greens, and any other meat that comes his way throughout the community,
Herrick’s parson again instead offers “good words” in the form of thanksgiving. Describing this
as an act of “resign[ing]” highlights his ambivalence about this act, suggesting resignation and
resentment at the need to re-sign, or reassign, what that comes to him back to God, no more the
parson’s possession than “His House” is. The mandate to approach any goods that come his way
as “wholly” God’s puts the parson in a position where the only appropriate response he can have
to what he is given is to let it pass through his hands unconsumed. Herrick’s parsonage poems
emphasize the unsustainability of this position: under conditions in which he has only enough to
feed himself, he must either refuse to eat or hide his consumption, and deny his dependence on
others, consequently removing himself from the community. This logic leads, at the end of the
poem, to the only transactional exchange the parson admits to taking part in being between
himself and Christ. However, this relationship puts the parson in a position where he cannot
possibly give enough to hold up his end. Herrick’s reflections on the parson’s relationship to his
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material goods again ends in an expression of incapacity to consume righteously. Under dearth
conditions, Herrick’s parsonage poems suggest, it is impossible for the parson to have a
beneficial or even sustainable relationship with his parish.
Herrick’s pessimistic view of the deterioration of rural community life is striking in
particular when we take into account the close similarities between the final lines of this poem
and the first lines of Herbert’s “The Altar,” the poem that opens “The Church” portion of The
Temple. The central conceit of Herbert’s poem, which is shaped like the altar that it describes,
figures the believer’s heart as “A broken ALTAR,” which “Lord, thy servant rears, / Made of a
heart and cemented with tears.”142 Herrick imitates the form of “The Altar” in the final poem in
Hesperides, “The Pillar of Fame” which bears the same shape as “The Altar.” However, it is in
“A Thanksgiving,” that Herrick addresses the content of Herbert’s poem. Herrick echoes
Herbert’s dedication of his heart to God, but in Herrick’s poem, this offering takes on a cynical
cast, as the speaker offers it as a substitute for the material goods that he desires to retain.
Additionally, in Herrick’s reworking of the conceit, his heart is the sacrifice rather than the altar
itself. This change makes Herrick’s offering transitory in contrast to the more permanent altar
that Herbert erects in his Temple, an alteration in keeping with Herrick’s emphasis on how
fleetingly he holds his material possessions. When Herrick re-signs his offering to the Lord “as
wholly Thine,” he echoes Herbert’s request that God “sanctify this ALTAR to be thine.”143
However, in Herbert’s poem, the inner self turns outward, turning the speaker’s heart into a
public monument in a community gathering space. In contrast, Herrick’s poem attempts to draw
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the outer, material world inward, preserving his goods in his home and presenting his heart
“wholly” and solely to God, a personal exchange rather than a public performance.
In place of Herbert’s hope that restricted consumption and a spirit of mutuality might
sustain rural communities through dearth, Herrick contends that rural communities are now
being held together only under great strain, defined by calculation and dissembling as members
of the community turn away from one another in an attempt to retain what they have. As their
verse works through challenges surrounding measuring the appetite, sustaining local food
economies, and reconciling themselves to the will of providence even when it seemingly fails to
provide, individual dietary practices come to determine the shape and stability of the body of the
community. The shift from Herbert’s efforts to poetically turn the strain that dearth has placed
this body towards harmony to Herrick’s articulation of this strain as irresolvable reflects the
increasing unmanageability of rural tensions as hunger continued to spread into the midseventeenth century. In the writings of radical authors of the Commonwealth period, however,
this turn towards individuality and irresolvable tensions would become key to reshaping the
collective body towards a healthier state.
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Ch. 4: Transubstantiating Narrators in Radical Pamphlet Literature of the 1640s and 1650s

A few months after the execution of Charles I, the agrarian socialist movement the
Diggers took the hunger crisis into their own hands, growing crops on unused lands to be shared
in common. One of their main leaders, Gerrard Winstanley, hoping to spread support for their
efforts, in 1650 printed a pamphlet entitled A New-yeers Gift for the Parliament and the Armie,
seeking to demonstrate that the “work of digging … is the life and marrow of the Parliaments
cause.”1 Following the Diggers’ example, Winstanley argued, would truly “make England a free
Common-wealth.”2 The most fundamental reason that Winstanley and the Diggers felt that the
hope of the Commonwealth had not been achieved was the ongoing starvation throughout
England. In the decade leading up to the overthrow of the monarchy, unrest grew in reaction to
the government’s failure to respond to dearth conditions. Throughout the 1640s and especially
from 1647 to 1649, bad weather caused crops to fail and livestock to die.3 The unstable
government, preoccupied with civil war, failed to respond to petitions for relief and in fact
worsened conditions of insecurity by increasing taxes and allowing inflation and food costs to
soar unchecked.4 Many of the provisions that might have fed the hungry were instead diverted to
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soldiers, who further exacerbated the problem by destroying crops in battle and consuming the
resources of the villages in which they were stationed.5
Winstanley, like many who had supported the Commonwealth government, found that
the revolution had done little to alleviate food insecurity. Starvation conditions persisted, while
food supplies went to support troops fighting in Ireland and Scotland. Harvest failures recurred
yearly through 1652 while the new government, like its predecessor, failed to provide adequate
relief.6 Moreover, as Winstanley asserted in A New-yeers Gift, this precariousness was to a
significant extent the result of the perpetuation of unequal structures of food production and
distribution that allowed a few to thrive while many starved:
You blame us who are the Common people as though we would have no government;
truly Gentlemen, We desire a righteous government with all our hearts, but the
government we have gives freedom and livelihood to the Gentrie, to have abundance, and
to lock up the Treasures of the Earth from the poor, so that rich men may have … houses
full of Corn and Goods to look upon; and the poor that workst to get it, can hardly live,
and if they cannot work like Slaves, they must starve.7
Continued disparities in food access drove radical activist movements across the country. For
Winstanley and the Diggers, their activism involved setting up an alternative community as a
model to be adopted at large, under which none would go hungry because the “Treasures of the
Earth”—the food that the country produced, which the Diggers believed was adequate to feed the
whole population—would no longer be hoarded or locked up, but available to all.
Other radicals, like the Fifth Monarchist Anna Trapnel, saw a mass reduction in
consumption as a solution. In her 1654 prophetic pamphlet The Cry of the Stone, she asked
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Oliver Cromwell, “How can the commonality be relieved, and thou hast such great things for thy
table?”8 In Trapnel’s view, Cromwell’s government perpetuated dearth conditions not just by
failing to provide relief but also by misappropriating food that could otherwise feed the hungry.
Trapnel modeled the change for which she advocated through engaging in public fasts. In front
of crowds of witnesses, she refused to eat more than a mouthful or so of food for days at a time.
As she fasted, she entered visionary trances during which she delivered diatribes against those
who consumed expensive “dainty dishes … when others would have been glad of / Crums that
fall from their board.”9 Trapnel’s fasts were politicized performances, demonstrating through her
ascetic, prophesying body how the reduction of consumption might not only allow the state to
sustain itself but could even bring it closer to God.10
The importance of food insecurity in radical movements led some sects to view the key to
a just society as resting on not just how people got their food or how much they consumed but
even the particular foodstuffs that they ate. Roger Crab, a former Parliamentarian soldier who
was deeply disturbed by the violence that he experienced in war and the ongoing wrongs that he
saw people doing to each other in everyday life, believed that vicious tendencies could be purged
from the body politic by adopting a harmless diet. He founded a vegan community called the
Rationalls, whose diet of “Hearbs, Roots, and every vegetable mess,” he argued in a 1659 printed
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poem titled “On the Innocent Estate of the Dispised Rationalls,” was not only “more healthy far”
than the “lushious fare” of the wealthy, but would also strengthen his followers to
appear in Elohims strong power,
To throw down every … Babels-Tower
And rend them all in pieces great and small
From the high Quaker, to th’Episcopal.11
Like the fasting Trapnel, Crab saw his unconventional dietary practices as producing a stronger,
reformed state both within the individual and potentially across the country as a whole. Rejecting
the “lushious fare” of rich, costly foods, he claimed, made bodies healthier and levelled
inequalities, both within structures of civic governance (the “Babels-Tower”) and among
religious authorities, from the official state church (“th’Episcopal”) to what Crab saw as stillhierarchical nonconformist factions (“the high Quaker”). Despite Crab’s call for structural
inequalities to be “ren[t] … all in pieces,” he was a committed pacifist. The dramatic dissolution
and remaking of the body politic that he called for was to be achieved not through interpersonal
violence of the kind that he experienced in the civil war but rather through a radical
transformation within individual bodies, wrought by dietary change.
Winstanley’s agrarian communism, Trapnel’s asceticism, and Crab’s veganism each
model different methods of reforming the body politic: however, along with many radicals of the
mid-seventeenth century, they are united in their shared belief that reformed consumption
practices are the key to social change. For these authors, states of utopia or dystopia begin with
diet. Trapnel, for example, claims that continued corruption among the clergy would be reformed
when their parishioners stopped feeding them, “when they cease putting in / To [the clergy’s]
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wide mouths that gape.”12 Trapnel suggests that to feed the clergy is to physically enable them to
spread false teachings, while refusing to hand over agricultural tithes would quickly dissolve this
corrupt body. Likewise, Crab contends in the 1655 memoiric pamphlet The English Hermite, in
which he first lays out his vegan doctrine, that “if the poor labouring men / Live of their own
encrease,” producing food for themselves alone, economic hierarchies will be dismantled, as “the
Gentry / Without pride … cannot live: / and slaves to get them Corn.”13 Changing consumption
habits not only leads to a true commonwealth by reforming unjust social structures but also,
according to these radical authors, remakes the bodies of the members of that commonwealth. As
Winstanley explains in his utopian pamphlet The Law of Freedom in a Platform (1652),
true Freedom lies where a man receives his nourishment and preservation, and that is in
the use of the Earth: For as Man is compounded of the four Materials of Creation, Fire,
Water, Earth, and Ayr; so is he preserved by the compounded bodies of these four, which
are the fruits of the Earth; and he cannot live without them: for take away the free use of
these, and the body languishes, the spirit is brought into bondage, and at length departs,
and ceaseth his motional action in the body.14
According to Winstanley’s vitalist philosophy—which, though to differing degrees, inflects the
thinking of all three representative writers whom I discuss here—human beings and the food that
they eat are made up of the same basic elements.15 A free state rests on all individuals being able
to nourish themselves, thereby maintaining a “compounded,” or unified, state in their bodies and
materially bringing them into harmony with the entire created world.
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Notably, while Winstanley hopes that the reform of consumption practices that he
prescribes will bring mankind into a condition of “preservation,” he specifies that this ideal state
is not static but rather defined by constant “motional action.” Each of the authors that I discuss
here describes a means of bringing about utopia, but the ideal states that they describe are
continually changing and require active, dynamic subjects.16 Crab describes how he keeps in
check “the old man in my fleshly members,” that is, his sinful inner nature, through feeding him
“Dock-leaves, Mallows, or Grasse” every day, which maintain within him a state of “love, peace,
and content in mind.”17 Famously, another radical author, John Milton, critiqued utopian writing
on the grounds that the ideal societies that it imagined were too inflexible to respond to the evershifting needs of history. In his 1644 pamphlet Areopagitica, he argues that attempts “to
sequester out of the world into Atlantic and Utopian polities,” referring to Thomas More’s
Utopia (1516) and Francis Bacon’s The New Atlantis (1627), “which never can be drawn into use
will not mend our condition; but to ordain wisely as in this world of evil, in the midst whereof
God hath placed us unavoidably.”18 Winstanley, Trapnel, and Crab turn to diet as a means of
thinking about utopia as active and changing, realized when individuals constantly observe and
moderate their consumption practices in response to their internal conditions and the external
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social and political relationships in which they participate. Trapnel’s movement in and out of
periods of extreme dietary restriction, as God at times called her to fast and at other times bid her
“Arise … pray and eat,” exemplifies the shifting state that these authors idealize.19
These authors portray this experience of dynamically embodying utopia through daily
dietary practices by employing a particular narrative model, which I term the “transubstantiating
narrator.” This term refers to aspects of both content and form: on the level of content, these
texts revolve around a narrator being materially transfigured into a new person through adopting
particular dietary practices, as in the case of Crab’s veganism allowing him to control his “old
man.” On a formal level, the condition of maintaining a state of continual transformation is
expressed through unstable narratorial voices, characterized by gaps, contradictions, and sudden
shifts in tone. For example, Trapnel repeatedly interrupts her polemics against corrupt political
or ecclesiastical authorities with outbursts into song or prayer, moving “without intermission,” as
the relator who recorded her prophetic trance puts it, however she was “seized upon by the Lord”
to proceed.20 The fluctuating, internally-divided narrators that Winstanley, Trapnel, and Crab
employ model a state of engagement, responsive to the inner workings of the divine, the
demands of their political and social environments, and the food that they consume.
I use the term “transubstantiating” to describe their narratorial style because of the
centrality of the Eucharist to how these authors conceptualized the relationship between
everyday eating practices and the health of the community. One of the major critiques these
authors raised was the emptiness of the Eucharistic ceremony, as it symbolically affirmed the
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mutuality of the body of believers while perpetuating the disparities that caused hunger to persist
across the country. In Winstanley’s 1649 pamphlet Truth Lifting up his Head above Scandals, he
criticizes Eucharistic practices in which “parishioners, all si[t] either afraid or ashamed of one
another in slavish bondage,” with “none [permitted] to speak, but one of you.”21 He calls for
such hierarchical ceremonies to be replaced by the daily sharing of bread together, “which the
Apostles did practice … eating and drinking in love and sweet communion with one another
from house to house.”22 The community that he imagines is a living body: as its members travel
from house to house and break bread together, they constantly create their collective body anew,
circulating food within it to compound its disparate parts in a state of harmony. My phrase
“narratorial transubstantiation” refers to how the ever-changing narrators that these texts employ
depict the state of the individuals who participate in this mutable utopia. Their consumption
practices materially transform them internally and through the dynamic connections that daily
food exchange creates between these individuals within their community.
Eating Bread Together in Gerrard Winstanley’s Several Pieces
Just a few short months before Winstanley, along with fellow Digger leader William
Everard and a band of like-minded individuals set up their experimental community, sowing
parsnips, carrots, and beans to be shared communally in order to save themselves from the
pressing threat of starvation, Winstanley undertook a major publishing project to prepare the
way. This hefty tome, Several Pieces Gathered into one Volume: Set forth in five Books,
collected the five pamphlets that Winstanley had published between early 1648 and January
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1649, the first four of which had been successful enough to go into second editions.23 Although
the pieces included in the volume were “several,” diverse in substance and style, Winstanley’s
introduction to the collection emphasized that they constitute a single narrative: “some have
said,” he noted, “I had done well if I had left writing when I had finished the Saints Paradise,”
the third of his pamphlets.24 However, he continued, “surely such men know little of the Spirits
inward workings; and truly what I have writ since or before that time, I was carried forth in the
work by the same power.” Although Winstanley’s pamphlets differ widely in their subject
matter, narratorial style, and, as he notes here, in the degree of controversy that they provoked,
he argues that they are the product of one continuous prophetic experience ending the divine
revelation that drove the Digger movement: to “Worke together. Eat bread together; declare this
all abroad.”25 Several Pieces is disparate yet harmonious, a consistent narrative, the coherence of
which, as Winstanley presents it, only became evident even to him after the final text was
complete.
Notably, however, Winstanley rearranges the collected texts in the volume in a way that
differs from their order of publication: Several Pieces begins with his second published work,
The Breaking of the Day of God, followed by his first, The Mystery of God concerning the Whole
Creation Mankind. The third, fourth, and fifth texts then proceed in the order in which they were
published.26 Although his first published pamphlet The Mystery of God tells the creation story
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and his second publication, The Breaking of the Day of God, discusses the apocalypse,
Winstanley reverses them, beginning Several Pieces at the end of the world before jumping
suddenly back to Eden. This achronological order typifies the kinds of shifts that Winstanley will
make throughout his volume, as the narrator moves between disparate temporalities,
transcending his historical moment as he opens himself to experiencing the whole trajectory of
Christian history.
Winstanley’s narratorial voice is at once expansively part of a historically sweeping
narrative and grounded in his moment, as he frames his insights terms of specific circumstances
facing seventeenth-century England. His writing of the texts in Several Pieces was driven by the
hunger crisis of the late 1640s coming to affect him personally. Cobham, where Winstanley
resided, and where he would first begin digging on the nearby common lands at St. George’s Hill
was under immense strain as troops were regularly quartered in the region.27Winstanley, who
had been making a meager living through pasturing cattle and selling grain, lost his ability to
support himself during the harvest failures of 1647-9 and began experimenting with forms of
protest that ultimately led to the Digger movement.28 In the introduction to Several Pieces,
Winstanley turns his personal experience with dearth into a transformative literary vehicle.
Focalizing food insecurity and social and political conflict through his hungry body, Winstanley
develops a narratorial voice whose instability is a sign of a dynamic process of transubstantiation
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in which an altered diet is the genesis of a process that will radically transform the social body at
large.
In the introductory note with which Winstanley opens Several Pieces, hunger is
inseparable from textual productivity. Both arise from an experience of being filled with divine
inspiration, which transforms Winstanley in a manner that is reflected in the shifting narratorial
voice through which his text is articulated. He calls this period the “over-flowing times” in which
he was not the individual that he had previous been, but filled with the divine presence to a point
of excess, his inner state no longer as stable but instead flooding over and in a state of flux.29
This experience pushes him away from his normal pattern of life: he recounts, “I forsook my
ordinary food whole daies together, and if my houshold-friends would perswade me to come to
meat, I have been forced with that inward fulnes of the power of life, to rise up from the table …
to write.”30 The foreign presence filling Winstanley’s body leaves no room for his “ordinary
food,” changing his consumption patterns. This alteration has social consequences, driving him
away from the table that he formerly shared with his “houshold-friends,” a term that evokes a
community of the kind that the Digger community would be, in which domestic support and
affiliative ties are grounded in an egalitarian circle of chosen friends. Although Winstanley flies
from their table, he departs only to return bringing the insight of how new food distribution
practices can bring their community towards a utopian state. However, in temporarily leaving his
friends, his identity is further destabilized, not just by the divine presence driving him from his
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former habits and even preventing from from feeding himself but also by removing him from his
place in a community.
Winstanley recounts how he gradually came to accept this new mutable subjectivity,
saying that whenever he would attempt to resist the force impelling his aberrant behavior, “the
power of that overflowing Anointing had taken hold upon me, and I have been made another
man immediately.”31 “Anointing” is a key term that Winstanley will use repeatedly to describe
his transformed state and that he believes will eventually spread across the whole human
community. In choosing this term, Winstanley refers to a ceremonial practice for marking
individuals as sacred through pouring oil over them. As in his reframing of the Eucharist, he
makes anointing not a sacrament that needs to happen at the hands of a church authority but
rather a divinely-ordained transformation that can be visited on anyone. He asserts from the first
lines of Several Pieces, “I do not write … as if there were something more in me, then other
men,” explaining that he has “met with divers, to whom the same light of truth is revealed,”
making him one member of a body of individuals undergoing this transformative anointing.32
Although no actual ointment involved in the kind of anointing that Winstanley describes, it is a
deeply physical experience, making him “another man immediately,” not just symbolically
marking him but fundamentally changing who he is.
As this new man, insights continually flow through him, pressing him to put pen to paper,
an experience that he describes as “sweet Anointing [that] was so precious and satisfactory
within my spirit; that I could truly say, O that I had a Tabernacle builded here, that I might never
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know or seek any other frame of spirit!”33 Winstanley here compares the change that he
underwent to the Transfiguration, in which Christ’s disciples witness him speaking with Moses
and Elijah while taking on a radiant, divine light as God’s power fills him in preparation for the
crucifixion. Paraphrasing the apostle Peter’s response to this event, “let us make here three
tabernacles; one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for Elias [i.e. Elijah],” Winstanley depicts
this experience of being physically and spiritually transformed by an indwelling divine force as a
state of change he wants to continuously inhabit.34 Significantly, rather than figuring his body as
the “Temple of the Holy Spirit,” he describes it as a “Tabernacle,” that is, a moveable place of
worship. Just as his selfhood is constantly in flux, he imagines himself as mobile and active in
the world as he follows the directives of the divine.
Over the course of Several Pieces, Winstanley explains the relationship between his food
refusal and the transfigured state that he enters in vitalist terms that provide the basis for his
argument that changing structures of food production and distribution are the key to an ideal
society. Bringing about this purification process first requires understanding and attuning oneself
to the state of flux that defines the material world. Human corruption literally pollutes the earth,
he argues: “when first man fell, he corrupted the whole creation, fire, water, earth and aire, and
still as the branches of his body went to the earth, the creation was more and more corrupted.”35
Sin polluted the body at an elemental level, and when those bodies returned to the earth, that
corruption physically became part of the rest of creation. He explains Christ’s salvific death as
33
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operating through a similarly material process, saying “when the body of Jesus Christ went into
the earth, that body likewise being made of fire, water, earth and aire, he purified the whole
creation.”36 In the introduction to Several Pieces, Winstanley frames the collection as the work
of a narrator whose body is being transformed at an elemental level, beginning with a radical
change in the material that he puts into his body. Within the pamphlets that make up the text, he
turns this inconstancy into a productive literary device, reproducing that state of flux for his
readers and guiding them to view it as their experience as well.
In the first pamphlet in the collection, The Breaking of the Day of God, Winstanley
imputes the internal instability that he described as the state that the whole country is
undergoing. Explicating the book of Revelation in relation to contemporary England, he explains
to his readers that the violent conflict they see around them is God’s work, “burning up all the
drosse of our flesh,” reforming the social body as a whole, “shaking and casting down all
corruptions, Which the Wise flesh (or rather Wicked Serpent) hath built up in Common-Wealths
and Churches.”37 The internal divisions and digestive emptying that Winstanley describes as part
of his revelatory “Anointing” experience, elements of mankind’s collective “flesh,” particularly
among its the political and ecclesiastical rulers (“Common-Wealths and Churches”) must
likewise be evacuated from the body. The Breaking of the Day of God moves in a trajectory that
Several Pieces follows on a larger scale, turning this claim about broad social change into a
drama happening within the reader. As Winstanley puts it, this “battell between the Serpent and
Christ in the flesh [happens] … in every believer,” their bodies turning against them as “the
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Flesh and Serpent accuses their consciences before God day and night.”38 Like Winstanley’s,
and like the social body at large, their bodies will be saved through the purging process of “the
Anointing that sets the poor souls free from these accusations, by a satisfying discovery of his
love, then there arise voices of praise, and thundrings-forth of thankesgiving to God day and
night, even as the accusation formerly was day and night.”39 Internal division leads to
harmonization: not a restoration of stability but rather a transformation of the individual into a
collective, active body of believers “thundrin[g]-forth” praise and thanksgiving just as
Winstanley is doing in his writing. Although he describes this purgation process in abstract,
eschatological terms, he refers to the literal “flesh” of the body. As Several Pieces continues, he
will explain how elementally changing the body through changing how it consumes is the
practical means to taking control over this clash between the flesh, the “Serpent,” or self-interest,
and God.
The Breaking of the Day of God invites the reader to join this purged collective body
through particular formal shifts. As the text continues, Winstanley’s narrator moves to address
the readers more intimately, moving from the third-person to the second-person to reiterate his
point: “when Christ, who is the Lord our righteousnesse, is pleased to cast the Serpent out of
your flesh, and to take possession; then you shall be freed from all those accusations, and from
the malice of the accuser, and be made able to sing by experience.”40 Through this move to direct
address, Winstanley further turns the material, world-historical change that he describes into a
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process that begins with the individual reader’s transformative experience. Winstanley offers
readers the opportunity to voice this experience as their own through ending his text with a
hymn, a form that invites readers to speak in one harmonized voice with the narrator. Shifting to
the first-person plural, the hymn describes instability as a unifying:
But yet mens hearts disquiet are,
and bitter as we see;
Hot times have been, hot times yet are,
but hotter yet may be.
For now the Image of the Beast:
appeares to act his part;
But he’s a falling, and Saints shall sing
Haleluja with joy of heart.41
The state of “disquiet,” internal restlessness and unease, that Winstanley and his readers
experience is part of a sweeping change, “hot times” in which the material world seems
precarious and uncertain. However, this heating is part of a movement from discord to concord
that The Breaking of the Day of God both describes and formally realizes as it gradually draws
the reader into a collective, harmonized voice.
The subsequent pamphlet, The Mystery of God, moves from this promised resolution to
jump backwards in time to the Garden of Eden. Like the previous text in the collection, The
Mystery of God explicates scriptural passages with reference to contemporary events. As
Winstanley explains the vitalist philosophy through which each individual body can be
understood as participating in and reproducing world-historical events in microcosm, he invites
his readers to join in the process of transubstantiation that he seeks to spread across the body
politic. One of the paths to participating in this transformation, he explains, is to learn to read in
a particular way. Winstanley asks his readers to move beyond viewing the Eden narrative as a
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series of historical events in which God made Adam, “put him into a Garden, called Eden, which
was full of Trees, Hearbs, Creatures, for pleasure and delight, that he should dresse it, and live
contentedly in the use of all things therein” is only “the History to the creatures capacity,” that is,
a surface-level understanding of the story.42 Instead, Winstanley contends, readers should
understand this “History” as actively taking place in each of them, explaining that through the
Eden story, “God declares, That Adam himself, or that living flesh, mankinde, is a Garden which
God hath made for his owne delight, to dwell, and walk in.”43 In other words, “Adam” is within
each person, part of their physical bodies which, like a garden, is “living” and must be actively
tended and kept under control.44
The biblical story of the Fall, Winstanley argues, explains how acting on wrongful
appetites, including literal appetites, physically corrupts the body, making it an unfit dwelling for
God. The “spirit of self-love,” involves both “aspiring to be as God … and yet distinct from
God.”45 Winstanley’s experience of the suppression of his literal appetite, rejecting “self-love”
in refusing to eat, as well as the suppression of his will in his inability to resist the divine voice
speaking through him can thus be understood as the reversal of the Fall. Winstanley’s fasting is a
sign that he is becoming purged of this “inclinable disposition to promote [him] selfe, or [his]
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own being,” which Winstanley argues in The Mystery of God is the true cause of the fall: “this
selfishnesse in the middle of the living garden, Adam, is the forbidden fruit, and this is called the
Serpent, because it windes itself into every creature.”46 However, Winstanley explains, “God
leads us to the mystery of himselfe, and makes us able to see into the knowledge of that great
work that hee is working: and that is, to destroy this Serpent out of the flesh, and all Beings.”47
Moving again into the first-person plural, Winstanley figures this experience of physical
purgation and transformation as both personal and collective, eventually leading to the total
dissolution of divisions as God “swallow[s] up his Creature Man into himselfe, that so there may
bee but one onely pure, endlesse, and infinite Being.”
This idealization of the dissolution of divisions continues to shape Several Pieces on a
formal level, as Winstanley’s narrator moves increasingly from a didactic discussion of worldhistorical change towards a more personal mode of direct address. While he uses some variation
on the word “you” 122 times in the 138 pages of The Breaking of the Day of God, and fifty-nine
times in the sixty pages that make up The Mystery of God, it appears 451 times in the third
pamphlet, The Saints Paradise (134 pages), 263 times in the fourth pamphlet, Truth Lifting up its
Head above Scandals (77 pages), and 446 times in the final pamphlet in the collection, The New
Law of Righteousness (120 pages). In other words, Winstanley addresses “you” in Several Pieces
less than once per page in the first pamphlet, roughly once per page in the second, and
approximately four times per page in the final three. While this is an imperfect means of
evaluating the nuances of Winstanley’s form, these numbers nonetheless convey a sense of the
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large-scale shift in narratorial style that takes place over the course of Several Pieces, as the
reader—the “you”—becomes part of the narrative.
In The Saints Paradise, Winstanley reiterates the narrative of individual transformation
that he uncovered from the book of Genesis in The Mystery of God, but in a direct, personal
voice. He tells his readers that they must “chang[e] your vile bodies … making them like his
glorious body; that is, making the bodies of your flesh subject to the spirit of the Father within it,
as the body of the flesh of Christ was subject to the spirit, his Father.”48 This change takes place
literally in the flesh:
So that you do not look for a God now, as you formerly did, to be a place of glory beyond
the Sun, Moon and Stars, nor imagine a Divine being you know not where, but you see
him ruling within you, and not onely in you, but you see and know him to be the spirit
and power that dwells in every man and woman; yea, in every creature, according to his
orbe, within the globe of the Creation. So that now you see, and feel, and taste the
sweetnesse of the spirit ruling in your flesh.49
Setting up the argument for the material changes that he will ask his readers to make to their
consumption practices, Winstanley frames a relationship with God as happening through the
ruling of the flesh, experienced sensorily: seen, felt, and, importantly, tasted. This passage
exemplifies the shift in tone that characterizes The Saints Paradise. Winstanley’s long, elliptical
sentences are interspersed with interjections (“and not onely in you,” “yea, in every creature”)
that keep the reader drawn in and give his words the immediacy of speech or a sermon, and
turning the text into a real-time interaction with the reader.
It is in The Saints Paradise that Winstanley first explicitly connects spiritual, embodied
transformation to the structural problem of hunger. He says that he and his readers are
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experiencing a time “when there is no Cows in the Stalls, nor blossomes on the Vine, when no
creature speaks peace, but every creature is barren of giving refreshment.”50 The dearth
conditions that Winstanley and his readers faced, including bad harvests (“blossomes on the
Vine”) and the death of livestock (“no Cows in the Stalls”), are, Winstanley argues, to be
understood as part of the large-scale historical processes that his previous pamphlets have
explained. He describes real dearth conditions in England in a visionary mode, recalling the
prophetic account in Habakkuk 3:17 of similar times of crop failure in which “the fig tree shall
not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines … and there shall be no herd in the stalls.”51
Through this biblical allusion, Winstanley figures grain shortages and the death of livestock as
inseparable from a larger divine plan. In the subsequent pamphlet in the collection, he will show
his readers how to use this insight to actively participate in doing God’s work in the world. “If it
be thus with you, as I know it is,” Winstanley asks his readers, “then where is your rest and
peace in God?”52 His words of understanding and identification, telling his readers that he knows
that this is the state of extreme precariousness that they face, undo the division between the
narrator and the reader, presenting them as sharing in the same experience, and confronting the
same questions.
In the penultimate portion of Several Pieces, Truth Lifting up its head above Scandals,
the questions that the reader now faces structure the text. Truth Lifting is formatted as a series of
questions and answers between an unnamed interlocutor posing questions to Winstanley’s
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narrator, who has confronted these questions himself and, due to his “Anointing,” is able to give
their answers. Truth Lifting returns to some of the major points of the earlier pamphlets to
explain them in finer detail. For example, the Questioner asks for more explanation regarding
Winstanley’s claim that Christ’s burial purified the material world, to which Winstanley
responds “His body; being made of the four Elements, which were corrupted by man in whom
they all dwelt: are restored again,” as
his breath rose above the corruption of the Aire, purifying the Ayre; his moysture rose
above the corruption of the water, purifying the water; his heat and warmth rose above
the corruption of the fire, cleansing the fire: and his flesh and bones, rose above the
corruption of the earth and stones, purifying of them.53
Winstanley’s radically material theory of spiritual transformation leads to his conclusion that
dietary change is the first step towards reforming human society at large. As each person is made
up of temporarily combined yet fundamentally disparate elements, each individual’s first
responsibility is to develop a right relationship between these divided parts that constitute their
bodies. Winstanley explains to the Questioner that mankind is “first, to do righteously to his own
body, in taking of food moderately, for the preservation of the health of it, and not to be
excessive in drunkenness and gluttony.”54 Following dietary change, the next step Winstanley
prescribes also centers around food use: “Secondly, act righteousnesse to all fellow-creatures; till
the ground according to Reason; use the labour of your cattell with Reason; follow your course
of trading in righteousnesse; do to men and women, as you would have them do to you.”55 If
readers want to see true social reform, they must turn their attention to what they eat, how they
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get it, and with whom they share it. In other words, becoming subject to the will of the divine
manifests in concrete actions. The new state of being that Winstanley inhabits and into which he
invites his readers actively works for social justice.56 The constantly changing, unstable nature of
this experience is a function of engaging with a likewise fluctuating social, political, and physical
world.
As Several Pieces moves from theory to action, it asks the reader not just to make the
experiences that Winstanley describes their own but to sustain this continuity between them by
joining him in taking concrete, material steps to realize utopia. The volume closes with a call to
action, The New Law of Righteousnesse, in which Winstanley lays out the principles of the
Digger movement, inviting readers to join this community, just weeks away from the approach
of spring when they would begin planting crops. The immediacy of this call is reflected in the
inconsistent verb tenses that characterize The New Law. Winstanley shifts between the future and
present, again collapsing temporal distance in a way that turns the past and future events that he
describes into the reader’s own immediate experience. He describes how
When this universal law of equity rises up in every man and woman … every one shall
put their hands to till the earth, and bring up cattle, and the blessing of the earth shall be
common to all; when a man hath need of any corn or cattle, take from the next storehouse
he meets with … the blessings of the earth shall be common to all; for now all is but the
Lord, and the Lord is all in all.57
While describing this utopian community as not yet realized, he also frames it as happening in
the present, telling the man in “need of any corn or cattle” to “take from the next storehouse,”
56
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and declaring that “now all is but the Lord.” This use of prolepsis frames utopia as inevitable and
within reach, while still positioning it as a future that the reader must work towards. It depends
on the “universal law of equity ris[ing] up in every man and woman.” The individual, material
transformation that Winstanley models in the introduction to the volume—a change that begins
with diet and ends in becoming one body through sharing bread together—is what will bring
utopia into being. By opening themselves to the kind of radical, embodied change that
Winstanley describes and joining him in consuming food differently, readers will be able to
participate in bringing the individual transubstantiation that they experience to the body of
mankind as a whole.
Purging the Body in Anna Trapnel’s The Cry of a Stone
Although Anna Trapnel is primarily known for food refusal, particularly the twelve-day
fast recorded in The Cry of a Stone, she actually did eat during her visionary experiences. The
Cry of a Stone mentions on three occasions that, while prophesying, she typically “ate a very
little toast in small beer” once every twenty-four hours (and, on one occasion, “two broyld
Herrings and small beer”).58 Although at times she “only chewed [her food] … and cast it out,”
food was a consistent part of her visionary experiences. As she prayed, sang hymns, and
prophesied to a gathered audience, she consumed foods that were basic staples of the English
diet, including beer, fish, and bread. This diet carries biblical resonances, as fish and bread were
the foods that, in several gospel accounts, Jesus miraculously multiplied to feed his followers, a
story that would be particularly relevant to Trapnel’s concern with the problem of food insecurity
in England. These particular foods also have significance in relation to hunger, as fish was
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typical fasting fare, and bread and beer were subject to conditions of scarcity due to the grain
shortages that persisted in England. Although Trapnel ate these foods, she strictly regulated her
consumption of them, modeling the reduction of consumption that she viewed as the means of
bringing health to the country. She urges her readers to “rather feed upon crusts” than uphold
structures that reproduce disparities in food access, worrying less about satisfying their own
stomachs than about making sure that everyone is able to eat.59 Although Trapnel’s fasts were
extreme, they also model her view that large-scale social reform begins with transforming
individual consumption practices.
Trapnel, like Winstanley, presents her narratorial voice in a way that models how the
adoption of alternative consumption practices creates a state of productive mutability in the
individual. The Cry of a Stone depicts the unstable, shifting state that Trapnel’s experienced in
her trance through offering a text riddled with gaps. Partly, Trapnel achieves this effect by
filtering her text through an unnamed male “Relator,” said to be present throughout her vision.
The record that the Relator transcribed is partial, as he only began to write down what she was
saying after the first four days, and even then, as he repeatedly emphasizes, only recorded “but in
part, and that too with … imperfection.”60 This narrative device makes the reader actively part of
giving meaning to the text: the Relator marks gaps in his understanding with dashes [fig. 5-6] in
the printed text.
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Fig. 5-6: Pages from The Cry of a Stone showing gaps in the Relator’s transcription marked by
dashes in the printed text. Anna Trapnel, The Cry of a Stone (London, 1654). Early English
Books Online.
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These marks replicate for the reader the experience of witnessing Trapnel’s trance firsthand like
the Relator, who found himself unable to hear or retain everything Trapnel said, either because
her voice grew too faint or due to “the press of the people” in her room.61 The fragmented
printed text places readers in that crowd, straining to hear more, while attempting to fill in the
gaps in sense, to “search and enquire” as they read where “the Lord hath spoken to them in it.”62
As in Winstanley’s Several Pieces, readers are invited into Trapnel’s position and community,
taking part in creating the text, and invited to seek her out to expand on its fragments directly.63
The Relator sets this fragmentary text in contrast to other “reports gone abroad
concerning this maid, too many being such as were not according to truth … but as deformed and
disguised with the pervertings and depravings of the reporters.”64 Significantly, then, although
Trapnel’s text is partial and disjointed, the Relator argues that this is not a sign that it is
“deformed.” Rather, it accurately represents the experience of Trapnel’s prophetic trance: the
fragments are a function of the Relator’s real presence there. Moreover, even in places where the
transcript of Trapnel’s speech has been recorded in full, her words are marked by shifts in
subject matter, addressee, and form as her prose is interspersed with sudden outbreaks into song.
The Relator says that his record offers “some taste … herein of the things that were spoken, as
they could be taken by a slow and imperfect hand.”65 The text is thus a collaborative narration
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produced by the interaction of an audience and a speaker, both of whose narratorial voices are
fundamentally unstable, as the Relator is unable to hear Trapnel fully and Trapnel, filled with the
divine spirit, speaks words that are not solely her own.
The text invites readers into this instability, offering them “some taste” of this experience
as they participate in making meaning out of what they read. Trapnel’s narratorial form draws
her and her readers into one body, providing a framework for the harmonization of their bodies
through particular dietary practices that her text will go on to unpack. While critics have viewed
Trapnel’s disjointed text as mimicking “the material body … lost in pure vocality,” as she
ignores her physical needs while God speaks through her, the gaps throughout The Cry of a
Stone can be perceived as a textual representation of Trapnel’s body as it passes through this
transformative experience.66 As the gaps throughout the text visually echo Trapnel’s physical
instability, the product of her extremely restricted diet and the divine presence that overtakes her,
her narratorial style can also be understood as the formal expression of the material reform she
advocates.
Like Winstanley, Trapnel’s text begins with a personal narrative of dietary transformation
in which she invites the reader to participate as part of a movement for the large-scale reform of
food distribution practices, the practical utopia that she envisions. Before the relation of her
prophetic speech, Trapnel begins The Cry of a Stone with an introductory note in which she
describes her experiences with fasting and develops a theory of the material relationship between
food and the reform of human language and action. For Trapnel, the diminished diet that was
part of the visionary period recorded in The Cry of a Stone was not a one-time event but rather a
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regular part of her spiritual practice. She describes several previous fasts, recounting the how
these experiences revealed to her that the reduction of consumption should be part of every
believer’s devotional life.
Whereas Winstanley’s volume gradually incorporated the reader into the text through
direct address, Trapnel uses a memoiric mode to recount her experiences as a model for the
reader to follow: she insists that her fasting practices do not make her “singular,” but rather
should be adopted widely by her readers, whom she terms in her opening address as “all the wise
virgins in Sion, who are for the work of the day.”67 The work that they are called to in a time of
food scarcity begins with learning to be satisfied on a restricted diet. She explains that during her
first fast, God revealed to her that she would “every way be supplied in body and spirit,” and she
found “a continual fullness in my stomach, and the taste of divers sweetmeats and delicious food
therein, which satisfied” her and kept her “in much health.”68 In other words, fasting is not about
demonstrating one’s exceptional devotion and will-power but rather, if practiced rightly, is
simply experienced as a state of health, as God keeps the faster’s stomach supernaturally filled,
able to carry out the “work of the day.” Trapnel reframes fasting not a the neglect of the body but
rather as another way of nourishing it.
At the same time, this unfamiliar dietary practice can make the body feel unstable and
strange. Trapnel describes, during her second fast, being “taken weak in my outward man,
keeping my bed fourteen days.”69 However, these feelings are the physical expression of the
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purification of the body, as the “outward man”—that is, Trapnel’s sinful nature—overcome by
God’s divine presence within her. Like Winstanley, she presents a fluctuating internal state as
part of spiritual growth. Her shifting, multiply-voiced, partial text can be understood as the
outpouring of a body in such a state of transformation, which, Trapnel suggests, must be a
continual part of the life of the believer. Although salvation may have been a one-time event,
spiritual life is an ongoing struggle. Dietary manipulation is a concrete way of keeping the self in
this state of flux while also materially bringing justice-oriented change to the social body as a
whole through changing consumption patterns at large.
While Trapnel’s introduction describes her personal experiences with fasting in a fairly
straightforward expository mode that clearly lays out practical steps for the reader to follow, in
the main text of The Cry of a Stone, the record of her prophetic vision, she takes on a very
different narratorial voice, modeling the state of mutability and openness to divine indwelling
that her dietary practices enable her to experience. She also performs the material changes that
she seeks to bring the reader to adopt as she refuses food while speaking out against the
excessive consumption that she identifies as the major source of social and political dysfunction.
Moving rapidly between addressees, Trapnel turns first to the head of state himself. She calls
Cromwell to “part with such things as may hinder the prosperity of his soul; make him out of
love with the wines and feasts below,” framing his rich diet as a sign of spiritual corruption.70
Trapnel clarifies that she is referring to literal feasting: she breaks out into a song censuring all
members of government who, like Cromwell, have
... disobeyed the Lord
In bravery so rich,
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And in their dainty dishes that
They have with them inrich’d.
When others would have been glad of
Crums that fall from their board.71
Trapnel turns the link that she has forged between fasting and spiritual well-being into a political
critique: as long as some eat “dainty dishes” while others scramble for “crums,” the country
remains in need of reform. Trapnel directs similar criticism against both military leaders and the
national church. She accuses “colonels great, / And captains too” of stealing “costly food …
From the Commonweal poor / For to feast thy carcass,” and says to the clergy that they “in
dainty food have been, / That hath made [them] to talk,” but that, if those foods were taken from
them, they would “cease speaking that, which / Before [they] did relate.”72 Like Winstanley’s
use of hymns to invoke a collective voice, her use of songs to deliver accusations against these
authorities invites the reader to become one body with her, rallying together against those who
have disenfranchised them.
Although Trapnel is not as explicitly engaged with vitalist thought as Winstanley, the
critiques that she levels here reflect her similar view that how food is circulated and consumed
materially leads to particular subjects and social formations. She argues that wrongful eating
physiologically undermines one’s ability to speak or act righteously. For example, she says that
ministers who “pamper their bellies” become unable to think clearly, as their “fulness br[ings]
blindness upon them.”73 Likewise, the “great royalties of food … and these dainty things” that
Cromwell eats “him d[o] smother; Oh they darken his spirit,” and “roasted meat … ha[s] blinded
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his eyes.”74 In describing Cromwell as consuming “royalties” of food, Trapnel portrays him as
the same kind of material drain on the state as Charles had been. Moreover the “dainty” food that
he eats makes him unfit for service, impeding his capacity for insight and preventing righteous
action. Those throughout the country who serve their own appetites rather than attending to
others’ needs, Trapnel continues, “whose god is their belly,” are weighed down literally by what
they eat, “willing to be silent” because they are too full to move against injustice.75
If excessive eating impedes thought and action, Trapnel’s fasting, then, is tied not just to
her openness to divine insight but also is the motivation driving her work in the world. Although
during Trapnel’s vision she became unable to rise from bed on her own, the Relator explains that
once her trance ended,
after she had kept her bed eleven days together, without any sustenance at all for the first
five days, and with only a little toast in small beer once in twenty-four hours for the rest
of the time, she rose up in the morning, and the same day travelled on foot from
Whitehall to Hackney, and back to Mark Lane in London, in health and strength.76
Trapnel’s text thus begins and ends with active spiritual work as a goal to be achieved through
individual dietary restraint. The fragmentation that characterizes The Cry of a Stone’s depiction
of Trapnel’s visionary experience ends in a restoration of health and wholeness that enables her
to proceed out into the world and invites the reader to search her out as she travels around
London spreading her spiritual message.
Trapnel’s diet-driven words and actions complement the political model that Trapnel, like
many other radicals, saw as the unfulfilled promise of the English revolution: a state in which the
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body, not the head, governs. Paradoxically, however, this model at once empowers and
undermines the individual as an agent: even as personal dietary choices enable individuals to
reshape the social body at large, they are also highly passive and unstable, subject to change
radically depending on what they consume. Trapnel attempts to reconcile this tension, both
ideologically and formally. Ideologically, Trapnel refigures the food insecurity to which many
were subject during this period as a chosen position, a sign of one’s place within a body of
believers working to reform the state. Formally, her fragmentary, collaboratively-constructed
narratorial voice makes the experience of being remade spiritually and through diet into a
function of the experience of transubstantiation into a collective body whose choice to consume
less enables them to actively work towards reform.
Intestine Strife in Roger Crab’s The English Hermite
For Roger Crab, daily dietary practices materially give rise to particular spiritual states as
well as social and political formations. He argues in The English Hermite that the desire to
engage in war is generated by eating flesh. Crab personifies violent tendencies in the body as
Mars, the god of war “who God hath made governor over that humor that lusteth after flesh and
blood, which is made strong in us by feeding of it.”77 He explains that as long as this spirit “can
get flesh to feed,” that is, is nourished by meat consumption, “he will encrease his desires to
destroy flesh,” making those who feed him “full of corruption,” allowing Mars to “rais[e] up
Transgressor against Transgressor to destroy each other.”78 Crab views meat-eating as directly
responsible for the civil war; because of this diet, “the body of England … [has] become a
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Monster.”79 Consuming flesh is a kind of unholy Eucharist in Crab’s view, bringing people into
conflict rather than unity and incorporating them not into the body of Christ but into a monstrous
one.
Moreover, Crab adds, diet not only do the substances put into the body give it violent or
peaceful tendencies, but the food production and distribution practices necessitated by different
consumption habits structure people’s relationships to each other in particular ways. He
complains, for example, about holiday feasting, in which “there is more spent of VVines and
Beer, Flesh and VVheat, and all other Varieties in them twelve dayes, then will keep the whole
Nation twelve weeks if discreetly used; so that this must needs make all manner of Food the
scarcer; and this scarcity must needs oppress the poor.”80 Like Winstanley and Trapnel, Crab’s
emphasis on the material consequences of dietary practices is grounded in economic, social, and
political concerns, which he views as inseparable from the spiritual state of the community.
Getting individuals to reform their dietary practices, then, is key to improving conditions for all.
In order to persuade readers to change how they eat, Crab uses multiple narratorial
personae who begin the text in conflict and gradually come to agree as Crab persuades them to
adopt his vegan lifestyle. This shift models on a formal level the process of dietary change that
Crab describes, in which warring internal tendencies are brought into harmony as altered eating
habits cleanse both the individual body and the community of discord. The frontispiece [fig. 7]
of The English Hermite introduces the text’s warring voices.
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Fig. 7: Frontispiece from Roger Crab, The English Hermite (London, 1655). The British
Museum.

The frontispiece depicts a full-length woodcut of Crab with his arms open to the reader,
suggesting his willingness to submit himself to public scrutiny. He holds in his left hand a plant
resembling and olive branch, symbolically linking his plant-based diet to the state of peace that
he has achieved within himself and that he hopes to promote cross the social body as a whole. He
speaks the phrase “Herbes and Roots,” a phrase that again literally refers to the contents of his
diet while also carrying symbolic connotations.81 Describing the plants that he eats as “Herbes
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and Roots” frames his diet as medicinal, a property of which his healthy, sturdy body as depicted
in the frontispiece is evidence.
Inscriptions above and below this image, however, figure the balanced, peaceful model
that Crab embodies as at the center of significant conflict. A short verse above the woodcut
reads, “Roger Crab, that feeds on Hearbs and Roots is here, / But I believe Diogenes had better
cheer.”82 This inscription, the first words to appear in Crab’s text, welcome a skeptical reader,
approaching Crab as an object of curiosity and an impractical extremist who outdoes even the
ascetic philosopher Diogenes in his austerity. However, this couplet is epigrammatically dense:
the comparison that it makes just as easily could be read as favorable, suggesting that Crab
should be viewed as a philosopher whose wisdom has moved beyond even that of Diogenes, an
paragon rather than an oddity. A motto slightly offset from the couplet calls Crab a “rara avis in
terris,” that is, “a rare bird on the earth,” a commonplace taken from Juvenal that again distances
the reader from Crab but does not necessarily disparage him.83 Already at this point it is unclear
what the text means and whose voice is speaking. It may be that the implied speaker of the
couplet also chose to include the Latin motto, authorizing himself through a classical citation.
However, the couplet and the motto may also be read as two competing perspectives, the latter
correcting the verse’s dismissal of Crab, instead praising him for his exemplarity. This ambiguity
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brings the reader from skepticism to deliberation as, in trying to uncover the text’s meaning, they
must contemplate whether Crab might be viewed as something other than a curiosity.
A verse inscribed below the woodcut draws the reader from critical distance towards
intimacy with the “English Hermite.” This couplet, written in Crab’s voice, reads “Deep things
more I have to tell, but I shall now forbear: / Lest some in wrath against me swell, and do my
body teare.”84 This couplet echoes the depiction of Crab as a philosopher, carrying “deep things”
in his body. These lines also asks the reader to understand the controversy surrounding Crab’s
lifestyle as not merely a matter of mild bemusement of the kind expressed in the verse above the
woodcut but as serious and life-threatening. His nonconformist dietary practices are not just
philosophically interesting but politically dangerous, the product of reformist ideologies that
might lead to violent backlash. Crab here addresses his readers as allies against a hostile
environment. At the same time, the text leaves the reader uncertain as to where Crab’s voice
begins and ends. Below this second couplet, an inscription claims that “These four lines and the
verses at the end are his own.”85 Although the second inscription could be rearranged into a
rhyming ABAB quatrain, it is composed on the page as a two-line couplet. The seemingly
straightforward ascription of the “four lines” on the frontispiece to Crab leaves the reader
wondering whether Crab composed only the second inscription, which has been folded into two
lines for the sake of space, or whether this note implies that he is responsible for all four lines of
verse on the page, including the upper inscription. If so, the first couplet’s statement “Roger Crab
… is here” could suggest that he is there in that verse, the voice behind its composition. Like the
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gaps throughout Trapnel’s text, this ambiguity invites the reader to actively uncover Crab’s
views through contemplation or even seeking him out personally.
Possibly because of his dietary austerity, the playfulness of Crab’s narratorial style has
been overlooked in much of the scholarship on his work. While most critics assume that the
frontispiece woodcut was commissioned by Crab himself, a second woodcut in The English
Hermite, depicting a naked man mounting a rabbit [fig. 8], has been interpreted as the publisher’s
satirical commentary on Crab’s love for animals.86

Fig. 8. Illuminated initial from Roger Crab, The English Hermite (London, 1655), B1r.

However, this image opens a paragraph in which Crab accuses his countrymen of being a
“Sodomite generation” for what he calls in his prefatory note on the previous page their
excessive desires for “the flesh of … Creature[s].”87 Given this context, is seems much more
likely that Crab uses this woodcut to mock meat-eating as reflecting an excessive desire for
86
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animals. While the first lines on the frontispiece of The English Hermite invite in the
unconvinced reader by treating Crab as an eccentric, as the text proceeds its perspective shifts
dramatically towards Crab’s perspective, framing the social norms that he rejects as the truly
bizarre practices.
In this process of persuading the reader, Crab introduces his text with a note from the
anonymous “Publisher to the Reader.”88 This narratorial persona, like the Relator in The Cry of a
Stone, can be viewed as Crab’s textual collaborator. However, whereas Trapnel’s Relator was
her disciple, Crab’s Publisher is a skeptic in the process of being convinced of Crab’s views.
Over the course of the introduction, this narratorial persona vacillates between doubt and
admiration: he confirms that Crab “is well read in the Scriptures” and “hath argued strongly with
severall Ministers in the Country” in favor of his plant-based diet.89 The Publisher recounts
Crab’s arguments and reflects on his scriptural proofs, particularly a verse from the book of
Corinthians which is also quoted on the title-page, “if meate make my brother to offend, I will
never eate flesh while the world stands.”90 As the Publisher describes his conversations with
Crab, the socially and politically reformist ends of Crab’s diet become more explicit. The
Publisher recalls discussing a story in the gospels in which a wealthy young man asks Jesus what
he must do to be saved, to which Jesus responds, “sell all that thou hast, and distribute unto the
poor.”91 The Publisher tells Crab, “I conceived Christs meaning when he bad the young man sell
all he had and give to the poore, was, that he should part with all his dearest Sinnes, that were as
88
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dear to him as his possessions.”92 Crab responds, “how can a man give that money to the poor
which he selleth his sinnes for,” pointing out to the Publisher that the passage only makes sense
if it is read as a literal command to improve the material conditions of the others in your
community. As the Publisher records Crab’s arguments, the text shows the speaker gradually
becoming like Crab, as their voices begin to weave together.
In this process of harmonization, the Publisher moves rapidly between competing views,
saying that Crab is “to be admired in this opinion of eating” which is at worst “an harmelesse
error,” before continuing in the very next sentence to recount that he has heard a rumor that one
of Crab’s followers “began to follow the same poore diet till it cost him his life,” suggesting that
Crab’s diet may not be “harmelesse” at all.93 Yet the Publisher concludes that the other and more
common extreme, excessive consumption, is the more dangerous, describing several examples of
this behavior from across the country, including “Wood, called the great Eater of Kent, who
could eate a whole sheep at a meale, besides other victuals” and “Mr. Marriot, the great Eater of
Grays Inne, [who] was such another glutton.”94 The Publisher shifts from the position of Crab’s
detractor towards that of his apologist, effectively making the case for the reader that Crab’s diet
may be a necessary corrective to widespread disordered consumption, proleptically addressing
readers’ potential objections and modeling a train of thought that might leads them to accept
Crab’s position.
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Even as the Publisher’s note ends with the circumspect conclusion that he hopes the
reader will learn from the subsequent text to “avoy[d] these two Extreams, and wal[k] in the
golden meane of true godliness … Vale,” he appends an addendum to this conclusion in which
he moves from moderation back to admiration. He breathlessly describes “one more remarkable
thing [Crab] told me,” a miraculous story of how, when Crab was imprisoned the previous year
for his disruptive behavior, “His Keeper having a prejudice against him … ordered the Prisoners
not to let him have bread,” but Crab was divinely fed by a “Spannell” who brought him “a peece
of bread in his mouth.”95 The Publisher moves from treating Crab as an eccentric to portraying
him as a saint. As the Publisher’s attraction to Crab has caused their narratorial voices to be
folded together, the subsequent narrative will attempt to bring the reader to take on Crab’s voice
as well.
This process of bringing warring forces into harmony is parallel to the physiological
experience of dietary transformation that Crab prescribes. This similarity is not merely abstract:
Crab argues that using diet to gain control over discordant spirits—like “Mars” and the “Old
man” discussed above—not only brings individuals into a peaceful internal state but also
harmonizes their relationships with each other. Crab describes how he experienced this
transformation himself, saying that when he gave up “rost Mutton, and Rabbets, and other dainty
dishes” in favor of “broth thickned with bran, and pudding made with bran, & Turnep leaves
chop’t together, and grass,” he felt “the Old man (meaning my body) being moved,”
experiencing the spiritual strife beginning to arise in his body as digestive distress.96 As his diet
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transubstantiates him, aspects of his former self are purged, quite literally. As his body is
“moved,” he at first grows “sick and weak with the fluxe” (i.e. diarrhea), discharging corruption
and, in the process, becoming “full of love, peace, and content in mind.”97 This material
remaking of his body transforms him not just internally but in his orientation to the world around
him, as well. In addition to removing his need to store up excess goods or depend on others’
labor to feed himself, he no longer experiences violent impulses. He explains, “had my parents
been so innocent as to have taught me this Doctrine,” that is, the diet he now lives on, “in the
time of my youth, I had saved my skull from being cloven to the braine in the late War for the
Parliament against the King,” referring to an injury he received in battle.98 Had he never eaten
meat, Crab reflects, he never would have participated in war, but would have been
constitutionally a pacifist.
Following Winstanley and Trapnel, Crab presents his narrative of bodily and spiritual
reform as a model that anyone can follow. “Having found out that my body was governed by the
inclination of my Constitution” and having experimentally “tryed it with many sorts of food,” he
begins “administer[ing] physick to others … a hundred or sixe-score Patients at once,” teaching
them how “eating flesh, or drinking strong beere would inflame their blood, venom their
wounds, and encrease their disease,” and urging them to adopt his reformed diet.99 For Crab,
these individual dietary transformations are the means to structural social and political change.
Adopting the first person plural, he turns from his personal narrative to the collective story of
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recent history, “our fighting to regulate government in the Old men,” depicting the civil war as a
large-scale version of the intestine strife that he experienced within his body.100 Applying his
dietary views to the English body as a whole, he contends that the government “is still as bad, if
not worse, than it was before” because people “far worse then bloody Butchers … destroy their
fellow creatures for gaine,” perpetuating violent tendencies through killing the creatures of the
animal world as well as their fellow human creatures.101 In Crab’s view, removing this impulse
to destroy other humans happens through developing peaceful relationships with all fellow
creatures, and expelling bloodthirsty desires from the body through regulating and changing the
appetite.
Crab argues that attempting to change the structure without changing the individuals that
make it up only produces the same disordered collective body, as “these our dayes … hath tryed
almost every sort of men,” and found them all subject to corruption.102 “Kings and Bishops”
were replaced by “the Parliament who found fault with them,” but failed to “pul[l] the beame of
Covetousnesse out of their owne eyes” and replicated the behaviors of those they had
replaced.103 “The Army with their Trades and Sects depending upon the same account became
exalted,” following the same path, and likewise “the Gentlemen and Farmers have had their turn
in Offices and dearth of Corn, and now they will try inferiour Trades, as Journey-men and Daylabourers … even to the Orphan and Alms-man,” yet conditions have not improved.104 Attempts
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to reform the country without changing the core problem of material, internalized violence will
continue to fail, Crab contends: regardless of what group is granted authority, they will fall prey
to the same self-exalting tendencies that others have. Returning to the gospel passage that the
Publisher recalled discussing with Crab, he explains, “let not the rich men mistake me, and think
that I would have them sell their goods, before God hath enlightned their understandings … for
then they would play the Hypocrites” and perpetuate the same cycles of false change that Crab
argues have characterized recent English history.105 Reform must be achieved not through topdown restructuring but rather through individual insight, precisely what Crab’s text seeks to
bring to the reader.
Formally, The English Hermite combines shifting narratorial voices with an engagement
with an amalgamation of various genres to attempt to serve what are ultimately paradoxical ends:
to urge readers to come to personal insights while also transforming them into a like-minded
body of individuals. As The English Hermite moves from controversial pamphlet to personal
narrative to shared history in Crab’s diagnosis of the failure of the English revolution, the text’s
warring narrators are harmonized into a unified voice. Like Winstanley and Trapnel, Crab
achieves this by turning to song. His closing hymn begins in the first person plural, declaring that
to find “the glory of joy we must, / Swallow’d be in endlesse grace.”106 As the individual is
“swallow’d” up into this collective body, set in opposition to “Tradesmen [who] … cry, / Come
let us kill, eate, and slay, / Or else for want we dye,” and “Gentry [who] mourn, / Without pride
they cannot live: / And staves to get them Corn.”107 The mass transformative experience that
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Crab hopes to engender requires that people no longer are “Tradesmen” or “Gentry” but rather,
like him, choose to become “poor laboring men, / [who] Live of their owne encrease.”108 Crab
imagines social reforms similar to those Winstanley describes, in which all are occupied with
basic agrarian labor, but in place of his shared harvests and storehouses, harmony comes from all
members of the social body adopting dietary practices that allow them to live independently.
Crab’s closing song expresses this paradoxical unity and individuation by ending in a
collectively-spoken first person singular:
If any would know who is the Author,
Or aske whose lines are these:
I answer, one that drinketh water,
And now a liver at ease.109
The “we” of the song’s opening is now characterized as “the Author” of the text, speaking
Crab’s dietary ideology and the bodily transformations that it effected as their own experience.
The formal structure of narratorial transubstantiation that Winstanley, Trapnel, and Crab
developed, in its emphasis on personal experience and internal, material change, makes the
individual the driving agent of progress, yet requires that each person’s experience look identical
in order to effect large-scale reform.
Conclusion: Dietary Choice in Utopian Movements
All of these authors’ transubstantiating narrators adopt nonconformist diets which bring
them through personal experience to insights about how society as a whole can be brought
towards a utopian state. In this way, their works seem to turn to diet as a means of
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conceptualizing the knowledge and regulation of the self as the basis of right rule, making
governance begin with the individual.110 However, at the same time, as Winstanley, Trapnel, and
Crab articulate the new condition that their altered consumption practices have effected within
them, they speak not from the perspective of a bounded, self-directed individual but rather in a
state of flux, continually working to maintain control over the competing internal impulses that
drive them. This narratorial mode frames their subjective experiences as open to the reader, who
is invited to model themselves after the narrator and even speak their texts with them. In
rejecting place of a stable identity, these authors model selves that encompass multiplicities of
perspectives and are open to radical change. Diet reveals how vulnerable individuals are to
outside influences on a daily basis, from the food that they put into their bodies to the larger
social structures that determine whether they can access food in the first place. These authors’
transubstantiating narrators are a means of articulating and working through the contradictions
between a desire to validate individual authority and an awareness of how individuals are
inseparable from larger social structures that shape them and which they in turn are responsible
to reshape.
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Conclusion

On January 11, 1770, Benjamin Franklin wrote enthusiastically to his friend, the botanist
John Bartram, who operated an experimental garden near Philadelphia, describing a new kind of
“cheese.”1 This dish, used “universal[ly] … in China,” was made not of milk but rather what
Franklin called “Chinese Garavances,” that is, garbanzo beans, the closest analogue he could
think of to describe this unfamiliar type of pulse.2 He sent Bartram a packet of these dried
“garavances”—which were, in fact, soybeans—along with instructions that he had received from
James Flint, an English trader working for the East India Company in China, on how to convert
them into this novel cheese, “Tau-fu.”3
It is unsurprising that discovering “tau-fu” (that is, tofu) in Franklin’s words, greatly
“excited [his] curiosity.”4 As he recounts in The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, which he
began writing the following year, as a teenager, Franklin had been a strict vegetarian. A wellknown anecdote from his autobiography describes how he began eating meat again while
smelling cod cooking and, overwhelmed with hunger, reflected,
when the fish were opened I saw smaller fish taken out of their stomachs, then, thought I,
“If you eat one another I don’t see why we may not eat you;” so I dined upon cod very
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heartily, and have since continued to eat as other people, returning only now and then
occasionally to a vegetable diet.5
This story is often taken out of context, read as a dismissal of youthful idealism in favor of
pragmatism. However, as Dana Medoro has argued, in the very next sentence, Franklin uses this
moment to illustrate how often purportedly rational argumentation is simply a means of
justifying self-serving appetites.6 He wryly concludes, “so convenient a thing it is to be a
reasonable creature, since it enables one to find or make a reason for everything one has a mind
to do.”7 This embedded parable has an explicit moral: that the stronger may claim that reason or
natural law validate their right to prey upon the smaller but that such exploitation is the product
of unchecked, base appetites.
Franklin in fact continued to eat a vegetarian diet for certain periods regularly throughout
his life, and on the very next pages of his Autobiography describes how he employed a woman in
the neighborhood to cook for him, providing her with “a list of forty dishes … in which there
entered neither fish, flesh, nor fowl” to bring to him daily.8 Resolving the tension between ethics
and pragmatism in his earlier anecdote, he endorses this diet for, if nothing else, “the cheapness
of it,” supporting the quest for socioeconomic self-advancement through discipline and
efficiency for which he is famous.9
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Although this narrative is associated closely with the birth of a specifically American
identity, the flexitarian (as we would now term him) Franklin’s enthusiasm for tofu is resolutely
grounded in ideas about diet, society, and self-formation that arose in sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury English literature.10 In bringing tofu from an East India Company trader in China to the
English colonies in America, Franklin’s letter reflects the changing shape of England’s
involvement in global political and economic networks, that had begun to expand and so
significantly alter English diets starting in the Elizabethan period. After dearth conditions
levelled off in England in the mid-1650s, due to better farming practices, improved weather
conditions, and agricultural surpluses following the cessation of wartime demands, the country
relied on global trade not in order to find food but to export excess.11 However, the Anglophone
world’s interest in consuming foreign foods also continued, not just due to desire for luxury
goods but also to support an interest in dietary regulation that persisted even after starvation
conditions began to recede. Dietary health became something of an obsession among English
intellectuals such as the members of the Royal Society, who looked around the globe for
guidance on how to enhance their lives by following consumption habits practiced in places from
India to Barbados.12 Less than ten years after the period of food insecurity had lifted in England,
Royal Society member Robert Boyle was searching for foreign plants rumored to suppress the
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appetite.13 The Elizabethan plays written in the midst of England’s forays into trade in North
Africa had turned to appetite to think about the tension between using imported foods to feed the
country and preserving it against becoming subject to other states. Franklin’s letter, written
amidst the establishment of British colonialism, expresses no such anxiety, viewing the world as
something of a buffet table that he is free to peruse and take from to satisfy his curiosity and
increase his quality of life. Appetite regulation here is more a matter making the best dietary
choices than staving off hunger.
That said, the understanding of restricting the appetite as a political, social, and economic
virtue that arose during the time of dearth in England persists in Franklin’s writing and can be
traced directly back to the literary treatments of diet during this period. Franklin mentions
multiple times during his autobiography that he came to vegetarianism from reading the work of
“Master Tryon,” that is, the English author Thomas Tryon, who had written numerous popular
texts espousing vegetarianism, inspired by his participation in the radical circles around London
in the 1650s.14 He joined a vegetarian sect that may have been Roger Crab’s Rationals, and that
at least was nearly identical to it in philosophy and practice.15 Tryon’s vegetarianism is
fundamentally political. In one of his earliest publications, a temperance treatise titled A Way to
Health (1683), Tryon writes, “if a man would know how to rule, govern and preserve any
Creature, or thing, this Wisdom and Knowledg must be first Essential in himself.”16 The ability
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to rule begins with self-rule, which for Tryon is first expressed and instilled through eating
habits. Arguing that the character of a government depends on the diet of its members, Tryon
specifies that “Man was not made to be a Tyrant unto the rest of God’s Creatures,” but that
eating “Flesh and Fish,” which “cannot be eaten without violence” has instilled in them an
oppressive spirit that corrupts mankind’s relationships to one another as well.17 Echoing Crab, he
speculates that “if Mankind had continued in its primitive State of Innocency and Unity, there
would have been no Hatred, Strife, Oppression, Fighting, or Killing one another, no Slaughtering
of Beasts, Fish, or Birds, nor Eating their Flesh and Blood,” and that converting to a nonviolent
diet will produce a harmonious state, for “that Nature that is chief in the government of any
Creature’s Life, be it either good or evil, clean or unclean, will stir up desires of Food suitable
and correspondent therewith.”18 Like authors as diverse as Crab, George Herbert, and Thomas
Dekker, for Tryon, diet is a means of shaping interpersonal relationships at a fundamental level,
orienting the collective body towards tyranny or unity, preservation or strife.19
When Franklin incorporates this dietary prescriptivism into his autobiography, however,
its social and political implications change profoundly. Altered consumption habits are, for
Franklin, a means of distinguishing himself from his community. He uses his diet as a way of
modulating his relationship to his society: Medoro observes that Franklin’s eating habits
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“structur[e] his narrative form” as he “recounts time and again in The Autobiography moments of
social withdrawal in order to re-evaluate his relationship to food, fasting, and self control.”20
While he describes his temporary departure from vegetarianism to indulge his appetite for fish as
“eating as other people,” connecting to others through eating like them, during his vegetarian
periods, he often eats alone.21 Whenever his colleagues and comrades leave to dine together, he
instead quickly “dispatch[es] … light repast (which was often no more than a biscuit or a slice of
bread, a handful of raisins or a tart from from the pastry cook’s, and a glass of water),” which
gives him “the rest of the time till their return for study; in which I made the greater progress
from that greater clearness of head and quicker apprehension which generally attend temperance
in eating and drinking.”22 Like many of the authors I have discussed in Ruling Appetites,
Franklin carries forward the idea that dietary restriction economically and corporeally gives rise
to virtue, advocating particular eating habits that he enjoins his readers to adopt in order to
become productive citizens. However, under this later model, the ethos of eating less is
disconnected from a feeling of responsibility to others or a hope that changing one’s eating
habits could have larger social effects. In place of Gerrard Winstanley’s injunction, “Worke
together. Eat bread together,” or the Governor’s promise in John Fletcher’s The Pilgrim to give
the play’s feasting nobles “such a purge, and suddenly” so that the citizens will be able to “have
a bit of meat to feed [themselves],” for Franklin, diet is an individual matter, and a means of
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navigating set structures or registering dissatisfaction with them, but not, ultimately, contesting
them.23
This transformation of the early modern ideal of dietary regulation, from a structurally
transformative social and political force into a sign of personal virtue expressed in a temporary
retreat from an inevitably fallen world, persists into the present. In Philadelphia, a few blocks
between Independence Hall and the Delaware River, lies City Tavern, a restaurant serving an
eighteenth-century menu that includes and Benjamin Franklin’s own “tau-fu” recipe. The tavern
has stood in Philadelphia since 1773, and had been a popular meeting place for many influential
players in early American politics. According to the tavern’s website, “no doubt, matters of
momentous importance were discussed and decided over a glass of Madeira and steaming roast
of venison” there, by patrons including George Washington, John Adams, and other major
figures of the American Revolution.24 Servers in period costume dish up foods from eighteenthcentury cookbooks, immersing twenty-first century visitors in a retreat from the outside world
not unlike those which Franklin sought, though in reaction to a different social, political, and
economic landscape. The tavern seeks to connect patrons through their dining experience to a
world defined by values that they may personally still hold but cannot access under current
structures, returning them to a time in which everything was “fresh from farm to table” and
dining was, in “an age before long distance commuting,” an “experience rather than just a
meal.”25 Offering an escape from late-capitalist sins like profit-driven overwork, factory farming,
23
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and alienation, the tavern addresses patrons’ underlying dissatisfaction by temporarily returning
them to a prelapsarian state, affirmed through eating in a particular way: with an ethical
orientation grounded in a sense of community. As patrons are presented, in eighteenth-century
style, with “various dishes for each course … spread upon the table in a precise manner” and
invited to, like their Revolutionary forbears, “choose from among the offerings, taking small
portions from each,” these meals also affirm virtues of self-restraint, exemplifying how
individuals continue to authorize their right to resist, if only temporarily, through how they
choose to eat.
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